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The researcher has attempted to gain an understanding of how Drama teachers perceive
the teaching of the curriculum and curriculum change. The data were obtained through
the use of the qualitative mode of engaging in research.
The researcher, who is also a Drama teacher had come to experience the need for teachers
to be given an opportunity to express their views on curriculum as the area of curriculum
is complex and always in need of reappraisal. Also, teachers needed a medium through
which they could share their perspectives on curriculum.
The researcher collected the relevant information by using the interview context as a
means of data collection. Ten Drama teachers responded to questions focussing on
curriculum teaching and curriculum change. The Drama teachers' perspectives were
recorded and analysed.
Marxist theorists like Bowles and Gintis(1986) view teachers as mere state functionaries
and agents of the system. Drama teachers in this study contradicted the view of teachers
as technicians within the system. They were not reflective of typical teachers. Rather
Drama teachers challenged and mediated the curriculum, they did not accept and abide by
the syllabus document and their classroom practice was determined by the immediacy of
their particular teaching context.
Finally through engaging in this research study the researcher has achieved the following
objectives:
1. An understanding of the view that knowledge is a socially constructed
concept.
2. Has provided a medium through which the perspectives of Drama teachers
are heard.
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The following areas are covered in the first chapter of this dissertation:
1. 1 A background to the South African educational context is provided with
specific reference to the relationship between education and apartheid.
1.2 The social reconstructionist perspective is given focussing specifically on the
need to transform South African society through education. People's Education as an
example is briefly looked at.
1.3.1 The reasons why the focus of the present research study is on teachers and
their perspectives is outlined.
1.3.2 The research questions underlying this research study are outlined.
1.4 The focus on the choice of the Qualitative Paradigm for engaging in this
research is discussed.
1.5 There is brief discussion on the writing style used in the writing of this
dissertation.
1.6 The structure of the dissertation is outlined.
1.1 A Background to the South African Educational Context
Jansen notes that there are few states in the modern world system which have
experienced the intensity of conflict focussed on the school curriculum as in the case of
South Africa (1994, pI).
Not until very recently has South African society undergone fundamental changes for
the reconstruction and development of a more just and equitable society. Historically,
we have been a society bedevilled by racism, sexism and class inequalities. And
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schools have been the places where the ideology of the apartheid state was perpetuated
and reinforced.
Since 1948, the South African government has practised social engineering on a far
greater scale than most other countries (Burman 1986, pS). The Population
Registration Act, NO.30 of 1950, together with Proclamation 123 of 1967, introduced
nine categories into which everyone in the country had to be classified (Burman 1986,
pS). The Group Areas Act, No. 41 of 1950, further contributed to these divisive
controls by specifying that people had to live in separately allocated areas. Schooling
was also affected by divisive controls and until the advent of the recent (1990) models
of educational change in admission policy for \\rhite government schools, pupils were
educated in different schools for different race and language groups. Burman shows
how the nature ofwhite children's education in government schools was further
prescribed: it was to be 'Christian' and 'National', as defined by the government
(Burman 1986, pS). This was obviously designed to entrench certain values based on
the philosophy of separate development. In 1967 the Minister ofEducation, Arts and
Science defined these terms during the debate iOn the National Education Policy -Act
No. 39 of 1967:
My interpretation of the 'Christian character ofeducation' is that education
shall build on the basis of the traditional Western culture and view of life which
recognizes the validity of the Biblical principles, norms and values...By
'National' it is understood that education shall build on the ideal of the national
development ofall citizens of South Afiica, in order that our own identity and
way of life shall be preserved, and in order that the South African Nation may
constantly appreciate its task as part of the Western civilization (Burman &
Reynolds 1986, pIS).
Teachers and the school curriculum were used to ensure that the state and its
hegemony were maintained without too much resistance from the ground.
Yet, when one studies the role that education has played in the perpetuation and
reproduction of racism and apartheid, it becomes apparent that reproduction and social
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engineering were not achieved in practice. South African schools were also sites of
resistance and teachers and pupils were not men~ state functionaries, rather they
reflected that they were critical enough to question, interpret and to consciously
choose to mediate the official curriculum. The following eloquent statement
articulated by Cape Town students in 1980 reinforces the above:-
They decide what we are taught. Our history is written according to
their ideas. Biology and Physics are taught in our schools but which
we cannot apply to our everyday lives. 1We are not told that most
diseases of the workers stem from the fact that they are undernourished
and overworked. We are taught biology, but not in the terms of the
biology of liberation, where we can tackle the concept of 'race' to
prove there is no such thing as 'race.' VVe are taught geography, but
not the geography of liberation. We are not taught that 80% ofAfricans
are dumped on 13% ofthe land...We are taught accountancy merely
to calculate the profits of the capitalists (Molteno, 1987, pS).
Although the above quotation reflects resistancle to the curriculum it must be
acknowledged however that a lot of the resistance was in the form of boycotts,
marches and sit-ins.
South African society and education are presently in transition. It is a society involved
in building a new nation and a new citizenry that will reflect the values ofhope, human
dignity, equality and democracy. For these values to be introduced and inculcated
within the attitudes and behaviour ofpeople, schools have to be places where the
above transformations take place. It is the researcher's view that it is incumbent on all
South Africans, especially teachers, to work deliberately to exorcise and lay to rest the
phantoms ofapartheid. Davidoffand Van den Berg reiterate this in the following
statement: -
Schools are part of society, and are politically important institutions. Part of
the task of rebuilding and transforming our society will have to be performed
in schools. We, as teachers, have to be very sure that what we are doing helps
rather than hinders the process ofbuilding a new society. There is no way we
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can argue that, because we are educationists, we can keep ourselves out of
politics (1990, p7).
1.2 The Viewpoints of the Social Reconstructionist and People's Education
Giroux, a prolific writer and social reconstructionist, argues cogently for the need to
use schools as places for reconstruction:-
The reconstructionists viewed schools as deeply implicated in producing those
aspects of dominant culture that served to reproduce an unjust and unequal
society. At the same time, they recognizted that schools were not merely
bastions ofdomination that operated according to the logic of the state.
Schools were also seen as contradictory sites, torn between the ideological
imperatives of liberal democracy and tht~ dominating values and practices of
monopoly capitalism. Inherent in these contradictory ideologies were
opportunities for political intervention and struggle. One ofthe central aims of
the social reconstructionists focussed on usurping pedagogical opportunities in
schools for learning about the relationship between democracy and
empowerment. For the social reconstructionist, schools were not viewed as the
only sphere for educational work, but, at the same time, public schools were
seen as a crucial sphere around which to fight for the development of a
particular kind ofdemocratic citizen (1989, p8-9).
Giroux goes on to add that, moreover, that citizenship education was also about
empowering students to struggle against relations of power and privilege that
transformed them and others into instruments of oppression (1989, pI 1).
An important example of educational principles within the South African context that
reflect Giroux's basic premises oftransformative education is People's Education.
People's Education is premised on the integral relationship between education and the
broader society - both in progressive educational organisation's understanding of how
apartheid has impacted on education and in the: understanding of how the
transformation of education is related to broader societal transformation Sisulu
argues as follows for the positive impact ofPeople's Education:
People's Education means education at the service of the people
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as a whole, education that liberates, edu(~ation that puts people
in command oftheir lives...every initiative must come from the
people themselves, must be accountable to the people and must
advance the broad mass of students...in effect this means taking
over the schools, transforming them froIn institutions of oppression
into zones ofprogress and people's po\ver (Sisulu, 1986, p3 in Guiding
Principles for NEPI, 1991).
It is not within the scope ofthe present research to delve into the complex relationship
that exists between schooling and the economic base in society. However, the
arguments covered thus far in this chapter all point in the direction ofthe potential that
teachers and students possess for enabling and facilitating change. The above
arguments allow for people to take control of their lives and become active participants
in the processes ofchange. This is a view that the researcher vehemently supports.
1.3.1 Why the Focus on Teachers?
1.3.2 The Research Questions
Having read widely the researcher had come to know that very little research energy
has been spent on studying the teacher's views and perspectives within the school.
The researcher was also aware ofhow knowledge about teacher's own meanings
which they assign to their pedagogical practices could be used effectively in the
developing ofnew educational policy initiatives for the transformation of South
African schooling system. It was with these thoughts in mind that the researcher
decided to engage in research that gleaned teachers' perspectives on curriculum and
curriculum development.
Teachers and their viewpoints have often been neglected and by-passed within the
educational millieu. A contradiction that often surfaces is that, although there is
general acceptance that teachers play a crucial role in education, yet at the same time
they are not given adequate recognition or power to implement and to facilitate
change. Giroux's (1989) vision, however, ofthe teacher as a 'transformative
intellectual' offers a much more empowered interpretation ofthe teacher and places
the control for change or transformation within the hands ofthe teacher. He argues
thus:
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I have argued throughout this book, that the historical precedent for educating
teachers as intellectuals and making schools into democratic sites for social
transformation might begin to define the way in which public education and the
education ofteachers could be appropriately perceived today [sic]. I wish, in
other words, to build on this precedent in order to argue for the education of
teachers as transformative intellectuals. As I have pointed out previously, the
term '~ransformativeintellectuals" refers to one who exercises forms of
intellectual and pedagogical practice that attempt to insert teaching and
learning directly into the political sphere by arguing that schooling represents
both a struggle for meaning and a struggle over power relations. I am also
referring to one whose intellectual practices are necessarily grounded in forms
of moral and ethical discourse exhibiting a preferential concern for the suffering
and struggles ofthe disadvantaged and oppressed. Here I extend the
traditional view ofthe intellectual as sorneone who is able to analyze various
interests and contradictions within society to someone capable of articulating
emancipatory possibilities and working toward their realization. Teachers
who assume the role oftransfonnative intellectuals trt1at st\}dents as
critical agents, question how knowledg(~is produced and distributed, utilize
dialogue, and make knowledge meaningful, critical, and ultimately
emancipatory (1989,
pp174-175).
Therefore one of the aims ofthis dissertation vvas to become the medium through
which the voice of the teacher was represented and heard. Although the researcher
concedes that it was a very humble attempt at achieving the above, it would
nonetheless aim to celebrate the perspectives of teachers towards the aspects of
teaching and learning they lived through daily and came to know and experience.
After reflecting on teachers, and their participation within the curriculu~ the
researcher arrived at a list ofpertinent questions. These questions captured some of
the complexity ofthe teaching and learnirtg context within the school. All these
questions were subsequently used as issues that were focused on during the interviews
with the drama teachers.
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The following are research questions that the researcher asked about teachers and
curriculum. Most ofthese questions became the issues focussed on during the course
of the interview dialogues with the teachers. They are also significant in that they form
the rationale and premises upon which this dissertation was written:
1. What are the educational ground rules used by teachers? What teaching
methodology are they employing in their classrooms?
2. How do teachers interpret the curriculutn they are teaching? To what extent
are they governed by the constraints of the curriculum or to what extent are
they free to interpret the curriculum in their own way?
3. Where are teachers in terms ofcurriculum receivers, modifiers or transformers?
Do they mediate and resist curriculum? Is the potential for transforming the
curriculum within the reach of the teacher?
4. How do teachers perceive the pupils tht~y teach?
5. What is the ideology of the teachers regarding the teaching and learning of
curriculum?
6. How do teachers perceive change, especially change in curriculum? What are
their interpretations of curriculum and curriculum change? Are they ready for
change?
7. Where are teachers in te~s oftheir view ofknowledge? Do they see
knowledge as a social construction or 0 they favour the positivist view of
knowledge?
1.3.2 Why the Choice of the Qualitative Paradigm?
This dissertation has two foci. On the one hand it gives focus to teachers' perspectives
towards curriculum and curriculum development, and on the other hand it explores the
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terram ofthe qualitative research paradigm. The researcher made a conscious choice
to experience and engage in the qualitative mode of doing research. The reasons for
the above choice will be further exemplified and clarified in Chapter Three ofthis
dissertation.
The researcher was wary ofthe 'objective notion ofknowledge', ie. the scientific mode
of analysis where truths are presented as absolute and universal. She was suspicious of
the dominant ideology that knowledge 'was out' there waiting to be given or received.
Rather, she supported arguments that captured the notion ofknowledge that lay within
the control ofpeople. A decision was made by the researcher to conduct the -study in a
qualitative paradigm. While the primary focus was to explore the terrain ofteachers
and curriculum, a secondary aim was to reflect on the experience of using qualitative
methods in this type of research.
The critiques ofpositivism, associated with traditions such as symbolic interactionism
(Blumer, 1969), phenomenology (Berger and Luckman, 1967) and ethnomethodology
(Garlinkel, 1967}, argue that there is a fundamental difference between the study of
natural objects and human beings, in that the latter themselves interpret situations and
give meanings to them. The researcher considers the implications ofthis and argues
that any worthwhile sociological explanation must be related to the actual ways in
which groups themselves interpret their social situations. This interpretive paradigm
for social science, as it has come to be called (Wilson, 1971), has major implications
for the practice of research. It requires researchers to observe and interact with the
subjects oftheir research:
In short, otle would have to take the role ofthe actor and see his world
from his standpoint. This methodologi(~al approach stands in contrast
to the so-called objective approach so dominant today, namely that of
viewing the actor and his action from the perspective of an outside,
detached observer...the actor acts towards his world on the basis of
how he sees it and not on the basis ofhow that world appears to
the outside observer (Blumer, 1971, p21).
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Vulliamy, Lewin & Stephens argue that in educational research, these approaches
generally combine an interpretive theoretical framework with the use of qualitative
research techniques in focussing on teachers' and students' perspectives and on the
process of classroom and school interaction. TIns perspective sees human actions and
institutions as 'social constructions' - created by people - rather than as the product of
external forces which mould individuals in ways which can be predicted following the
canons ofpositivist social science enquiry (1990, p8-9).
Chapter Three ofthis dissertation provides more details of the actual processes
involved in engaging in qualitative research and shows the above arguments in praxis.
It also allows the reader to view the many refle(~tions ofthe researcher involved in the
qualitative mode.
1.4 The writing style used in the writing of this dissertation
The style used in the writing ofthis dissertation was that of 'the third person. '
Although the researcher acknowledges that writing in the first person provides a more
personalized account of the research, she decided to abide by the more formal and
traditional style ofthird person. Chapter Four of this dissertation, however, has a
more relaxed and conversational style as this chapter aims at capturing the voice of the
Drama teacher. Chapter Four attempts to allow the perspectives of the Drama
teachers to come through in their unaltered words. It is for this reason also that the
researcher decided to demarcate the perspectives ofthe Drama teachers in italics.
1.5 The structure of the dissertation
( i
- Chapter Two of this dissertation consists of the selection of theory made by the
researcher. The theory has been used as a background to the findings ofthe research
and therefore correlates specifically to Chapter Four.
- The content ofChapter Three of the dissertation has been covered earlier in this
chapter (at the bottom ofpage 8).
- Chapter Four represents the perspectives of})rama teachers towards the Drama
curriculum and curriculum development.
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- Chapter Five comprises ofthe analysis ofthe data, reflecting on the research process
and conclusions on the research.
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CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter outlines the theoretical constructs underpinning the research design. The
literature review was grounded within the emergent themes ofthe data. Even though
the researcher had read widely before proceeding into the field, she first completed the
fieldwork and the analysis ofthe data and then allowed this to provide the rationale for
the basis of the theoretical framework. This may appear to be illogical, but on deeper
reflection it became apparent that the reporting on teacher perspectives and the
analysis of the themes in Chapters Four and Five could be used to set the parameters
for the literature review. The following are the broad areas tackled in this chapter:
2.1 A consideration of curriculum and the implications of curriculum
construction within the present research study.
2.2 An interpretation ofknowledge as a social construction, with specific
reference to Speech and Drama.
2.3 Teachers and the curriculum, with special reference to the teacher's
mediation of the curriculum.
2.4 Curriculum change.
2.1 Curriculum and Curriculum Construction
Curriculum and instruction are the very heart and soul of schooling. Eisner, writes:
Clearly, there are few issues that are more central to the experience that
students have in schools than the content ofthe curriculum and the ways
in which it is mediated (1993, p38).
It is with the above emphasis on curriculum that the researcher decided to explore the
contested terrain of curriculum.
The concept ofcurriculum is contested and complex. Goodson (1994) acknowledges
the above conflict and complexity within curriculum study when he argues as follows:
One ofthe perennial problems in studying curriculum is
that it is a multifaceted concept, constructed, negotiated and
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renegotiated at a variety of levels and in a variety of arenas
(1994, p229).
It was not the researcher's intention to provide any hard and fast definitions ofthe
concept curriculum, rather an attempt was made to understand the mechanics of
curriculum making. It was interestin~and challenging, however, to ponder on the
alternative reading provided by the Post-Modernists in their new interpretation given
to the all too familiar reading of curriculum as a racecourse that requires finishing:
One of the most recent positions to emerge on the curriculum
horizon is to emphasize the verb form of curriculum, namely,
currere. Instead of taking its interpretation from the race course
etymology ofcurriculum, currere refers to the running ofthe race and
emphasizes the individual's own capacity to reconceptualize his or her
autobiography. The individual seeks meaning amid the swirl ofpresent
events, moves historically into his or her own past to recover and
reconstitute origins, and imagines and creates possible directions
ofhis or her own future. Based on the sharing of autobiographical
accounts wi~h others who strive for similar understanding, the curriculum
becomes a reconceiving of one's perspective on life. It also becomes
a social process whereby individuals corne to greater understanding
of themselves, others, and the world through mutual reconceptualization.
The curriculum is the interpretation of lived experienced (Slattery, 1994, p33).
The term 'curriculum' subsumes the terms syllabus. Marsh and Stafford provide a
distinction between the above two terms:
A syllabus is typically a listing of content which will be examined,
although sometimes it is garnished with a small number ofgeneral
aims and objectives and some preferences for particular types of
student activities. By contrast, a curriculum is all ofthis and more.
A curriculum will include a listing ofcontent, but there will also
be a detailed analysis ofother elements such as aims and
objectives, learning experiences and evaluation, and explicit
recommendations for interrelating them. for optimal effect (1984, p3).
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It is unnecessary to separate curriculum documents from curriculum practice or
process. Such a dichotomy would be very dubious and unnatural because it suggests
that teachers need consciously to separate the means from the ends (Marsh & Stafford,
1984).
Heubner argues that the curriculum is not merely the content or curriculum guide, but
the totality of the learning environment within which that content becomes accessible
to students (in Apple and Weis, 1983, pI IS). Woods (1980) very eloquently describes
the curriculum as follows:
A curriculum area is a vibrant, human process lived out
in the rough and tumble, give and take, joys and despairs,
plots and counter-plots of a teacher's life. It is not simply
a body ofknowledge or set of skills (in Goodson, 1988, p71).
In the light of the data analysis in Chapter Five the researcher was, also, very aware of
the view that the curriculum is a social construction and a matter for choice rather than
an objective commodity that exists beyond the interventions and interpretations of the
teachers and the pupils. Green (1971) describes the dominant view ofthe curriculum as
"a structure of socially presented knowledge, external to the knower, there to be
mastered." But, against this she juxtaposes a notion of curriculum as "a possibility for
the learner as an existing person mainly concenled with making sense of his own life
world" (in Goodson, 1988, pI3).
Young makes some very salient points on the curriculum:
The 'curriculum as fact' needs to be seen as more than mere
illusion, a superficial veneer on teachers' and pupils' classroom
practice, but as a historically specific social reality expressing
particular production relations among Olen. It is mystifying in
the way it presents the curriculum as having a life of its own,
and obscures the human relations in which it, as any conception
ofknowledge, is embedded, leaving education as neither
understandable nor controllable by men (1977, p237).
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Sarup (1978) reinforces the above argument as he views knowledge as socially
constructed and socially located in a society.
Goodson (1988) argues that the dangers of studying only the written curriculum are
manifest, for as Rudolph (1977) has warned us:
The best way to misread or misunderstand a curriculum is
from a catalogue. It is such a lifeless thing, so disembodied,
so unconnected, sometimes intentionally misleading (in
Goodson, 1988, pI7).
Ultimately, any study ofthe curriculum has to acknowledge that the curriculum
document is interpreted, it unfolds in processes within the classroom, that the teacher
and pupils are constantly making the curriculum relevant to the contextual realities and
richness they are immersed in, and finally, curriculum is a creation and a construction
rather than the naive acceptance that it is an objective reality.
2.2.1 An Interpretation of knowledge as a social construction
In an influential work, Berger and Luckman (1966) argue that all knowledge is socially
constructed and that all ideas have a social origin. What was relatively new in this
work was the argument that it is not only "academic subjects" which are socially
constructed, but equally so is the significant area ofcommon-sense, everyday
knowledge. The origins of this thesis are discetnible in Berger's earlier (1963) work,
succinctly expressed in the proposition that "reality is socially constructed" (1966, p4).
Kincheloe argues as follows to reinforce the above:
A critical constructivist position assumes that there is no knowledge
without a knower. Before we say anything else, the knower is a living
human being (1991, p26).
Kincheloe goes on to argue that:
Critical postmodem teachers are not politically neutral, as they
identify with a critical system ofmeaning and all of its allegiances...
On a daily basis teachers choose to include some forms ofknowledge
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while excluding others from the curricul~ they legitimate particular
beliefs while delegitimating others (1991, p26).
Goodson contends that:
Once we begin to investigate schooling and school knowledge
as a social construction, the unproblematic "giveness" ofmuch
curricula scholarship and educational policy begins to emerge
in a clearer light (1994, pI).
Penny et al reinforce the above view point when they suggest that if curriculum is
viewed as an objective and neutral "given" instead ofa problematic social construction,
schools will continue to display a meritocratic facade which obscures the ideological
and political functions of culture (1992, p36).
The above arguments cogently point to the extent to which no "knowledge" should be
taken as a given. All knowledge is a social construction. Although the above
arguments challenge the notion of 'objective' and 'factuar curricula, it was necessary
to look at the positivist viewpoint in order to understand this perspective of
knowledge that was once dominant.
Goodson represents the above viewpoint in these terms:
The previously pre-eminent positivist enterprise aimed to
discover the social laws which underpinned everyday reality.
This sociology followed a philosophy of science which had as
its major objective the seeking of objective facts about the
social system and beyond the perceptions of the people who
inhabit that system pursuing wide-ranging laws and truth
(1988, p24).
Muir's arguments reinforce the above:
Western, industrially and scientifically orientated culture
favours a positivist interpretation ofknowledge: that
knowledge ofmost worth is objective and can be firmly
established by the scientific method (1980, p45).
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The publication of Knowledge and Control in 1971 proved to be a pivotal point in
rekindling interest in the social organisation ofknowledge. Young's main argument
was that the selection of knowledge made available in schools should be made a
problem for critical examination rather than being taken for granted. The curriculum,
as Young pointed out, is a social invention like other social inventions, like political
parties or new towns or the motor car and the curriculum arises, resists and changes
according to social interests and values (in Muir, 1980, p50).
Apple and Weis maintain that schools were seen as places that not only "processed
people" but as institutions that "processed knowledge" as well (1983, p16). The
socially constructed view ofknowledge was in accordance with the researcher's own
experiences in education. Apple and Weis argue the above lucidly in the following:
The symbolic resources organized and transmitted in the schools
were not neutral. Instead, they were better thought of in
ideological terms, as the cultural capital of specific groups
which - though this culture did have a life of its own - functioned
to recreate relations ofdomination and subordination by
"positioning" subjects within larger ideological discourses
and relations. The culture of school, hence, was a terrain of
ideological conflict, not merely a set of facts, skills, dispositions
and social relationships that were to be taught in the most
efficient and effective way possible (1983, pI7).
Wexler argues the above very clearly:
When removing the cloak ofneutrality by reversing the cognitive
social process ofconverting values to facts without reversing
this process, we would have nowhere to begin (1981, p2).
The above arguments bring us to the next area ofanalysis i. e. the Speech and Drama
curriculum as a social construction.
2.2.2 The Development of the Subject Speech and Drama in KZN
It was necessary to consider the historical emergence ofthe subject, as this provides a
focus ofthe historically-produced choices within Speech and Drama.
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In Natal, the subject first appeared at the University ofNatal in Durban.
Elizabeth Sneddon was able to launch Speech and Drama as a discipline in the faculty
of Arts in the 1940s because it met the requirements of an established philosophy of
education (Dalrymple, 1987, p36). Dalrymple goes on to describe that when Sneddon
introduced Speech and Drama at the University ofNatal, her approach was in keeping
with the ethos of the university, that is, the course would preserve and transmit the
western cultural heritage in the field of theatre studies (ibid).
The Department of Speech and Drama at the University ofNatal was founded by
Elizabeth Sneddon in 1949 and this was the first South African University to accept
Speech and Drama as an academic discipline for degree purposes. Sneddon pioneered
the Department with indomitable faith in a discipline she defined as 'the tool of
thought, invented by man for the purpose of achieving a civilized way of life'
Dalrymple (1981, p12). She also stressed the importance of the spoken word and
described drama as 'the art form ofthe craft of speech' (1978, p16). She said: 'Drama
is speech used to the utmost limit ofman's ability to convey his vision ofwhat
constitutes a civilized world' (1981, pI5). She did not hesitate to claim that Speech
and Drama is a controlled human study, a clainl that had already been made by
'English Literature':
As a discipline, Speech and Drama is both vigorous and
strenuous in physical, intellectual and emotional terms,
for it involves the whole being of the individual. As a
challenge, the development of skill in communication has
no rivals for its goal in the individual's realization ofthe
many directions in which the quest for truth can lead him.
It is the source from which all other academic disciplines
derive (ibid, p9).
Dalrymple argues that the course Sneddon devised was firmly rooted in the prevailing
ideology of liberal humanism that was embraced by the Department ofEnglish. She
goes on to add that although the proponents of Speech and Drama claimed autonomy
from Departments ofEnglish, arguing that the acquisition of skills in communication,
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the performance of plays before an audience and the study ofplays across linguistic
boundaries, were the basic dynamic ofthe study. The discipline did not shed the
underlying premises of the Department ofEnglish when it gained autonomy.
Dalrymple describes the key elements ofthe ideology ofliberal humanism as
expounded by the Leavisites as follows:
The development ofthe unique individual, the imperishable
truths of the human condition and the civilizing influence
of the study of the humanities that underpins Speech and
Drama (Dalrymple~ 1987, pIS).
At the time of the fieldwork, it is necessary to acknowledge that the Speech and Drama
syllabus taught at secondary schools in Natal was a watered down version of the
original creation by Elizabeth Sneddon. (Refer to examples of syllabi provided in
Appendix E).
The plays set for reading in the drama syllabus indicate that the study of drama, like the
study of literature, means the interpretation of a. canon of 'great works.' Eagleton's
interpretation of this aesthetic and reception process is pertinent:
The pill ofmiddle-class ideology has to be sweetened by
the sugar of literature (1983, p26).
Dalrymple (1987) argues that certain periods in history - the 'Golden Ages ofthe
Theatre' - have become reified and selected plays from these ages form this canon of
the works of 'distinguished plaYWrights'. Books such as Theatre Through the Ages,
A Concise History ofthe Theatre and Golden Ages ofthe Theatre abound, giving
legitimacy to western cultural imperialism. These books form part of the list of theatre
history text books provided for schools. Dalrymple cogently argues as follows:
The cultural history ofthe English ruling clan is the
heritage ofEnglish speaking South Africans and, in a
clear case of colonial dependency, we have clung to
this heritage with great tenacity and imposed it on the
indigenous population supported by notions of 'universalism. '
We have been able to genuinely believe in the importance
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of the nurturance and transmission of this cultural heritage.
In the same way as the English ruling clan was able to simply
'jump' over early English literary history when defining
'literate culture' we have jumped over and greatly prejudiced
the culture and the history of our own land and people in
our definitions ofcultural history (1987, P16).
Hoosain has engaged in a critical analysis ofthe Speech and Drama texts studied in
Indian schools and argues as follows:
In addition [sic] the facticity ofa eurocentric text, and treating
the values, feelings, experiences, intuition and central
themes as universal natural and timeless, generates a
feeling in pupils ofbeing culturally disinherited victims
Since the language ofthose in power is Englis~ the upwardly
mobile candidate believes that a mastery ofEnglish and
imbibing the values embedded in the living discourses found
in the teaching situations can lead to self empowerment and
freedom within the dominant political and economic institutions.
In this regard, schooling serves an integrative functionalist
purpose since pupils are not taught to critique the received
values. Yet this false emancipation is individualistic and in
the imagination only for this reason [sic] my illusion of emancipation
is due to absorbing eurocentric literary sensibilities. Such
sensibilities and feelings are class-bound and cannot be passed
off as objective, all encompassing and universal (1992, p8).
Sneddon claims that:
Interpretation, in active terms of the works of distinguished
Playwrights, is a key feature of education and essential for the
spiritual well being and refreshment ofthe individual (1981, pIS).
From this perspective, to be educated is to be cultured and to be the possessor of
superior values and a refined sensibility, both ofwhich are manifested through a
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fulfilling engagement with 'good' literature, art, music and so on. Sneddon stated
that one of the aims of taking a course in Speech and Drama was:
The development of an artistic sensibility which means the
realization of form and content and the power to interpret
it in terms of prose, poetry and drama, all ofwhich are forms
ofpublic speaking (1978, plO).
Hoosain argues that the treating ofculture as an outside, 'above us' cultural
commodity, impoverishes and subverts the growth ofa genuine local aesthetics rooted
in the cultural traditions of the local community (1992, p14).
Dalrymple (1987) maintains that studies in the humanities and arts tend to confine
themselves to a selected eurocentric tradition which may include the works of a few
African writers. This approach succeeds in reinforcing notions of the superiority of
western culture and the inferiority of the pupils. ManganYi points out that the
disciplines are generalized and presented as ifthey each have their own independent
history ofwestern thought virtually incomprehensible to students who are never
presented with a totality, but always with autonomous disciplines called History,
Philosophy, Sociology or Speech and Drama. Each discipline is thus seen as verified
as if it were self-evolving and internally developed (1982, plO).
When Sneddon argued that the subject Speech and Drama can result in 'civilizing'
pupils, she was immediately opening herself to being critiqued for an adherence to
'High Culture' or a definition of culture that went beyond the identification or
acquisition of the masses ofblack people who were not born into the 'ideal' western
cultural context.
Dalrymple states that it was Matthew Amold who most forcefully developed the
concept of 'culture' as the pursuit and study ofperfection. The obvious implication
in the above line ofthought is that Western society as a totality is civilized in contrast
to 'barbaric' or savage societies (1987, p39). Dalrymple argues that Sneddon's
preference for civilization indicates a colonial pre-occupation with the preservation of
'civilization' . She goes on to add that white South Africans' attempt to preserve
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European culture in order to cling to their civilized identity (1987, p44). Tunmer adds
to the above argument on civilization:
The word 'civilization' has long bedevilled rational thought
about relationships between Europe and Africa. The
polarization ofthe issue into a civilized .. uncivilized dichotomy
has prevented a clear analysis ofthe similarities and differences
between African and European culture. Furthermore, by
describing European culture as 'civilization' one unconsciously
tends to see it as unchanging and as final (cited in Hoosain, 1992, p24).
Hoosain argues that traditional drama teaching and learning relies heavily on
eurocentric texts to impart theatre skills to the 'black' learner. He goes on to add
that:
We need to recognise some assumptions arising out ofthis
text bound culture. To what extent are we contributing to
the cultural dominance of the west by letting children uncritically
take on foreign cultural forms like absurdist theatre? (1992, p11)
Hoosain has also argued as follows on the issue of 'high' culture:
Since Speech and Drama is taught as a school subject or
a body ofknowledge with clearly outlined behaviourist
objectives, the child's view of culture is that aesthetics is
connected to excellence, part of an elite High Culture group
and a part-time activity restricted mainly to school. The
subject is perceived by others in the school culture as
belonging to those who wish to achieve refinement and
white 'upper' class style (1992, P13) .
The above analysis points to the view that the drama curriculum at the time of the
research - 1992 was steeped in eurocentric choices and, that if it were taught without a
critical approach that challenges the above bias, the teacher would serve as a
functionary ofthe dominant group in society.
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2.3.1 Teachers and the Curriculum
After attempting to gain a wide reading in the area of teachers and the curriculum the
researcher has to acknowledge that research spent on the above area was limited.
Even though the teacher's critical and crucial role within curriculum matters is
obvious, ironically researchers have not committ{~d adequate time or energy to
researching this.
Another contradiction that was apparent in the study ofteachers was that teachers are
marginalized from curriculum planning and development even though they are most
centrally placed to become an important player within curriculum matters. The
researcher must however acknowledge that more power and decision-making have
been awarded to teachers in recent times. People in curriculum planning need to
address the following cogent questions: Who are the 'real' participants in the learning
process? Who needs to take crucial decisions regarding the learning and teaching of
pupils? Contemplation on the above brought to light the urgent need to draw teachers
into the curriculum debate. Carl reinforces the above when he argues that teachers
dare not stand on the periphery and be onlookers in regard to things which are done
for them and decisions taken for them, but they must be active participants in the
process of relevant curriculum development (1995, pv).
But, research reflects that historically teachers in South Afiica have been imposed
upon by outside specialists and have been given a back seat in curriculum matters.
Although Barrow is not a South Afiican writer, he provides his perspectives that are
relevant to teachers and the curriculum in South Africa.
There are two main aspects to my view ofthe centrality ofteachers in the
teaching enterprise: first, that the individual teacher's judgement and
decision-making be acknowledged to play a very large part in curriculum
decisions relating to particular classrooms and by extension that teachers
within a school should play a prominent part in school curriculum planning.
Secondly, that as a consequence, teachers should be thoroughly initiated into
curriculum theory, but in a specific manner that does not necessarily resemble
what goes on in many current teacher preparation in-service programmes
(1984, p261).
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Carl also argues that curriculum development is not the jealously guarded domain of
specialists and "those who know", but teachers have a cardinal role to play as they are
directly involved in classroom practice (1995, pv). Stevens & Wood argue that the
most important resource a school has is its teachers. Innovation cannot be forced from
high up in the administrative hierarchy. If a project is to succeed the ideas have to
come from the teachers (1992, p381).
Cornbleth states that ironically, the professionalization ofcurriculum reform can serve
to de-professionalize teachers. When reforms are designed by experts, teachers are
expected to carry out the expert's directions with at most minor modifications to
accommodate local settings. -She calls for researchers to make an account of the
development ofpresumably teacher-proof curriculum materials in the 1960s. She goes
on to argue that this situation is reminiscent ofHarold Ragar's lament more than 60
years ago that while teachers should have been the major designers of curriculum in
their classrooms, they were not able to do so, and were therefore in need of the
assistance of curriculum specialists (1990, p159). All ofthe above viewpoints reflect
the inherent contradiction that even though teachers are in the most appropriate
position to play a more meaningful role, they have been side-tracked by experts.
South Africa presently faces tremendous challenges, several ofwhich are related to the
curriculum. These challenges manifest themselves at various levels and in various
areas, that is from national level to within the classroom. It is imperative that the voice
of the teacher in curriculum matters is acknowledged and taken into account with
regard to the curriculum. Carl notes that the core aspect which arises here, is that the
teacher must not be a mere implementer but a development agent who is able to
develop and apply the relevant curriculum dynamically and creatively (1995, p16).
Many researchers have argued the need for teachers to become reflective practitioners.
They argue that reflection allows for the growth and professionality ofthe teacher to
be developed. Grundy makes a discerning comment on the issue of a reflective
teacher:
When teachers work in ways which promote the importance of reflection and
judgement-making, their actions seem to have a quality ofprudence or wisdom
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which is different from the qualities ofeffectiveness and efficiency associated
with the technical interest (1987, p97).
Giroux (1992) also calls for the need to redefine the role ofteachers, but as
'transformative intellectuals'. The following is his interpretation of 'transformative
intellectuals' :
The need for teachers to have an understanding of their own self-
formation, have some vision ofthe future, and to view the importance of
education as a public discourse and have a sense of mission in
providing students with what they need to become critical citizens.
He goes on to elaborate:
To talk about teachers as intellectuals is to say they should have an
act1ve role in shaping the curriculum and they are aware oftheir
own theoretical convictions and are skilled in strategies for
translating them into practice (1992, pI5).
Giroux's viewpoillts have already been introdu(~ed in the Introduction ofthis
dissertation. The above arguments are an extension of the arguments introduced in
Chapter One.
2.3.2 Teachers' Mediation ofthe Curriculum
Hogan notes that it is difficult to separate educational issues from larger political issues
(cited in Apple & Weis, 1983, p4). Freire argues that schools have a political agenda
even though this is denied, on the one hand innocently; on the other hand, cleverly, by
those who are either naive or very astute (in Shor, 1986, pxvi). In order to understand
the above complex relationship, it becomes necessary to step back from perceiving
schools as places that only seek to maximize the achievement ofpupils. Apple and
Weis challenge the prevailing interpretation of schooling and argue that instead of a
psychological and individualistic perspective, we need to interpret the schools more
socially, culturally and structurally (1983, pS). This interpretation brings forth a
number ofpressing questions: What is it that education does in the larger context?
When it does, who does this benefit?
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But, Apple and Weis maintain, teachers and students can act against dominant
ideological forms (1983, pI9). These arguments are pertinent because it shows that
hegemony requires the consent of the dominated majority and as Appel and Weis
argue:
It can never be permanent, universal, or simply given. Thus even the
educational system itself: in both its internal culture and its relations to the
wider society, is not simply an instrument of domination in which the powerful
groups control less powerful ones. It is the result of a continuing struggle
between and within dominant and dominated groups. (ibid).
It becomes much clearer that students and teachers can act against dominant
ideological forms.
Johnson argues that the kind of ideological hegemony 'caused' by the increasing
introduction of technical control is not 'naturally' pre-ordained. It is something that is
won or lost in particular conflicts and struggles (1979, p70). Thus, when analysing the
school contexts, the notion of reproduction has to be analysed in conjunction with the
struggles, dysfunctions, contradictions and resistances that are also happening within
the school.
Apple provides an interesting example from his research that points to the manner in
which teachers succumb on the one hand and resist on the other hand:
On the one hand, teachers will be controlled. As one teacher said about
a set of popular material, "Look, I have no choice. I personally
don't like this material, but everyone in the district has to use this series.
I'll try to do other things as well, but basically our curriculum will be
based on this. On the other hand, resistances will be there. This same
teacher who disagreed with the curriculum but used it, also was partially
subverting it in interesting ways. It was employed only three days a
week instead offive days that were specified. As the teacher put it:
''Listen, ifwe worked hard we'd finish this stuffin two or three months
and besides it's sometimes confusing and boring. So I try to go
beyond it as often as possible, as long as I do not teach what is in
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the material to be covered by this series next year (1983~ p159).
2.4 Curriculum Change
As will be seen in Chapter Five in the present study Drama teachers challenged and
mediated the curriculu~ they did not accept and abide by the syllabus document, and
their classroom practice was rather determined by the immediacy oftheir particular
teaching context. They also showed an awareness ofthe links between society and
education, and as a result based their challenges and mediations on the above
connection. Many theorists have argued at length on the issue of resistance within the
school context.
The main themes ofthe Literature Review are about the empowerment ofthe teacher
and facilitating processes so that she can become a participant in changing the
curriculum. Also the teacher needs to develop the faculties necessary for sharing and
changing visions and focuses within education. From experience within the school and
educational climate, the researcher had come to know that what was called curriculum
development was really a superficial process of periodic renewal, or the updating of
texts and a rewording of statements of educational aims and objectives in the syllabus.
The above prevailing notion of curriculum development and change is inadequate,
narrow and stagnating.
The researcher strongly supports Stenhouse's (1980) claim that the teacher is very
much a part of curriculum development and that there is no curriculum development
without teacher development. CaFl also argue that curriculum must not be seen as
extraneous but as a living thing embodying critical processes. The teacher is the
practitioner of curriculu~and an agent ofchange not simply the agent of delivery
(pI85, 1995).
Change is a very necessary and important process. Yet it is a process that does not
take place too readily or too easily. Wedekind argues that even though changes have
taken place in broader South African society, not many manifestations ofthis change
have been felt in curriculum matters. '... Essentially, despite minor syllabus reform,
very little has changed, since the installation ofthe new government at the time of this
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research study (1995, P18).' The researcher however acknowledges that new
curriculum initiatives have been instituted and will be implemented in the future i. e. the
OBE and Curriculum 2005. Many researchers have argued for change to take place in
curriculum and with teachers especially in the South African educational context.
One of the rationales upon which this dissertation has been written is the recognition of
the argument that the potential for action or change and its delivery is within the ambit
of human agency. And as a result, change in the curriculum context will therefore rest
with the teacher, pupils and other significant stakeholders of education. Pennefather
argues that the role ofthe teacher as researcher critically evaluating education
practices, in collaboration with teacher, pupils and relevant others, can play a vital part
in working towards developing more relevant education for a changing society. She
goes on to add that there is a clear need to encourage teachers to engage in research
in their classroom, in an effort for teachers to become more critical oftheir classroom
practices in order to improve on them. Also, it is ofvital importance to encourage
classroom research by teachers themselves rather than rely on the outside researcher,
who has very little contact with real school practices (1991, ppI18-119). Ifresearch is
undertaken by teachers themselves, critically examining their classrooms is an ongoing
process, real change is far more likely to emerge than ifresearch is undertaken by
outsiders anq teachers are then expected to implement change ofwhich they have had
no part.
Pennefather also argues that in a changing society, teachers are going to have to
develop a more creative approach to their work. And that they will need to take
greater responsibility for initiating and sustaining change in schools (1991, P123).
Carr and Kemmis also argue for teachers to be involved in research ifeducational
change is to materialize:
Thus, the primary purpose ofcritical research activity for teachers is
teacher empowerment. This empowerment involves teachers providing
themselves with skills and resources that enable them to reflect on
educational practice. Democratic educational research performed
by teachers creates teaching practice that is more theoretical in that it is
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supported by reflection and grounded in socio-historical context.
Teachers as researcher gain skill to interrogate their own practices,
question themselves on their own assumptions and to understand contextually
their own situations (1986, p123).
The above quotation focuses on the need for teacher empowerment before they are
enabled for processes of change. The following two writers,. Carl and Grundy also
provide lucid definitions on empowerment that allows for teacher development and
change.
In order for teachers to become involved in curriculum planning and development, they
need firstly to become 'empowered." The following is a succinct definition of
empowerment as provided by Carl:
Empowerment is that process of development and growth through
which a person goes which enables him/her to take independent decisions
and to act autonomously with a view to making a contribution towards the
development ofhis particular environment. This process is coupled with the
development of applicable skills, attitudes and knowledge within a positive and
democratic climate. These persons are therefore regarded as professionals in
their own right as they are able to make a contribution to change through their
particular power (1995, p70).
-Grtlndy's definition ofempowerment also clarifies the concept of empowerment,
'Empowerment is the ability of individuals and groups to take control of their own
lives in an autonomous and responsible way.' (1987, pI9).
Educational change, curriculum change and change in the perspectives ofthe teacher
are all intrinsically linked. The arguments and theories covered thus far all point to the
premise that the educational context is to be democratized so that teachers can play a
more valuable role in contributing towards curriculum change. An empowered teacher
is in a position to facilitate change. The researcher concurs with the famous quote




RESEARCH DESIGN AND RJESEARCB PROCESS
In this chapter, the researcher provides detail of the many decision points and
moments in the course of the research process ""here crucial decisions had to be made.
Practical and personal aspects of the research process are addressed. This discussion
captures the variable fortunes and flavour of the: research process and reflects on their
significance. The researcher acknowledges Walford's view that the reflexive style in
research writing allows the reader to be better able to assess the validity, reliability and
generalisability ofthat particular research (1991, pS).
3.1 Getting into the skin of the gualitativ.~ researcher
Even before the research process formally began, the researcher was plagued by
insecurities and many moments of complete lack of confidence. These anxieties were
the result of delving into the unfamiliar terrain of research. Initially there was a strong
sense that the roles of Teacher and Researl~her were mutually exclusive. The
researcher was a novice, and had always regarded herself as a teacher rather than a
researcher. Also, the school environment did not cater for teachers to engage in any
self-initiated research. Research was not part of the school culture and teachers were
not enabled to participate in research in their classrooms. As a result the researcher
viewed research as unfamiliar and had come to believe that research lay in the arena of
the academic experts.
But through the process of dialogues with the supervisor and an engagement with the
literature, the researcher grew confident and began to view the research process as a
critical, reflexive and professionally orientated activity which could not be divorced
from the teacher's professional role.
The qualitative model of social research was elnployed. Hitchcock and Hughes (1989)
maintain that qualitative researchers argue that by and large much social research
neglects the medium through which social reality is expressed and understood.
Qualitative or interpretative research therefore takes seriously the question of language
and meaning and gives priority to first unravelling actors' descriptions of events and
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activities in a qualitative fashion rather than fo(~ussing upon observers' descriptions in a
quantitative fashion.
The researcher accepted that the choice of quaJ~tativeresearch was most feasible as she
was intent on gaining an understanding of and getting to know the complexity of
interpretations and the perspectives of drarna teachers in relation to the drama
curriculum and curriculum development.
Sherman and Webb (1988) add to the many voices on qualitative research. They
contend that qualitative research implies a direet concern with experience as it is 'felt',
'lived' or 'undergone'. The aim of qualitative research is to understand experience
as closely as possible to the participants who ft:el it or live it. Although the researcher
acknowledges and appreciates the precise and clear description of the quality of
qualitative research, she realized that the pres1ent research was too small - scale to be
able to capture the above qualities in a definitive way. Nevertheless, every attempt
was made to represent and capture the 'felt', 'lived' and 'undergone' experiences
,
ofthe drama teachers as was represented in their dialogues with the researcher.
Ultimately, the aim of any research is to understand things better. Rorty (1982),
however, believes that understanding is ambiguous. It can mean 'explanation' or
'interpretation'. Rorty believes that we seek explanation when we want to predict and
control. But if our aim is to interact with each other, rather than control, researchers
need to act as interpreters, so we can converse more effectively (cited in Sherman and
Webb, 1988). The researcher interpreted the dialogues with the drama teachers within
their context of teaching rather than impose her own explflllations on them.
3.2 Focussing on a suitable topic
Walker maintains that research into educational practice is not as straightforward as it
may first appear and problems do not always present themselves in a ready-made
fashion, but rather need working and reshaping xnto a form that is amenable to research
(cited in Hitchcock and Hughes, 1989, p39). The researcher began with many
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grandiose expectations and there was an initial intention to want to achieve too much
in a small scale research project. However, involvement in the research process
allowed the researcher to develop humility.
It was the initial intention of the researcher to study the role of the speech and drama
subject advisor within H.O.D. (House of Dele:gates) schools. The main reason for
this focus was that teachers at the time (1990) were engaged in fiery debates around
the issue of teacher appraisal. In 1990, teachers in H.O.D. schools began an ardent
defiance campai~ and as a result the subject advisors were not permitted entry into
schools. Teachers believed that the system of teacher advisor was too authoritarian
and based on undemocratic principles. They were also calling for an immediate re-
evaluation and re-definition ofthe role of the subject advisor.
After engaging in dialogues with the supervisor the researcher understood that the
focus on the subject advisor was inappropriate, as the researcher was assuming and
also pre-supposing that the subject advisor was needed within the culture ofthe school
and curriculum development and that her role just needed redefining. The researcher
concluded that a more appropriate focus would be teachers' perspectives ofthe
speech and drama curriculum and more specifically their perspectives on curriculum
development, and within this focus, the role ofthe subject advisor would be covered.
As the researcher was a speech and drama teal~her who had been teaching the subject
at matriculation level for the past eight years, the change of focus provided an area that
was immediate, accessible and relevant to her.
Deeper reflection on the new focus provided more important reasons as to why this
particular focus was challenging and also close to the heart ofthe researcher.
As the researcher is a teacher first and foremost, she believed that there was a dire
need to represent and to provide a medium through which the voice of the speech and
drama teacher could be heard. From the researcher's experience with the teaching of
the subject, she concluded that there was also need to focus on curriculum
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development as the syllabus document had remained stagnant with no intrinsic changes
at all, since its inception.
Another important motivation as to why this area of research was so pertinent for the
researcher was that, historically, within the South African education system, the
creative arts education ie. speech and drama, dance, music and visual arts had been
continuously marginalized and under severe threat of becoming extinct. This reality
created an interesting paradox; even though Speech and Drama is a relevant subject
and could be used to promote active and critical thinking, this subject was being
phased out of the school curriculum. Active and critical thinking is a fundamental skill
that has to be nurtured by the curriculum as it enables the learner to participate
effectively in the world.
The researcher used the interview as a means of collecting the perspectives of the
drama teachers. A conscious attempt was made in the interview schedule (Appendix
A) to direct teachers' responses by eliciting their thoughts around the issue of ''Drama
under Threat." The National Arts Policy was launched in December 1992 as a means
of focussing on the importance of the Arts in our society and also as an attempt to
protect the Arts. The following aims taken from a paper sent to educators in the art
field points to the importance ofthe Arts in a fhture democratic SO\lth Africa.
The Arts are integral to any truly healthy society. They are important
means for communities and individuals to affirm, challenge, explore,
question, celebrate and attempt to understand their existence within
particular realities. Premised on freedoln ofexpression and critical,
creative thought, the arts have a vital role to play in the democratisation
of our society. Where the arts are integrated into - rather than excluded
from - overall processes of social development, this leads to a more
holistic and thus higher quality oflife where the material, emotional,
intellectual and spiritual needs ofhuman beings are catered for.
South African music, dance, film, theatr1e, literature and visual art and
craft have great potential to link us to other parts ofthe world, so
broadening our consciousness and invigorating our own cultural life.
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However, the Arts are not considered to be a political, economic,
developmental or educational priority at the moment and in the
face of current housing, medical and employment needs, financial
resources for the Arts - from the private and public sectors as well
as from international donors - are beconling increasingly scarce.
It is clear that unless the arts community itselftakes responsibility
for its future and for that of the Arts in general, the Arts will continue
to be neglected or limited by ill-informed state policies or party
political emphases, conventional development priorities and narrow
economic concerns. It is important thel1~ that the arts community
comes together to assert its common interests and to organise to
ensure the future of the arts (Ndebele, 1992, p3).
:3.3 The use of the interview as a tool for research
There are many methods of data collection within the qualitative research paradigm.
The researcher initially decided to employ the method of participant observation,
which she believed to be the most "authentic" of all the research methods. After
deliberation and reading she decided to use the arguments of Powney and Watts
who maintain that research becomes a process of interaction between the researcher
and the researched. Constant reference to the overall research plan and the major
goals is essential at all preparatory stages, sinc(~ it provides the rationale to the method
of data collection (ibid, 1981, p14). The resea.rcher concluded that the most suitable
method to employ in order to ascertain the perspectives ofthe drama teachers towards
their curriculum and curriculum development, vvas the method ofinterviewing.
Powney and Watts (1981, p1) see research intlerviews as conversational encounters to
a purpose. Hitchcock and Hughes (1989, p79) reinforce the above view, defining
interviews as 'talk' to some purpose. There is agreement in the literature that the
interview is a purposeful conversation usually between two people, that is directed by
one in order to get information from the other. Powney and Watts (1981), make an
interesting observation ~bout the interview; they say that if interviewing is thought of
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as a means of collecting talk, then it is perhaps important to 'remember that talk is
dynamic - a quality it loses as soon as it is collected in any way. It is somewhat, as
Whitehurst (1979) observes:
like catching rain in a bucket for later di8play. What you end up with is
water, which is only a little like rain (cited in Powney and Watts, 1981, pI6).
The decision as to what type of interview to use in this research process was not
simple. Terminology in the literature describing the various types of interviews is
arbitrary. The terms 'structured', 'semi-stnJctured' and 'un-structured' are not
clear-cut and their meanings tend to overlap. For example, the researcher
acknowledges that within the 'structured' interview there is still room for open-ended
questions, and for "follow up" questions. This does not imply control to the extent
that this control negates the sensitivity of the researcher to the meanings of the
respondents. And, ultimately, there is no interview without the researcher's control.
The researcher used the distinguishing criteria of Powney and Watts to solve the
problem of describing the type of interview used. They maintain that the major
distinction between interviews is wherein lies the locus of control for what happens
throughout the interviewing process. (1987, pI7).
The researcher decided to use the respondent interview. According to Powney and
Watts (1987, pI8), the main characteristic of this style of interviewing is that the
interviewer retains control throughout the whole process.
Powney and Watts further argue that there are two important parts to respondent
interviews. Firstly, the interviews carry the connotation that there are a set of
questions that are to be answered, even if the questions are not in a prescribed order,
so that the interviewer can arrive at some point at the major issues involved.
Secondly, and more importantly, it is the interviewer's issues that matter.
The choice of the respondent interview was appropriate because the researcher
intended the interviewees to respond to specific issues and it is she who overtly
directed the proceedings. Yet, at the same time she did not control to the point of
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excluding the spontaneous meanings of the drajma teachers that needed to emerge over
and above this control.
3.3.1 Sampling - Whom does the researcher interview?
At the time of the research there were sixty drama teachers teaching in Indian
secondary schools in both the Pietennaritzburg and Durban areas. It would have
been ideal to interview all the drama teachers. :However, the constraints oftim~,
energy and cost prohibited the use of large nUInbers. The researcher therefore decided
to make use of a sample. Vulliamy, Lewin & Stephens maintain that since sampling is
inevitable in any research, because one cannot study everything, it is important to be
clear as to the purpose of such sampling (1990, pI14). Ten teachers were selected
from the total population of drama teachers. The method of selection was based on
specific criteria. Hitchcock and Hughes (1989) describe the above method as quota
sampling where the researcher interviews a sp(~cified percentage or quota from
categories of people identified in a population. Here, attention is paid to keeping
equal numbers ofmen and women, comparable ages, years ofteaching experience,
and so on, of the people forming the sample (1989, p8l). Delamont (1992) argues
that the method used to gain the group ofinformants is not that important. What is
crucial about sampling in her view, is honesty and reflexivity, and the most important
things are to record how the sample was drawIJl, and to think carefully about how the
selection/recruitment has affected the data coll(~cted from them (1992, p70).
The researcher made a concerted effort to ensure that within the quota of ten drama
teachers, the following areas were represented: gender, experience in teaching the
subject, the level of professional qualiJfication and teaching either in the
Pietermaritzburg or Durban area. Three male drama teachers were selected, and
includ~d in the sample of ten. This she believed would effectively represent the male
drama teachers' perspective (if such a perspective did indeed exist). Eight of the
drama teachers interviewed were teaching in the Durban area, while two were
teaching in the Pietermaritzburg area. Teachers with varied levels of teaching
qualification were selected, eg., a teacher who had obtained a degree and teaching
diploma was included in the sample as well as a teacher who had obtained his Masters
degree. Vulliamy, Lewin & Stephens make a very significant point on sampling, a
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view that the researcher was able to concur with in retrospect, ie. "A decision might
be made to interview a particular teacher" not because it is thought that this teacher's
responses will be typical of others but because they are likely to cast the most light on
an emerging idea (1990, pl14). The researcher concedes that the above is only
possible if she knew the drama teachers wdl. This issue of familiarity will be
elaborated shortly. The other person intervie'wed was the speech and drama subject
advisor. There was only one subject advisor in charge of the subject and the teachers
of the subject, and as a result there was no choice to be made. It is necessary
however, to clarify why the researcher chose to interview her. Although it was
previously mentioned that the key voices focu8sed on in the present research were the
speech and drama teachers, it was, however, necessary to include the voice of
another significant player, as a contrast. The researcher also believed that she (the
subject advisor) could become one of the templates against which the perspectives of
the drama teachers could be compared and contrasted. In retrospect, the subject
advisor's perspective served as an interesting rdative perspective.
3.3.2 Gaining Access
As a result of having selected the sample very specifically, the ten teachers were
identified according to the set criteria used in the sample, contacted telephonically,
and asked if they would be willing to sharl~ their perspectives on curriculum and
curriculum development. All but one of the t{~achers were willing to participate. The
exception said that she was much too busy, and that she had no "extra time" to share
her views by participating in an interview. It vvas unfortunate that this perspective was
not represented in the sample, ie. the perspective of a person who lived in a seemingly
confined routine and with a single focus may have provided interesting data for
analysis. Wax (1990) gives another useful pieee ofadvice relating to this:
The scrupulous fieldworker makes a conscious effort and, ifneed be,
forces himself to talk to the people whom he dislikes, mistrusts, or despises
(or who dislike, mistrust, or despise hinl) and, in like manner, he listens to and
tries to understand the things he does not want to hear. He does this because,
the more numerous and varied are the people with whom he talks, the greater
is the possibility that he will learn to understand the whole situation thoroughly
and accurately and the better will be his final analysis and report
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(Wax in Vulliamy, 1990, pp 111-112).
Because the researcher lived in Pietermaritlburg and had to travel to Durban to
interview the teachers, she decided to complete the task of interviewing within a two
week time period. The two week period of interviewing also allowed time for the
researcher to reflect on the interviews and make field notes. This allowed for the
process of data analysis to begin while in the field. This time constraint also
demanded that the researcher interview some teachers during the course of the school
day, and some teachers at their homes after the~ school day.
During the process of seeking permission and gaining access into the field, there was
one instance of conflict. The researcher telephoned each of the identified respondents
and asked whether they were willing to participate in the research. This was done
after describing to each of the respondents the focus and scope of the intended study.
Once the respondents had given their consl~mt to participate in the research, the
researcher asked if she should speak to the principal oftheir school in respect of entry
into the school, or if they were in a position to organise the interview context within
their school. Five of the teachers said that they would organise the permission for the
interview within the time period given to them by the researcher. These teachers
obviously believed that they possessed a certain amount of status, power, and cbntrol
within the context of the school as they were able to negotiate the researcher's entry
into the school context. On the other hand, five of the teachers asked the researcher
to mediate between them and their principals in organising the researcher's entry into
the school. The researcher telephoned the pdncipal, conveyed to her the nature and
objectives of the study, and proceeded to seek her permission to interview the drama
teacher from her school during the course of the school day. The principal was
annoyed and angry. She (the principal) felt strongly that the time during the school
day was solely to be used for the purpose of teaching, and was not to be side-
tracked. She also believed the teacher's tune was totally under her control and
accountability. The literature had provided the researcher with examples of
"gatekeepers'" attitudes; however, the reality of having to deal with this herself
proved to be very intimidating. It was necessary to report on the above as the
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researcher believes that the principal reflec:;ted an example of the attitude that
researchers often confront in their interactions with people in power.
Sara Delamont reinforces researchers' concerns when she argues that bureaucraoies
have their own time-tables and are unlikely to be able or willing to adjust to the
researchers (1992, p80). The teacher that would have been interviewed at that school
was replaced by a teacher of similar qualities fi~om another school. Having encountered
the above conflict, the researcher decided to tread warily, hence forth, and with the
benefit of hindsight, also decided to approa(~h the rest of the principals with more
circumspection. But, fortunately the above Iconflict did not repeat itself as all other
principals contacted were co-operative, willing and even personally interested to share
in the research process in whatever way they could.
The two teachers from Pietermaritzburg were iinterviewed in their drama classrooms
after the school day; and the subject advisor ""as interviewed in her office during a
mutually negotiated time frame.
3.3.3 Interview Schedule
An Interview Schedule was used (Appendix A.). Firstly, the interview schedule
enabled the researcher to stick to the focus ofresearch consistently through all
interviews. The interview schedule also provided the researcher with a guide or focus
covering significant areas that had to be focusc~d on during the course ofthe interview.
The plan of the interview through the intervie"w schedule provided the medium
through which structure, focus, relevance and logic could prevail. Ultimately, the
interview schedule motivated within the researcher a renewed spirit that allowed her
to proceed confidently into the unfamiliar terrailn ofresearch. Before going into the
field to conduct the first formal interview the n~searcher engaged in a pilot interview
with a drama teacher from Pietermaritzburg. This was an invaluable exercise that
allowed for meaning and clarity ofthe Intervie"w Schedule to be tested. Certain areas
on the Schedule needed more probes, and these: were added. The researcher also
learnt that she needed always to be in control of the interviewing process. More
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learning and reflections also took place after the first and second interviews had taken
place.
The interview schedule focussed specifically on three broad areas :
1. Teachers' perspectives on the present speech and drama curriculum;
2. Teachers' perspectives on speech and drama curriculum development, and
3. Teachers' perspectives on the role ofthe subject advisor within curriculum
development.
It was decided that the researcher should tackle each of the above areas with more
focussed questions set on them, and also include a list of probes that would enable her
to gain specific insights into the various chosen themes. These probes also functioned
to remind both the researcher and the respondent of the relevant detail that had to be
covered. And, it: at any point in conversation the respondent felt unable to proceed
spontaneously, these probes allowed for focussed stimulation around pertinent themes.
Ultimately, the probes were effectively used to penetrate more deeply, and therefore,
ensuring that simple yes/no responses were avoided.
The underlying principle upon which the interview schedule was created, was open-
endedness. This quality was needed, especiiaIly within the paradigm of qualitative
research that insists that the researcher cannot at any stage impose her views and
perspectives onto her respondents.
Vulliamy pointedly describes the differences in the style between qualitative and
quantitative paradigms ofresearch:
Qualitative researchers generally recommend very much more open-ended
research designs than are typically found in quantitative studies. In the
latter, an interview schedule is devised before entering the field for the
main research, and its style often approximates that of a questionnaire, with
pre-coded responses (such as 'yes/no') and interviews tend to be
standardized with each respondent being asked the same questions in the same
order. The intention is to be able to summarize responses in statistical form.
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In qualitative research, the aim is to "get inside" the perspectives ofthe
respondents and to generate hypotheses from such perspectives (1990, pIOO).
Bogdan and Biklen also reinforce the above wben they argue that in keeping with the
qualitative tradition ofattempting to capture the subjects' own words and letting the I
analysis emerge, interview schedules and observation guides generally allQw for open-
ended responses and are flexible enough for the observer to note and collect data on
significant dimensions of the topic (1992, p77).
It is necessary to clarify why the researcher began with questions on the strengths and
weaknesses of the syllabus. At the outset, in Chapter 2, the researcher argued that
the word syllabus is not synonymous with curriculum, and that the syllabus is really a
small part of curriculum. Also, the syllabus is stagnant and static in the absence of the
interactions and interpretations of the teachers. Yet, the researcher acknowledges
that the drama syllabus, ie. the document, does provide a pragmatic entry into
discussions on the drama curriculum. Probes on the Interview Schedule allowed the
discussions to develop beyond the above and to capture the interactions between
teachers and pupils, the more intricate unfoldings of teaching and learning in the
school contexts and the processes involved in curriculum.
After having conducted the interviews, the researcher was in a position to make
retrospective assessments on the purposes served by the interview schedule. During
the first two interviews the researcher was very dependent on the schedule. This
obviously reflected her insecurity within the ne'w role ofresearch, as she did not want
to deviate from the schedule lest she wandered off into irrelevant areas. But, by the
third interview, as a result of experience and 'with the benefit ofhindsight, the views
of the respondents were allowed to become th{: stimulation for the flow ofthe
conversation. Although the interview schedulc~ provided the basic structure of the
conversation, it was used less and less as the researcher's confidence with the
interviewing process increased. Thus the interviews became less directed. Vulliamy,
Lewin & Stephens (1990) reinforce the above experience when he argues that the
central concern with all qualitative research is to avoid the imposition of an
inappropriate framework by the researcher on the researched and to maintain the
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connections between the processes of theorizing and the world view ofthe research
subjects (1990, p86). Logan (1984) adds to tht~ above issue when he proposes that
as interviewers we need constant selfmonitoring to reveal to what extent we are still
guilty of importing into and imposing our categories onto interviewees (in Powney and
Watts, 1987, p24). It must, however, be stated in no uncertain terms, that the same
issues were dealt with in all the interviews.
3.3.4 Mediation ofthe Interview Schedule
The above focus of "mediation of the interview schedule" shows the extent to which
the interview schedule was not 'strictly' followed in a similar manner through all the
interviews. Even though the researcher employed various strategies to direct each of
the respondents towards the research focus, it ,vas ultimately the respondent who
determined the texture of the interview. This may appear contradictory, but in the
unfolding ofthe interviews the researcher allow,ed the respondents to talk
spontaneously but ensured that they maintained the focus of this research study.
The researcher decided to study the transcripts ,and choose examples that pointed to
instances where the researcher had to play difft~rent roles in respect of the following:-
1. To bring the respondent back to the research focus.
2. To empathize with and to support the respondent, so that the
respondent was gently prodded ,along.
3. To summarize what the respondent had said in order to determine
whether the researcher's interpretation ofthe respondent's meaning
and the respondent's intended rneaning were in concurrence.
4. To call for clarification from the: respondent in instances where the
meaning ofthe respondent's response was not lucid.












You have touched on it a bit earlier in the conversation, what is
the status ofthe subject within your school?
We will come to the issue ofwho is going to be developing the
syllabus shortly, but right now we are still on the issue ofthe
weaknesses ofthe syllabus.
You are saying some very valuable things but it'sjust that the
structure ofthis interview schedule governs me to direct you in a
more specific way.
You have covered many areas over and above my givingyou the
various probes, but there is one very specific aspect ofthe syllabus
that you need to respond to...
I get what you are saying, now let's give you another focus.
So you don't really see the needfor this drama syllabus, is that
what you are saying?
So, what you are saying, Katy, is that as much as you think there is
emphasis on the final product, there is too much focus on that to
the extent ofneglecting certain critical skills that need to be inculcated
Okay, let's give you another fOCUS...
Basically what you are saying is that there is a tension that exists between
creative methodology and the teaching ofthe content at a critical
ideological level?
What you are saying is that the power oflearning lies with the teacher
and ultimately it's the criticalpractitioner that can innovate.
What does Hclose to the children's lives" mean ?
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* Can you provide more feedback on what you mean by the term "elitism"?
* What is your interpretation of a "Drama" student?
The above examples reflect very clearly that meaning cannot be taken as given and
that it is always negotiated, defined and redefined within context. It is always
necessary to clarify meaning as language is corn_plex and within the control of the
people using it. The issues ofmeaning and interpretations will be dealt with more
fully, under the section ofData Analysis in this Chapter, where the researcher
considered, specifically, the issue ofknowledge as a social construction.
3.3.5 Interview Context
Hitchcock and Hughes describe the interview a.s a complex piece of social interaction,
and it was important for the researcher to be a,vare of what might be described as the
"dynamics" of the interview situation (1989, p88). The following are some of the
dynamics that were considered both before and during interviews: Researcher effects,
characteristics of the researcher, characteristics of the respondents, and the nature of
researcher-respondent relationship. Powney and Watts reinforce the above in their
view that the interview is as complex as any other social interaction and interviewer
bias cannot be avoided (1981, p36). It was the researcher's intention to recognise the
influence of a variety of social, cultural and linguistic factors that influence and
ultimately shape the unfoldings within the interview process.
At this point in the research process, it becomes. necessary to acknowledge the
familiarity trap within which the researcher had placed herself Delamont (1992)
argues that the problem ofover-familiarity is a (~entral one in qualitative research
(1992, p40). She goes on to cite Howard Becker's description of it, i.e. :
I have talked to a couple ofteams of research people who have sat around in
classrooms trying to observe and it is like pulling teeth to get them to see
or write anything beyond what 'everyone' knows (ibid).
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All Drama teachers belong to a "family" of Drama teachers. This quality of
togetherness and closeness stems from the foHowing factors: The total number of
teachers teaching the subject is relatively small. A number of orientation meetings are
held each year to share ideas on methodology and the content of teaching the subject,
and the meeting contexts allows for the drama teachers to become better acquainted
with each other.
The literature, however, warns the novice researcher of the issue of familiarity within
the context being researched. Delamont (1992) cogently states that novice and
experienced teachers would benefit from adopting the aims of researchers fighting
familiarity. She goes on to say that many social settings and especially educational
institutions are too familiar (1992, p42). This is also reinforced by Bogdan and
Biklen's view that:
Conducting a study with people you know can be confusing and upsetting.
Becoming aresearcher means more than learning specific skills and
procedures. It involves changing your way ofthinking about yourself and
your relations with others. It involves feeling comfortable with the role of
"researcher". Ifpeople you know are your research subjects the transition
from your old self to your researcher selfbecomes ambiguous (1992, p61).
The nexus of the researcher as interviewer and the researcher as drama teacher,
presented a double-barrel of bias, subjectivity and self-fulfilling prophecies. The
conjunctive effect of the above roles played by the researcher had to be checked
constantly through the process of reflexivity. The researcher also decided to make a
concerted ~ffort to monitor closely the issue of familiarity. In retrospect, the
researcher appreciated the valuable advice provided by Delamont and Bogdan and
Biklen. There were many moments in the interviews where the researcher had to
make a conscious effort to remind herself that she was a researcher and not a fellow
drama teacher. Another problem that researcher faced was, to what extent were the
drama teachers reacting and responding to the researcher as their 'known' colleague,
rather than to the question posed? After reading the interview transcripts it became
clear that the quality of the responses pointed to teachers having thought deeply as
most responses were substantial enough and captured the complexity, nuances and
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ambiguities of the teaching processes. (This will be reflected in Chapter 4 under
"Teacher Pespectives").
Ultimately, the issue of familiarity resides together with the issue of empathy. At the
one extreme, familiarity poses a problem, yet at the same time at the other extreme,
intimate knowledge of the respondents creates valuable moments of intense empathy
and understanding within the interview context. Hitchcock and Hughes reinforce
this point when they say that qualitative researchers point towards the importance of
the establishment of rapport, empathy and understanding between interviewer and
interviewee (1989, p85). As a result of the researcher being familiar with the
respondent, the researcher knew each of the tc;m teachers by their first names. Calling
the respondents by their first names allowed 1:1:>r more empathy and human contact to
be established.
Hitchcock and Hughes state that the main sources ofbias and influence upon
interviews is generally regarded as being the pe:rsonal characteristics of the interviewer
(1989, p87).
The researcher also found that in some ofthe interviews, the drama teachers felt
threatened and intimidated by the shift in role of their colleague, ie the shift from
fellow drama teacher to interviewer and researeher, and as a result it became unclear
as to whether they were issuing academic rhetoric to please the researcher or whether
they were responding honestly to the issues at hand. It must be noted however, that
the researcher was sensitized to the above atmosphere of a potential threat and quickly
responded by attempting to create a more relaxed atmosphere that r-eplaced the above
fears by more positive feelings. Powney and 'Vatts effectively describe the
respondents' need to want to adopt an appropriate role, that is, aided and abetted by
the interviewer, and they try to please by giving the kinds of information and replies
that they believe the interviewer wants (1981, p47).
Because the interviews took place in two different contexts, viz the context of the
school and the context of the drama teachers' home, the researcher decided to
describe one interview from each ofthe contexts. But before specifically describing
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these two different interview contexts, a summary of the common steps taken within
all interviews is provided.
Most Drama teachers interviewed were articulate, reflective, perceptive, responsIve
and willing to tal~ and some ofthem even want(~d to take total control of the
interview. The latter proved to be slightly problematic, even though the researcher
had to concede that the above response resulted in gaining the teachers' framework
and their perspectives on the many issues within 'which curriculum and curriculum
development were embedded. The researcher, however, had constantly to remind
teachers to be more specific and directed as then~ were times when they wanted to
proceed uninterrupted even though the conversation was drifting well away from the
point of issue. The researcher was able to conclude that drama teachers displayed a
"hunger" to reflect upon their professional lives in the presence oftheir colleague who
was now wearing the new hat ofresearcher. Th~s need to want to talk reflects much
of the loneliness and isolation of Drama teachers within the culture of teaching.
There was also a need within the drama teachers to want to unburden themselves to
someone who was willing to listen. Ultimately the interview session allowed the
teachers to catharsize. "Egocentricism" would be too strong a word to use to
describe the behaviour of the drama teachers, rather drama teachers interviewed
displayed a strong sense ofconfidence and self-assurance. The reader will be able to
identify with some ofthe above when she reads the perspectives of the teachers in
Chapter 4.
Vulliamy, Lewin & Stephens provide valuable insights into the establishing of a
rapport :
I developed an approach to interviewing in which I attempted to
establish rapport as quickly as possible and build a relationship of
common concern for problems in science teaching. I used the stance
of an embattled colleague (that is someone with similar professional
concerns and problems as the interviewee.) (in Vulliamy, 1990, pI2I).
The researcher has again to acknowledge that the creation ofempathy and rapport are
vital ingredients for good interviewing. It was easy to nod in agreement, smile and
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also laugh at the contextualized jokes, reinforcle and accept most ofwhat the drama
teachers were saying. It was easy, to get into the stance of an "embattled"
colleague, as the researcher is a Drama teacher. On the other hand, Delemount
(1992) argues that the teacher researcher researching and conducting interviews with
colleagues does present peculiar ethical and analytical issues. The teacher researcher
interviewing fellow teachers is simultaneously teacher and a researcher.
This dichotomy is often very difficult to manage since it requires the teacher to be both
an interested party but not so interested as to take matters for granted (Hitchcock &
Hughes, 1989, p91).
In retrospect, the researcher learnt that while a good rapport needs to be established
with respondents, this does not on the other hand entail complete identification with
them.
The researcher made use of a conversational style in the interview. Goets and
LeCompte (1984, P131) confirm that most quaHtative researchers prefer to conduct
interviews in the conversational mode ofeveryday interaction. Lofland (1971)
emphasizes that this mode communicates empathy, encouragement and understanding
(cited in Goetz & LeCompte, 1984).
At the beginning of each interview, the researcher clarified the nature and intentions of
the research. All interviews took place with the respondent and the researcher facing
one another, in most cases across a table. Tape:-recording was one ofthe methods
used for recording the interviews.
Each respondent was asked whether the interview could be taped so as to enable the
researcher to remember everything that was said and to analyse the responses more
closely. None ofthe teachers refused, rather, they were willing to be tape-recorded
and most of them asked to listen to themselves once the interview had been concluded.
The researcher also took down notes as the interview progressed. This note taking
consisted of jotting down the main features and exchanges of the interview. It must
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be acknowledged that both note taking and tape:- recording introduces more tension
and-insecurity into an already contrived encounter. FIitchcock and Hughes (1989)
have argued that note-taking and recording are not simply different ways of recording
data but actually constitute different ways ofgoing about research. Walker's
comments make the difference clear:
Note-taking draws the researcher into the interpretation early in the study
and in one sense makes the researcher ttlore of a person in the eyes of the
subject. Tape-recording lends itself to a recessive process by burying
it in the editing and selection of extracts from transcripts (Hitchcock &
Hughes 1989, p95).
Writing about the research process right at the outset is necessary, as this forms the
beginning of thinking about the research.
Punch (1986) states t~at pivotal to the whole rdationship between the researcher and
the researched is access and acceptance (cited in Burgess, 1989, p60). The above
relationship contains a number of ethical implications about openness, commitment
and confidentiality. Burgers maintains that the: relationship implies a respect for the
right ofthe individual whose privacy is not invaded and who is not harmed, deceived,
betrayed or exploited (1989, p65).
The question ofconfidentiality did arise, although it was not a major problem in this
research: e.g. some teachers wished to make (~ritical comments about the activities of
fellow drama teachers and also, on the role played by the subject advisor, but did not
want to be quoted directly. The researcher assured them that she would be using
pseudonyms in her research report in order to protect the identity ofthe teacher.
However, as Barnes (1979) remarks:
Confidentiality is at risk from the very rnoment when the scientist
is told or allowed to see something that would be normally hidden.
(cited in Burgess, 1989, p70).
There were situations during interviews when the teachers told the researcher things
that were 'just between ourselves" or "in confidence" when the tape-recorder was
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still on. In other instances, the researcher was asked to switch the tape-recorder off
The teachers then proceeded to provide details ·which they did not wish to be made
public. Burgess poses an interesting question. If the information is confidential why is
the researcher being told? He goes on to provide an even more interesting response
to the question:
In a Catholic school such interviews are often likened to confessions
which imply an opportunity for individuals to unburden themselves.
However, it is really a transfer of a burden from them to me (1989, p70).
The information given in these situations provided valuable data towards gaining
insight into the realities of teaching and learning and the researcher used this
information but with discretion.
Mutual trust is involved in the interview relationship and it would have been short-
sighted if the researcher had exercised discretion insensitively.
3.4.1 Interviewing Within The Context Of ,A. School
Before proceeding to describe an example of an interview within the school, and an
interview within the home ofthe teacher, it is necessary to mention the pilot interview
conducted. Before the researcher began the fonnal interviewing process she engaged
in a trial interview within which she gained knowledge on how the interview would
proceed. As a result ofthe pilot interview she reviewed some of the areas on the
interview schedule. Teachers initially negotiated the researcher's entry into the school
context with the principal of the school. Once the researcher had arrived at the
school, the person who mediated between the principal, drama teacher and the
researcher was the secretary ofthe school. After examining closely all the instances of
the researcher's entry into the different school Icontexts, the researcher can confidently
conclude that the gatekeeper ofthe schools was the secretary. This was the result of
the strict protocol that was maintained within the schools. She had so constantly
mediated between the principal and visitors who came to the school, that she had
learnt the rules, to the extent that there were times she stopped consulting the
principal and assumed his power.
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In retrospect, access to the teachers was gained by polite, well-handled conversations
with the secretary. The secretary asked the rese:archer to wait for a few minutes as the
teacher was due to return soon. Once she returned and began to set up the interview
context, the researcher became progressively more and more aware of the immense
confidence and control that this particular teach{~r had within the context ofher school.
She was able to enlist the co-operation ofhis fellow teachers and very smoothly and
efficiently organised the interview within the "quiet" context of library.
The researcher then commenced with the interview that proceeded relatively well,
except for a few intenuptions and disturbances, i. e. the school buzzer went off at
every 35 minute intervals, pupils came in and intenupted the teacher with messages
for the teacher and during the lunch break the pupils were very vociferous on the
grounds. The above disturbances naturally aff(:cted the quality of the recordings.
As a result ofthe researcher being present within the school contexts, she was able to
capture the varied flavours and fortunes ofthis situation, i. e. the setting of the school,
the relationships that the drama teacher shared ,with her colleagues within the school,
the power possessed by the teacher in the school, the drama classroom, the constant
movement ofpupils to their various classrooms, the 'power' ofthe secretary. In
retrospect, interviewing within the school context enabled the researcher to read more
deeply into the perspectives ofthe teachers as the backdrop ofpulsating school
activities provided a vital and relevant context to the interviews.
3.4.2 Interviewing Within The Context of the Teacher's Home
Interviewing within the context ofthe home was very much less pressurized and
urgent compared to interviewing within the school context. With the pressure of the
accountability within the school removed, the teacher was more relaxed and
comfortable. The teacher proceeded with no interruptions or unnecessary
disturbances. The researcher was, however, able to pick up interesting clues that
reflected the extent to which the teacher allowed the school and her teaching to
permeate her life at home. e.g. the drama books on the bookcase, the collection of
video-tapes ofvarious Shakespearian and other relevant plays that were produced,
photos reflecting the memories of plays produc.ed at school and the drama excursions
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undertaken. It was obvious that this particular teacher was committed to teaching
drama.
The above data were examples ofthe unrecorded data that were (technically) reported
and it was less obvious. These data were not officially recorded but used to provide a
context for each ofthe dialogues with the teachers to be intepreted. It must be
recorded that five of the interviews were conducted within the school context and five
of the interviews were conducted within the context of the teachers' home. Stenhouse
(1980) calls these kinds of data the researcher's 'second record'. Also the more
elusive data, what Hull (1984) calls a 'black market' of records of events and on the
spot interpretations, the accumulated knowledge ofparticipants' meaning systems -
only some ofwhich appear on the written record (cited in Powney & Watts, 1981,
pI 7). At this point the researcher acknowledges that there are even more data that
were not recorded, but were nevertheless used in the process ofinterpretation and
making meaning of the teachers' perspectives. These data, because they were
unrecorded, were used at a more tacit, hidden, or even subconscious level.
Kincheloe makes the following very pertinent points on the importance of contexts
within qualitative research. His arguments further reinforce the importance of
acknowledging the context within which the research is taking place:
One ofthe most important aspects of qualitative research is its concern with
context. "Context stripping" is an unfortunate feature of science, and as
such, scientific methods which do not Gonsciously work to avoid this stripping
distort the reality they attempt to portray. Human experience is shaped in
particular contexts and cannot be understood if removed from those contexts "
(1991, pl44).
Sherman & Webb (1988) reinforce the above argument:
The contexts ofinquiry are not to be contrived or constructed or
modified; they are natural and must be taken as they are found (1988, p5).
Shimahara, also maintains that qualitative research is the study ofevents as they
'evolve in natural settings' or 'contexts in process' (ibid). Thus, if the researcher
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wants to maintain the research in as naturalistic a setting as possible, contexts must
not be constructed or modified. The researcher lnaintains that she should have
organised all interviews within the context of the school, as the atmosphere of
''urgency'' within the school context was more n:levant to the drawing of meaningful
correlations between the perspectives ofthe teachers and the school context as
compared to the more relaxed and 'laid back' context ofthe home. Ultimately, the
school is the natural environment, as curriculum and curriculum related matters unfold
here.
As a result of all the readings done on interviewing and the interview context, and
after engaging in the above contexts, the researcher maintains that the respondents do
not always say what they mean in so many words. Social meanings are complex and
are not revealed by a dictionary-like translation of responses. Given the above
arguments, the researcher notes the valuable insights provided by John Lofland
(1989), insights that the researcher was able to empathize with, and in retrospect
deemed these insights to be an ideal conclusion on the topic ofinterviewing:-
I would say that successful interviewing itS not unlike carrying on
unthreatening, selfcontrolled, supportive, polite and cordial
interactions in everyday life. Ifone can do that, one already has
the main interpersonal skills necessary td interviewing. It is my
personal impression, however, that interactants who practise these
skills (even ifthey possess them) are not numerous in our society
(in Hitchcock and Hughes, 1989, p85).
3.4.3 Transcription of the Tapes
All interviews were transcribed. Delamont describes transcription as a very time-
consuming task. She goes on to specifY that one hour of a tape recorded interview
will take six hours to transcribe roughly, and this is without any ofthe linguistic
features that are recorded for conversational analysis (1992, p158). The researcher
had assured her typist, that, ifat any point in the conversation, she could not make
sense ofwhat was being said, she should leave blank spaces, which would later be
filled in by the researcher after she had listened to the tapes more intently. The
researcher checked each transcript by listening to the cassette and ensured that the
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transcript did reflect the recording faithfully. Also, ifthe typist had made an error or
had left something out, the researcher corrected this. The researcher also added the
following to the transcripts. An example ofthe transcript is (Appendix B):
1. The respondent's use ofpauses.
2. A description ofthe tone used by the respondent.
3. A description of emphasis and stressing ofwords used by the respondent.
The task of transcribing was very time consuming indeed, and the process took over
three weeks to complete.
3.5 Analysis of the Data
Delamont (1992) uses a very appropriate metaphoric title for her chapter on analysing
data that points to how enduring and important analytic work in qualitative research is:
"Beauty lives though lilies die. n
The following succinct definition by Bogdan and Biklen (1992, p120) provides insight
into what analysis entails:
Data analysis is the process of systematically searching and arranging
the interview transcripts, fieldnotes, and other materials that you
accumulate to increase your own understanding ofthem and to enable
you to present what you have discovered to others. Analysis involves
working with data, organizing them, breaking them into manageable
units, synthesizing them, searching for patterns, discovering what is
important and what is to be learned, and deciding what you will tell
others. For most, the end products of research are books, papers,
presentations, or plans for action. Data analysis moves you from
the rambling pages ofdescription to those products.
The researcher was sustained by a combination ofintellectual excitement and tenacity,
her feelings evoked by the beliefthat she was really using the data to allow themes and
ideas to emerge. She was also very aware ofallowing the perspectives ofthe drama
teachers to emerge, rather than impose her categories ofinterpretation into the data
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and she attempted to follow closely the advice and arguments provided by the
following authors. Husserl (1960) argues that:
We should set aside all previous habits ofthought, see through and
break down the mental barriers which these habits have set along
the horizons of our thinking and in full... freedom proceed and lay hold
of those genuine problems still awaiting jresh formulation which the
liberated horizons on all sides disclose to us... these are hard demands,
yet nothing less is required (cited in ShClIDan and Webb, 1988, p123).
Spradley (1979) reinforces the above when he says that:
Before you impose your theories on the people you study, find out
how these people define the world (cited in Powney and Watts, 1987, pI3).
Logan (1984) adds his voice to the above perspective by suggesting that we should
delay developing our theories of social meaning until after analysing the patterns found
in informants' actions and the meaning in their statements (ibid, 1987, pI3).
The researcher was wary not to allow materials to pile up unanalysed, and unread.
She engaged in constant reading over and over again ofthe field notes and interview
transcripts. The reading and re-reading ofthe above ensured that the researcher
became familiar with the data. The process ofbecoming familiar with the data cannot
be side-tracked, underplayed or marginalized. It was very important and necessary
that the researcher engaged in the above process vigorously. Familiarity with the data
reduced the feelings ofbeing overwhelmed by the complexity ofthe data. The
following authors' description oftheir immersion within their data was something the
researcher was easily able to identify with, because ultimately, it was necessary to
share an intense relationship with the data and the researcher has to become mentally
saturated with it for the purposes of allowing the perspectives ofthe drama teachers to
emerge.
Nias employs an interesting gardening analogy to reflect the extent ofher immersion
within her data in the following: ...one rakes th.e data into such a fine tilth that ideas
germinate easily (cited in Walford, 1991, p162).
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Reynolds (1991) reinforces the depth of immersion needed for ideas and themes to
emerge from the data, when he argues as follovvs :
...the extent and quality ofthe information I collected challenged me
to search for and eventually find conneC1tions and relationships
between apparently isolated ideas. In sl~king not to drown in the
data, I found unexpected reefs at my ft:et (cited in Walford, p162).
Another question that needed clarity was the following: i.e. was ongoing analysis done
by the researcher or did the researcher engage in analysis once all the data was
collected? Bogdan and Biklen provide a distinction between the above two processes
in the following :
In one approach, analysis is concurrent with data collection and is
more or less completed by the time the data is gathered. This
approach is more commonly practised by experienced field workers.
If you know what you are doing it is nlost efficient and effective.
The other mode involves collecting data before doing the analysis (1992,
p154).
Although the researcher did engage in ongoing analysis she must concede, however,
that her neophyte status within the qualitative research paradigm limited the extent to
which the above analysis was employed. An (~xample ofwhere ongoing analysis was
used was in the adaptation of the interview schedule. As the researcher grew more
confident about interviewing the teachers and as she developed hindsights about the
interviewing process, she was enabled by the latter to adapt, and change the interview
schedule according to the relevant issues raisedl by the teachers around the research
focus. As new insights emerged from the teaehers, a few additional probes were
included in the interview schedule. But, most of the data analysis officially began in
retrospect ofthe data collection process.
3.5.1 Thinking About The Data
The following three processes i.e. speculation, venting and theorizing were all
different ways used by the researcher for thinking about the data.
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Bogdan and Biklen (1992, p164) advise researc:hers not to be afraid to speculate.
They argue as follows :
The lack of confidence one usually feels on the first research attempt
often makes one too cautious about forming ideas. Worries about
getting details and facts straight can hold a researcher down. We do
not suggest that facts and details are not important, for ideas must be
grounded in the data, but they are means: to clear thinking and to
generating ideas, not the end.
The following two writers also remind us about the process offorming ideas. Mills
(1959) stipulates that facts discipline reason; but reason is the advance guard in any
field of learning (in Bogdan and Biklen 1992, p~164). Glaser & Strauss (a central
figure in the development of qualitative analysis) makes an interesting distinction
between good ideas and findings:
Good ideas ~ontribute the most to the science ofhuman behaviour.
Findings are soon forgotten, but not ideas (Glaser & Strauss, 1978, p8).
Another suggestion provided by Glaser (1978) concerns venting. He describes the
above process as follows:
Ideas and understanding will come to you on a regular basis as you
go about your research. You are likely to become excited by this
creative process. It can be exhilarating. Mulling over ideas creates
the energy you may want to vent.
The researcher was easily able to empathize with the above feelings evoked by venting,
and she spent many solitary hours writing about the data in order to sustain the
venting.
Goetz and LeCompte provide an insight into the process oftheorizing, another
thinking process that the researcher was able to identifY with:
Theorizing is a cognitive process of discovering or manipulating
abstract categories and relationships among those categories. It is
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the fundamental tool of any research and is used to develop or confirm
explanations for how and why things happen as they do. The formal
tasks of theorizing are perceiving, comparing, contrasting, aggregating,
and ordering, establishing of linkages and relationships and speculating
(1984, p167).
In retrospect ofthe data analysis process, the researcher contends that writing about
the data is a vital discipline that encourages interrogation of the data and facilitates
creative thinking.
3.5.2 ''Data Crunching"
As a result ofher readings, the researcher had become aware ofhow easily qualitative
researchers became buried under their piles and piles offieldnotes and transcripts.
Delamont cogently states that too much data can challenge the skills of a mountaineer
(1992, p205). As the present research was small-scale, the researcher had not
accumulated mountains of data. However, she 'was able to empathize with the feeling
ofhelplessness in response to unanalysed data. Also, to a novice researcher, even a
modest amount of data was perceived as intimidating. The first task was to reduce the
data. Goetz and LeCompte (1987) make use ofan interesting term that covers the
above process i.e. "Data Crunching." After the researcher had gone through the
former process offamiliarization with the data, she then engaged in the task of
summarizing each ofthe transcripts onto a double page. The summary of each
transcript was done in the following way :- cat1egories were taken from the interview
schedule and the following columns of categories were drawn :
1. 1 strength ofthe syllabus
1.2 weakness of syllabus
1.3 subject development
1.4 status of the subject within the school
1.5 the role of the subject advisor
Over and above the above categories, many other themes emerged, themes that
teachers focussed on irrespective of direct probing through the use ofthe interview
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schedule. The researcher created a separate column on the double page to
accommodate other important emergent theme:) (see Appendix C) for an example of
the summary). On the front and back pages ofthe summary the researcher reflected
on the particularities ofeach ofthe teachers' as:rnmptions about the process of
teaching and learning, for example (teaching the child first, the examinations are all
powerful and the t~achers are agents for change}
Also, page references of more important and 1meaningful quotations were also noted
on the above pages.
All the emergent themes were then put onto a chart (Appendix D) and each time a
teacher supported a theme, it was ticked. Ultimately, the ticks allowed the
researcher to view at a glance the commonalities and variance within the data.
Th~ researcher also kept a notebook which she had entitled 'CVery important insights
on the data". Five pages in the book was given to the views of each teacher. As the
researcher read and re-read the transcripts and gained clearer insights and realizations
about the data she jotted these down in the notl~book under each particular teacher.
The following examples taken from the above notebook reflect the way in which the
researcher wrote about the data, i.e:
• In Farouk's interview, the researcher found it difficult to maintain
control and to proceed systematically through the interview schedule. The
researcher mediated the interview schedule to suit the nature ofthe
dialogues between the respondent and hersl~lf
Ultimately, this particular teacher was really challenging the researcher.
Irrespective of the interview schedule, the teacher gets back to her
underlying assumption for teaching i.e. the syllabus needs to be grounded
in the pupils' world and culture.
• It was interesting to n~te that Charles was very apologetic throughout
the interview and kept saying that he was sorry.
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• The more experienced the teacher was, the Inore sceptical she became
of the power of drama or education to become the panacea for
the ills of society and she acknowledged that drama was just one of the
influencing contexts in the life of the pupil.
3.5.3 "...Watching them Emerge Surfacing like Dolphins..."
The above heading has been taken from Merrer's description of data analysis (cited in
Walford, 1991, p51).
All the processes described thus far are indispensible, the researcher had to go through
each one in order to arrive at the stage where th.emes emerged easily from the data. In
other words, in order to make the necessary inter-connections and links between the
data, the researcher first went through all the former processes.
The researcher then made a list ofall the emergent themes on a chart. The list of
themes was long and went into approximately twenty-five themes. The researcher !
was in a dilemma. Could she write about all the different themes individually? After
studying the themes more deeply, she realized that the themes did not exist in isolation
of each other, rather there were intrinsic interconnections and mutually inclusive
overlappings between the themes. Also, disjunctions, contradictions and tensions ./
existed within the themes and between the thenles. After organising the themes in
various ways, the researcher eventually arrived. at three overriding themes which
appeared to incorporate more or less all the other themes. Finding connections and
links between the data was a "mind boggling" experience. Miles' (1983)
description of qualitative data as an "attractive nuisance" is apt and holds true (cited
in Schratz, 1993, p142). (The interlinks betwe4en the themes will be dealt with more
intensively in the introduction of Chapter Four).
The researcher had to consciously avoid the categories ofthe Interview Schedule
controlling the structure ofthe analysis. There was a strong urge to super-impose the
categories from the interview schedule onto tht~ data, as the interview schedule was
one of the ways that was, initially, used to organise the data. In retrospect, pre-
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determined categories -can become a nuisance, as they work towards confining the
researcher's vision, and there was a strong tendency to want to read the data in such
a way as to reinforce the categories in the interview schedule rather than to allow the
themes to emerge from the data.
Qualitative data is rich, colourful and complex (Bogdan and Biklen, (1992); Goetz
and LeCompte (1984); and Hitchcock and Hughes (1989) and it was the
researcher's aim to represent the above qualities in the most valid and reliable manner.
In order to unravel some ofthe complexity ofthe data, the researcher had to immerse
herself in the data. The image of drowning one:'s self in the data is an appropriate one.
In retrospect, data analysis was facilitated by the researcher sharing an intimate
relationship with the data. When reading Chapter Four the reader will come across
long quotations that represent the voice ofthe dlrama teacher. Schratz argqes that by
paying more attention to the original voices of the actors, researchers make room for a
broader view of social reality in their research (1993, pI). He elaborates on the
above by arguing that in order to achieve this, the research instruments have to be
tuned to enable the study of educational practicles as closely as possible without
de$troying the authentic meaning for the people involved (ibid). The researcher
respected the original voice of the drama teache:rs and has allowed them to speak for
themselves by using the rich density ofmeaning inherent within the direct quotation.
A very important choice was made by the researcher in the way in which she decided
to interpret and analyse the data. In the introduction and in Chapter Two, the
researcher made reference to the premise that knowledge is a social construction.
Yet again, the above basic premise needs to be addressed. Throughout the data
analysis phase, the researcher was aware ofthe pertinent reality that meaning was not
perceived as objective and given but, rather, m.eaning was interpreted. In the final
analysis, the researcher concedes that she made: a choice in the method used to analyse
the data, and is willing to accept and concede that any other person analysing the data
could make different choices.
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CHAPTEIl. 4
THE PERSPECTIVES OF THE SPE:t:CH AND DRAMA TEACHERS
Emergent Themes
Three themes emerged from the data. The thre(~ major themes that emerged are as
follows:
4. 1 The "Eurocentric" syllabus
4.2 Teachers are mediators of the syllabus
4.3 The need to redefine and change Speech and Drama
4.4 Minor Themes.
Each ofthe themes do not exist in mutually excl'.usive categories, rather they overlap
and they feed into each other. Each theme does, not have a monolithic quality.
Themes are riven with conflict, variety and ambiguity. At the end ofthe report on
each of the themes, an attempt has been made to link the themes with each other.
Ultimately, it was the researcher's aim to reveal the complexity ofthe phenomena in
the data and through 'thick description,' the researcher hoped to achieve validity in
reporting on the data (Geertz, 1973). The researcher was bent on allowing the voice
of the drama teacher to come through loudly and clearly. It was inevitable, that as a
result of reporting on ten different voices, one: had to focus on meanings in a way in
which the reader is able to see the contradictions, tensions, differences, as well as the
overriding similarities.
4.1 Eurocentricism - "The Imposition OfAn Alien Western Heritage"
All drama teachers, except one, agreed that th(~ syllabus was eurocentric and steeped
in a western cultural choice that was foreign and alienating to the pupils. The theme
of eurocentricism was an overwhelming and powerful one, and, one which was
repeated consistently in the dialogues with the t(~achers. Bu~ there were differences in
the levels of interpretation that teachers applied to the concept of eurocentricism. On
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the one hand, five of the teachers used the terrn loosely and supported their view by
citing peripheral examples of eurocentricism wiithin their teaching experiences. By
contrast, the other five teachers interpreted eurocentricism as an intrinsic choice
within which all aspects of drama teaching wer1e immersed i.e. they interpreted
eurocentricism to be more than just content bias; they saw it manifested in the
approach teachers used in teaching, in the character of examinations, and also in the
perceptions that teachers held towards their pupils. Kooby, a teacher who
represented the first category, which the researcher had chosen to call the "restricted"
category to facilitate the distinction between the two groups ofteachers, interpreted
the term "eurocentric" as follows :
"I still think to a large extent we are eurocentric, especially in the Principles
ofDrama, a section where the plays we study are very difficult for the kids to
identify with ... The kids are intimidated when they see Shakespeare -
immediately they see something that doesn't apply to them. When they
study plays by Indian writers - there is an immediate link or connection as
compared to them studying "Our Town" or "Everyman".
Even though the researcher acknowledges that the terms used ie. "elaborate" and
"restricted" brings the theorist Bemstein (1977) to mind, she however used these terms
by giving them her own meaning. It is worth nlentioning that the words "elaborated"
and "restricted" were chosen to represent the difference in the depth with which
teachers responded to the word eurocentrism. Teachers in the "elaborated" code were
the teachers that aligned the~selves with the viewpoints ofthe critical theorists. This
area will be returned to in Chapter Five ofthe research.
Sally, a teacher representing the second category i.e "elaborated" category of
teachers interpreted it as such :
ClBasically, I see veryfew strengths because the syllabus is very isolated in a
sense that it has veryfew links - real links with the students that it is being
levelled at. For instance, culturally there are veryfew links. The syllabus is
highly eurocentric stemmingfrom a consciousness which is so western in its
origin; stemmingfrom rituals, traditions, conventions and ideologies
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which are very distancedfrom the students' perception, background, from
the entire students' being... "
Lynn, another teacher, from the ('elaborated" category reinforced the above views
and reflected the extent to which she believed that eurocentricism was prevalent in the
syllabus:
"It is far too orientated towards the product and towards the notion ofthe
great plays ofthe western tradition and very little emphasis is given to play
deVising or to creativity that would lend itself to the development ofSouth
African theatre. "
Charles, yet another teacher from the "elaborated" category who was clearly
concerned with the eurocentric bias, irritably said, '7t has become very, very British,
not even eurocentric, totally British. That's perpetuated now in our school system. "
The above teachers also felt that the choice of 'western bias subtly spelt out to the child
that it (the western influence) was good for th€:: child and that it had a "civilising"
influence. Two teachers linked the term eurocentric to elitism. Addis provided the
insight into the marriage of the above terms:
"Elitism in a sense that it is far too academic and eurocentric. It is far too
alienating in its conceptualization. The syllabus deals with things like
Theatre History, Principles ofSpeech, dance and movement - all ofthese
are not in the child's daily world/life eJ.periences. Also the theories from
which they are grounded orfrom which they are developed are all elitist. "
Three teachers and the subject advisor stressed that the South Afiican component
within the syllabus was a feeble and unconvincing attempt to make the syllabus appear
more credible. They went on to argue that the inclusion ofthe South Afiican
component in the syllabus was tokenism and a mere grafting on, for the sake of
appeasement. The following words ofthe subject advisor reflect the above issue:
"The whole business ofdoing South African theatre in standard nine,. or as
an alternative you can do Eastern Theatre is a real slap in the face, it is very
insulting, it was obViouslyjust tagged on in the last minute ".
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Rasi also stressed how unconvincing the above attempt was:
"Fugard in the syllabus does not make it South African. One tiny piece -
Black theatre in standard nine doesn't make it a people's culture."
Despite the use ofdirect probing on the part ofthe researcher, one teacher did not
focus on the above theme of eurocentricism at all. She stood out as an exception to
the rest of the drama teachers who all argued that the syllabus was eurocentric. The
researcher probed as follows:
"Do you think that much ofthe content ofthe syllabus is relevant to your
pupils in terms ofchoice oftextbook, in terms ofHistory of Theatre section
etc? "
However, she did not perceive relevance in terms ofvalue bias, rather she interpreted
relevance as a link to the child's 'general' exp(~riences. In retrospect, the researcher
questioned whether this teacher had taught the subject with the interpretation of
knowledge as neutral rather than as a social construction. It is necessary at this point
to note that the term "eurocentric" had been used often in drama meetings as half the
teachers made reference to feeling insecure about employing the "overused" term.
The question that remained however, was, why did this particular teacher negate the
above issue ~ven though it was one that was obvious and often spoken about at drama
meetings?
Eight of the ten Drama Teachers who stressed the irrelevance ofthe western heritage
also called for a more South African flavour to be included in the syllabus. Katy
argued thus:
"... in terms oflosing some ofits eurocentric bias, it needs to get more
indigenous. We have this weird idea that drama does not exist in the
South African context, that we are mere imitations of things that have
gone by, whereas there are some very, very skilled and talentedpeople in
our country whom we just don't focus on; notjust people, but also drama
movements. "
Addis also argued strongly in support ofthe above viewpoint:
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"African Theatre is not even an integralpart ofthe syllabus... How can they
in this day and age actually negate African theatre?
The oppressor is ringing in our minds. Those children who leave after matric
are going to leave with the lasting impression that theatre never existed in
Africa, it originated and only happened in the west. "
The subject advisor also added her view on the above issue:
"I don't think that pupils should have to choose between the South African
situation and Eastern contributions to drama, they should study both. The
South African component should be given far more attention, it shouldform
the basis for work both in theory andpractical. "
Sally added her perspective on the above issue :
"I cannot see how important it is to study Oscar Wilde or Goldsmith in this
day and age - in this crucial transitory period that we are going through.
There is so much ofmaterial here that needs to be studied. There is so much
here with which you can prepare your students, to educate them about a sense
ofcommunity awareness; about street children, squatters, drug-abuse,
South African politics, and about Phoenix, Chatsworth and Umlazi."
Ultimately, the more experienced drama teachers also focussed on specific
underlying issues within which the theme of eurocentricism was embedded, i. e. they
drew strong correlations between eurocentric content and the resulting alienation from
the child's experience. They also asserted that {~urocentriccontent was emphasized
over and above the teaching ofthe child first.
Two of the most experienced teachers, and tea(~hers who had been teaching for over
fifteen years, saw the syllabus as an "alien" doc:ument that was imposed on them.
They voiced their regret at not having been part ofthe process ofmaking the relevant
choices and ofnot being part of designing the syllabus. Rasi expressed the above point
pertinently:
"... it did not evolve out ofour own practice or exercise in engaging each
other, our students' and teachers' voices are lost. "
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Another teacher, Farouk, mentioned the word (mrocentric, but went on to say that
content alone was not the important issue, rather it was the approach of the teacher
to teaching it that became relevant. The following are his words on the above issue.
" ... it was not enough for me to hear people talk about it being too eurocentric,
because the opposite side ofthe coin was the afrocentric notion. So it didn't
matter what kind ofethnocentric texts were being used You can use a
eurocentric text or an afrocentric text, it does not matter to me. But what's
more importantfor me is the way in which we approach the text. That's
where the value andfunction ofcritical teaching comes in. n
All teachers who saw eurocentricism as problenlatic went on to add, that when the
syllabus was not working for them, they made Cl concerted effort to move beyond this
constraint, by making it more relevant in their a.pproaches used in teaching it. This
concluding point brings the researcher to the nmet theme; that ofteachers mediating
the curriculum.
4.2 Teachers As Mediators Of The Syllabus
At the outset, it must be acknowledged that eVI~n though the researcher has tackled
the theme ofeurocentricism first, the second theme that ofteachers reporting on their
mediations of the syllabus was the more overriding and all encompassing one. All ten
Drama Teachers reported that they mediated th(~ syllabus. They 'interpreted' it, they
'imbibed' it, they 'threw it' out, they 'worked with some parts' and 'forgot' the
others; and, they made it 'r~levant' to their pupils. Ultimately, all teachers
reflected that, to varying degrees, they interacted with the syllabus and saw it as
something that could be 'gotten around' if it did not work for them and their pupils.
The following are quotations ofvarious teacher:) who reflect the extent to which they
interacted with the syllabus and mediated it :
"The only way that the child is going to learn these values is through the
teacher's influence in the practical work; the syllabus itselfdoes notprompt
it, the syllabus has to be interpreted by the teacher.
There has to be a lot offlexibility and a lot ofimagination from the teacher in
response to the syllabus.
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The whole approach to the syllabus depends entirely on the teacher and how
that teacher feels towards it. Whatever text you're doing you want to relate it
to now andyou want to relate it to what's going on andyou should try to find
the relevance for it within the present system. "
Charles' response, showed the extent to which a teacher was prepared to abandon an
irrelevant syllabus:
"To be quite honest with you, lots oftimes I forget about that syllabus. I do
what I want to. I remember right at the outset there was even a guideline on
what you should do, in which period, ... I ignored all that and I did what I
thought was needed at that specific time. "
Farouk reflected very concisely the extent and the degree to which he mediated the
syllabus in the following line:
"I debunk it and go offinto creating my own".
Although all teachers mediated the syllabus, it must, however, be acknowledged that
the degree or the extent of this mediation varies. The underlying characteristics that
governed the variation were the experiences and academic quaIification ofthe teacher.
The data reflected that the more experienced and qualified the teacher was, the more
the teachers spoke about the leeway that was adopted by the teacher in the classroom
environment and the more confidence was displayed in terms of how they responded to
interpreting the syllabus.
Avery significant issue that emerged within the theme ofteachers' mediation of the
syllabus was the specific focus that teachers placed on the role played by the teacher
within the curriculum. Eight ofthe drama teachers stressed the indispensible role
played by the teacher in the interpretation ofthe syllabus and in the unfolding and
outcomes of the syllabus. One teacher, Kooby, kept repeating a phrase that captured
the above issue: 'lJ1timately it depends on you as a teacher." Katy also reflected the
above issue when she expressed the following:
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" ... ifyou look at the creative drama section it is what the teacher puts in and
what the teachers wants to achieve that determines the correlation. "
Another teacher said that the syllabus depended very much on the teacher and how
much effort the teacher could put into it.
Charles, also depicted the extent to which the teacher is the focus of syllabus
interpretation in the following:
"It depends finally to a large extent on the teacher. I could take any syllabus
and teach it using an approach that allows critical learning to take place.
What I'm trying to say is, that I could take the most appalling syllabus and
make magic out ofit. "
Five teachers spoke specifically about the themte interpretation ofthe drama syllabus.
They all maintained that the syllabus was quite sterile without the interpretation of the
teacher. The words ofRasi reinforced the above point:
"If you follow that syllabus without interpreting it yourselfand without
making internal adjustments then obviously that syllabus is going to be quite
sterile. "
The above argument on interpretation ofthe syllabus is reinforced in Chapter Five
under the section 'Knowledge Construction' .
An interesting correlation between teacher mediation of the syllabus and change
emerged. Although it has already been stated and also substantiated that all teachers
mediate the syllabus, these mediations needed to be put to closer analysis. It became
clear that although seven of the teachers' mediations were reportedly strong and they
argued that these mediations were also impacting on their pupils. However, they
remained fixed in the reproductive mould ofteaching i. e. they mediated in terms of
making the text more relevant to the pupil and they also mediated by employing a more
creative teaching approach that resulted in their pupils becoming better interpreters of
the text. The above mediations, however, do not reflect fundamental change or
attempts to recreate the syllabus, or a shift in focus from perceiving the child as
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interpreter of meaning to a creator ofmeaning. Three of the most experienced
teachers and who had also engaged in further studies (each ofthem had a degree, a
teaching diploma and either Honours in Drama or Education, and one teacher
cOOlpleted his Masters degree in Education) challenged the former prevailing norm.
This group of teachers will be focused on more specifically under the heading - A'
Typical Sample - Chapter Five. The latter group ofteachers reflected that they
mediated the syllabus to the extent of redefining drama and changing much ofwhat
was in the syllabus. Although this may appear to be unlikely at first glance, deeper
analysis of the transcripts showed that teachers who mediated in the above manner also
provided concrete examples to reinforce and to support their claims. The following
are quotations of the teachers that depict mediations reflecting transformation of the
syllabus and curriculum. Sal described her mediation as follows:
"What I found most meaningful in my entire eight to nine years ofteaching
drama, is when something developed totally out ofthe child's experience.
The educational value that was found there was far, far more interesting; if
we worked with a ritual which wasfamiliar to the students and we went
through the entire preparation, and the psychologicalpreparation for ritual
was in that whole term - and then we did the ritual and we put that into an
audience-performer situation where we had an audience to watch that ritual
and then we analysed the whole perfonnance ofit, and then we found a theory
to suit it and went on to find out what technique has been used in terms ofa
theatre art technique or a type oftheatre andwe found the whole experience
far more meaningful than startingjrofn the known - like the known being
something that is given to you like, possibly Shakespeare's theatre, the
Globe, Restoration theatre or a text. It was far more benefiCial to create
your own text. "
Rasi provides a clear description ofthe procedure she and her pupils engaged in, to
create texts stemming from the pupils' experiences :
"I've done the StdEight and Nine syllabus where you teach them about the
poems e.g. narrative, lyrical etc. I tell my students to master the poem, learn
how to speak it etc. At the end ofthe Gkly I wondered why are we doing this.
It is so artificial to have somebody standing out there and saying a poem.
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Who does that in real life? I think what we need to do is something that gets
them down there to operate it - to doing it themselves - to doing something
that interests them. In Std Eight I ditched the idea ofthe poems and I went
into workshopping a play. We took simple themes, like taking the religious
books and selecting some dramatic moment, incident or episode and made it
relevant to today and looked at those issues with new eyes. For example if
Mohammed was faced with the arrogance of the Arabs - now do we have
similar parallels here, where do new ideas come in? Where somebody comes
in with justice and hope etc. How is he received? Let's start taking that in
and let's work it with the new ideas and let's speak the way we normally speak
instead ofspeaking in Hfancy flowery J1 languages. They wrote out the
scripts and they loved it because they were working together and because they
were creating. When they came out with the product at the end ofthe day
they 'went to town' with costumes, props and todays 'hip' clothes. They
enjoyed that work, they engaged themselves with each other. They looked at
the written scripts that they had developed and were satisfied To me
standing out there and speaking a poerll is an exercise in futility. "
Farouk also provided clarity on the method he iemployed in his teaching :
HIt's such a pity that you have such limited time, because what I would like
to have done was to take you to the Std Eight class so that they would have
demonstrated to you how to use another set ofcriteria oflanguage, of
audience, by using the language ofthe people - ofthe language ofthose in
power, audience - what kind ofan audience does this work appeal to; to
upper well-to-do people, to working class people. Is the genre being
employed here eclectic? Is it tragic? Is it a comedy? What is it? Then, ask
the questions whose ideology, whose world is beingpresented? "
Then you look at representation; how are women represented, who's making
the choices; how are men represented; how are people ofcolour
represented; how are politicallyjranchised/unjranchisedpeople
represented? "
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The above teacher was also interviewed about his approach to teaching and an article
depicting his Teaching Methodology appeared in the 'Post' - a Durban Indian
newspaper.
The above three teachers also reflected in their dialogues that education was
intrinsically linked to society and that the structural forces impinging on the
educational arena had to be reckoned with before any fundamental changes in
education could be effected.
The following viewpoint resulted in an interesting tension i. e. even though these
teachers were implementing change in their classrooms, they were still wary of the
outside forces bearing down on their microcosIIl ofteaching.
Sally's metaphorical description reflects the above dilemma:
"It is the system - if things have to change drastically I don't believe
in changing the frills; the underskirt has to be changed as well. "
The above teachers also kept coming back to their basic premise ofeducation i.e. the
necessity to teach the child first, but also in a ",ay that was pirected by their
underlying and governing philosophy of education. The kind oflearning that takes
place in the classroom must pre-figure the kind of society you ultimately want ...
"A drama student is much more than just an interpreter ofpoems etc. She is
one who has the ability to see the contradictions in society and can talk about
it confidently; and who can seek humane alternatives to that. A drama
student must also be able to see that there is needfor getting involved in
social issues; and must see the whole act oflearning as political. "
It was clear that the force with which the teacher mediated the syllabus depended on
the teacher's interpretation of education and teaching. The teachers who drew strong
parallels between society and education, and '"'ho ultimately, assessed the edu~ational
outcomes of their teaching in terms of change 'were more forceful in their talking about
their mediation of the syllabus.
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It is necessary at this point to acknowledge that, even though all ten teachers in the
sample reflected mediation to varying degrees, the subject advisor's views were in
stark contrast to the teachers' perspectives. The last group ofthree teachers reflected
that their mediations resulted in alternative ways of interpreting and redefining the
drama curriculum (the word 'syllabus' is too confining) and as a result of the strength
of their mediations, they were able to create new realities over and above the
'problematic' syllabus. These mediations by teachers depict concerted attempts to
change the quality of teaching their subject.
The last group ofthree teachers reflected that their mediations resulted in alternative
ways of interpreting and redefining the drama eurriculum (the word "syllabus" was too
confining) and as a result ofthe strength of thl~ir mediations, they were able to create
new realities over and above "problematic" syllabus. These mediations by teachers
depicted concerted attempts to change the quality of teaching their subject.
The following one-liners taken from the transcripts capture in a nutshell the
relationship shared by the teachers with their syllabus:
H The syllabus isfundamentally flawed. "
HI'll take it and rehash it. "
HI ditched the syllabus. "
HThe syllabus does stink at the moment. "
HI don't follow that "hash" ofa syllabus breakdown. "
HScrap the whole thing"!
HI debunk it and go offinto creating my own.. "
4.3 Redef"ming Drama - "To Removfl Much of the "Speech" from it
The third major theme that emerged, was the need to redefine the subject Speech &
Drama. All ten teachers agreed that the subject was negatively perceived by pupils,
teachers, leadership within the school and people within the broader context ofthe
school but, eight of the teachers together with the subject advisor concurred that the
status of the subject was dependent on the strength ofthe teacher within the culture of
the school, while the other two teachers argued that people's perception towards the
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subject existed over and above the role played by the teacher within the school.
Teachers reported that the more professional, involved and reflective the educator was,
the more they were able to stand their ground and create positive perceptions towards
the subject in the climate ofthe school. All tea.chers called for different types of
action to be taken in order to reinterpret and redefine the subject.
The following "one-liners", taken from the data, reflect some ofthe perceptions of
people within the school:
"It is a joke. "
"Drama is somethingyou do as a last resort. "
"No real learning takes place. "
"Drama is a jorl. "
"Screech and Trauma!"
"Fun and games. "
An issue within the above theme is that ofthe status ofthe subject within the school
and the ''battle'' waged by the teachers to establish and maintain enthusiasm for the
subject.
Six teachers spoke very specifically about how they had to 'work hard' and ''battle''
at changing the perceptions ofpeople within tht~ school towards their subject. Katy
described her intervention thus :
"I am wary that I have to constantly promote the importance and value of
drama in the school. I think that I'm scared that it will actually diminish
in its value in the way people see it. Wnenever there is a significant day in
the school's culture e.g. Arbour Day or Culture Day, I use drama to get
messages across to the pupils. In this way I show them that drama is not
just laughs and entertainment. "
Sally described her response to the perceptions within her school:
"Initially it was seen as a joke, until I decided to have a talk written
out and copies handed out at a staffdevelopment meeting, where I was
given about thirty to thirty five minutes to address the staffon Speech
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and Drama. This was done veryformally to set the tone. The teachers
were given a paper on what Speech and Drama is all about. They were
also given a blank sheet ofpaper on which they couldjot down questions
that they needed answers to. This somehow destroyed a lot ofthe cobwebs,
myths, mis-apprehensions and quirks that the staffheld towards the
subject. "
Kooby, also, described his responses to the perceptions towards drama in his school:
"In my school, I always get comments like, "Hey, are you sure you're
teaching today I" Drama is seen asfull. Initially I used to laugh with
them. But, now, instead ofgetting angry, I point out to them the
processes we are engaged in, in the drama classroom. It's quite a
major thing when everyone thinks it's a bigjoke, but slowly it's
changing and every year, I always choose different people to help
me with the annual school concert, and they are always surprised
at the amount ofwork that is involved J'J
Two ofthe most experienced tea<;hers, who 'were also male, did not experience any
threats to their subject. According to them th(~ subject was well established, and there
was support and commitment from the staH: p~pils and the administration towards the
subject.
As a result ofher experiences in visiting the various schools, the subject advisor was
in a position to provide a relative perspective on the status ofthe subject within the
different schools:
"The status ofdrama differs from school to school, it's as exciting
as the teacher, it is the teacher who either makes or breaks the
subject. This is something which I discovered this year when I have
gone around to schools questioning w~y the subject was dying out
in numbers. Even though all teachers/ace the same problems i.e.
it is a new subject, it does not have the same academic responsibility
as other subjects, no idealfacilities, it is a "Cinderella" subject.
But, in spite ofthe problems, in some schools the subject is alive,
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it's dynamic, everyone in the school is aware ofdrama. It is the
teacher's responsibility to establish a good relationship with
management and to build the necessary respect for the subject. "
The subject advisor's views confirm the teachers' belief that ultimately it is the hard
work and commitment ofthe teacher within the school's culture that creates the
positive feedback towards the subject.
One particular teacher, Veny, complained steadily throughout the interview about the
'bad' attitude of the administration towards drama. Yet, she omitted to provide
evidence of any attempts on her part to change the above perceptions. The following
are her views :
"It is obvious that the subject is really suffering severe repercussions
at school because ofthe way it is labelled by the school administrators.
They seem to have a concept ofthe subject as being one offun and
games. They don't seem to understand the nature ofthe subject and
appreciate the nature ofthe subject. Infact they go to great lengths
not to promote the subject at school: to persuade pupils against
doing the subject. "
The subject is as strong as the teacher. The more forceful and steadfast the teacher is
in maintaining that subject, the more positive the feedba~k is towards it from various
others within the school.
Teachers reflected that they made different choices in the approach they adopted in
the teaching of the subject. The subject can b(~ taught at different levels, each one
reflecting the interpretation that the teacher held ofdrama. The fonowing is a list of
choices made by the teachers in respect oftheir slant given to the teaching ofthe
subject:
1. Drama for performance
2. Drama for education
3. Drama as a methodology
4. Drama for general education.
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Even though six of the teachers reportedly taugh1t drama as a process skill, the
eventual gain was in the final product/performan(~e. Charles vividly represented the
perspective ofthis group of teachers:
"I'll tell you that I get a tremendous boost, and a tremendous sense
ofsatisfaction when I see those kids perjorming and I assess the
process ofwork done in the final product. You know we all do this
in the fourth term, this whole production number. And, when I
see that coming together, and especially ifit's successful; well
that gives me a kick as nothing else does. "
Katy was part ofthe group ofteachers who challenged the above interpretations of
drama and she called for an alternative interpretation:
"I think we're very much ofa performing arts school or we try
to be. Ifyou look at the concentrated emphasis placed on that
matric examination and even though we talk about life experiences,
at the end ofthe day you're looking at the product, you're looking
at how well these kids can articulate, how well they can sell themselves,
haw well they can present themselves. J¥hat is far more important than
this is the whole idea ofdrama as in theatre in education and not as
in drama for acting. We are definitely not teachers in a Performing
Arts School. "
Lynn, another teacher, called for a change in £ocus within drama teaching. She was
involved in an Aids project workshop with teachers outside the confines ofthe school
and she spoke about the enthusiasm shown tow·ards drama as a methodology:
"I ran a teachers' workshop yesterday and there was sensitivity to the
fact that drama can be a tool - an educational tool. We're looking
at drama across the curriculum and then dramafor Aids education ...
there is a great sense ofexcitement about what you can achieve,
what you can do through the workshop... I mean we've done nothing
of "Speech andDrama". We haven't lalked about Shakespeare or
the western side - we've done nothing ofthat. We've been looking
at workshopping ideas through improvising, through tableaus and
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through forum theatre etc... it's very effective, it really is. "
The above experiences of Lynn show us how drama can become re-conceived and
used as an invaluable educational tool. Yet, her positive perceptions towards drama
are not the prevailing image ofthe subject.
At a regional meeting ofall Drama teachers held in Durban in May 1992 the subject
advisor called for people controlling education to change their perc~ption towards
drama. She said that at the moment, the educationists at the top saw drama as a
"talent subject" that only selected or gifted pupils could engage in. The above
prevailing view has also resulted in the rationalization ofthe subject. The subject
advisor describes the view ofthe people controlling education as follows :
"] 've been told to myface "that drama is just a frivolous extra"
and ifparents want it then they mustpayfor it, our department
can'tpayfor it. "
She went on to argue :
" ... but they fail to see the needfor dratna as general education,
theyfail to see that drama can be used by every teacher and by
every child, so that people will come out with communication
skills, social skills, with the ability to express themselves through this
particular medium. "
Three drama teachers challenged the subject advisor's view and argued that the drama
teachers were to blame for the subject being marginalized, and that the blame should
not be levelled at people outside the teaching circle. Sal shares her views on the
above issue :
"] think that the fault lies with us or those who have created the subject.
We have really askedfor rationalization because ofthe way we have
devised the subject, it is so elitest, non-realistic, non-pragmatic _
it is almost like a fantasy. So ifyou conceive drama as artistic and
elitist, they obViously think it has to be marginalized "
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Another issue that five of the teachers focussed on was the difficulty they faced in
attempting to 'sell' their subject within their schools, as it had no direct or intrinsic
link to the job market. Charles represented the: above issue in the following:
"The first question the child asks you is 'what do I do with drama? '
I think you need to tell them that there's no subject in school that
really prepares you for a job unless you're doing the 'N' courses.
Lots ofthe teachers are canvassingfor their subjects and they try
to push it in terms ofvocational opportunities, but you need to
sweep away the myth that school subjects are linked to job
opportunities. "
Rasi, provided an alternative view to the above issue:
"We have computer studies and we have a lot ofcommerce subjects
at the school- and the students have been told that their future is in the
commercial world I don't know whether I have the right to argue
with that in a sense that it is a bread and butter issue. Drama is seen
as an indulgence... it's not like students are not interested in drama,
but they are being told to choose something that is going to be ofuse
to them in the future. "
Lynn maintained that the theatre was notoriou:~ for not providing jobs for people. She
went on to argue that when entering the above debate, you begin to debate between
general education and vocational education, and she stressed that she had always
argued strongly for an understanding of drama as general education rather than for
vocational education.
The above issue is also linked to the role played by the guidance counsellor in
controlling the strength of the subject in the school. Teachers explained that the
guidance counsellor was in charge ofproviding advice to the standard eight pupils on
various courses they could choose to do in standards eight, nine and ten. They went
on to say that the guidance counsellor did not Lmderstand the nature ofdrama, and as
a result ofher stereotyped view, influenced pupils not to do the subject which she felt
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was irrelevant. Kooby reflected his experiences with the guidance counsellor in his
school:
it... ofcourse I was pretty vigorous in "'y campaign, eventually I
managed to get twenty pupils... instead ofinfluencing them to do
drama, the guidance counsellor was influencing them not to do drama
as it was a subject with no vocational links. "
Three teachers called for the inclusion ofmedia study within the drama syllabus to
make it more 'relevant' and "accessible". Rasi was one of the teachers, who argued
as follows:
"I think, ifwe start changing the subject we need to change its focus.
Maybe media might help, ifwe make a large part ofthe course
media and teaching ofmedia skills maybe that will make the
subject more relevant. "
Addis argued strongly for the inclusion of film studies in the syllabus:
"Ifeel that it is ridiculous that in this day and age we are doing
Speech andDrama but there's nothing abolftfilms study in the
syllabus. But, rather we study drama over the ages, yetfilms
and television have evolvedfrom drama. Film studies and
television studies should become an integralpart ofthe
drama syllabus. "
Another teacher argued that media should become part ofthe drama syllabus because a
major part of drama functions through the media.
Six ofthe teachers also provided detailed insight into how the subject should be
redefined, and also described the processes that teachers need be involved in towards
the development ofthe subject and also the development of the teacher. They argued,
very specifically, on how the teacher can develop within a school context:
"Well, I think that's where the role ofcorporate effort comes in. For
example in this school there is Zuby and1. We discuss our practice,
we discuss and talk through how we're going to approach this; what are
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we going to do. IfI have a problem, I go to her, ifshe has a problem
she comes to me. All drama teachers need to get together andform their
own curriculum development team ... that's where I think school based
curriculum development comes in. n
Rasi maintained that the drama syllabus can develop and change through the process of
Action Research:
"I think we need to consider action research. We need to do this. None
of us has gone through it in a real sense. We all engage in some
kind ofaction research in a very superficial way where we try something
new, we examine what we are doing, think about it and then if it flops
we drop it; and if it works we don't go into an analysis ofwhy it
failed or try to come to some understanding ofwhy it is good and how
we can extend it. I think really that with a subject like drama we
need to get the skills to learn how to do some kind ofresearch.
Let's take standard eight especially, it 's the stage where you can
take your chances and we need to be able to work with the skeleton
ofa syllabus and then fill it in as we go along. That is looking at
the individual - that teacher in the classroom. That is just one
aspect or factor that you need to look at - where you go in and do
the action research. Other factors would be looking at how we
form ourselves into little sub-committees/sub-groups who again can
go through that sharing-process. So you are doing your own bit of
action research in your class, everybody else is as well, then you come
together and engage. We need to do this in an organizedway so that
we can come together on a full day workshop, to work on some ofthese
aspects. n
Charles argued for localized development ofthe subject. He went on to argue that
each locality or area needed to be given some kind offreedom to develop the syllabus
in whatever way that locality or community wanted to.
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Another teacher, Kooby described how more meetings between drama teachers
would help in teacher development and subject development.
The former three teachers who called for school based curriculum development and
action research to be used as ways of defining the subject were teachers who had more
experience in teaching and who had studied further than the other teachers in the
sample. The other group ofteachers simply called for more drama meetings to be
held to refresh themselves with new ideas and Inethods towards teaching. The above
teachers also stressed that learning was an ongoing process and as a result one could
"never" know enough. These teachers also maintained that the drama meeting~
allowed for sharing of communal and collectiv{~ views, that worked towards
motivating the drama teacher who was ''lonely'' and "isolated" within the school
context. Kooby represented the latter grouping ofteachers.
" ... no, we don't have enough meetings, it's a very necessary part of
education because education is on-going and as soon as you become
a teacher it doesn't mean you know everything. So, / think more
meetings between our drama teachers is necessary. The few that we
have had really helped teachers who were stagnating, it helpedpeople
get across ideas to fellow drama teachers, and by speaking to them some
-of the ideas were acceptedand some ofthem were thrown out. So it
developed us on the whole. I mean how offen do we get to meet
people who are part ofour subject. ... in our school, they think drama
is a joke. I strongly believe that at least once a term we should meet
other drama teachers and have these workshops. "
Lina reinforced Kooby's view:
HI think we ought to meet more often. ... we need to very often go for
refresher courses to come across new ideas. At any stage ofyour
teaching you can always learn more about your subject, so it is
important to share ideas. "
The latter group of teachers maintained that drama meetings should evoke more ideas
on creative teaching methodology within drama. teaching, while the former group saw
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the need for a re-assessment and re-definition of the basic premises upon which drama
teaching was based. Yet again, there is a definite gap between the two different
groupings of drama teachers i.e. the former grouping placed their emphasis on change
and transformat~on while the latter group conclentrated on developing creative
methodology within an already ''flawed'' subjl~ct area.
Another issue, that emerged within how the syllabus or the subject could be redefined
is the emphasis that teachers placed on the rol{: of the teacher within the curriculum.
From the above quotations on how the curriculum should change, teachers saw the
role of the teacher as intrinsically linked with curriculum development and called for
curriculum development to proceed hand in hand with teacher development. There
was an underlying assumption and acceptance that the one could not proceed without
the other.
The teachers who belonged to the 'transforming' group, also acknowledged that the
process involved in the redefinition of drama syllabus was long and arduous. They
maintained that change was a process and not something that could be conjured within
a short period oftime. A teacher who was involved in drama curriculum development
shared his views on the above issue:
HIt's a very hard task and I tell you it can be done, but it's tiresome,
very tiresome and it becomes even more tiresome when you have
uncritical practitioners aroundyou; who don't hear you. You feel
like a 'vincent thing '. "
All drama teachers and the subject advisor, unanimously, agreed that the key player
in the development of the drama curriculum should be the teacher. They all agreed
that the teacher was in the most favourable position to make valid assessments of
"where the syllabus was", and also ofwhere the "syllabus should be". They went on
to provide various arguments and motivations as to why this should be the case:
HCertainly teachers, I mean teachers are, ideally placed to explain
when they've tried the syllabus, to say which part works and which
part doesn't work. Because they have first hand experience ofthe subject.
From their experience with teaching the syllabus they are able to describe how
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pupils react to variou$ aspects of it. "
I think we should, drama teachers should be responsible for developing
it because from our experience you knOlrY what works andwhat doesn't.
You know what draws the pupils and what brings them in andyou
know what turns them off.
Eight of the teachers also included significant players other than teachers into the
arena of curripulum development. They called for the subject advisor, pupils and the
community to be integral participants in the above process. Katy represented the
above view:
"I think teachers, pupils and parents; I think they are the best judges,
the best people to develop the curriculum, but obviously it must be done
in conjunction with people who are specialized or who are trained in the
field"
Rasi argued for the inclusion ofcultural workers from the community to be part of the
process of curriculum development:
"Then one needs to look at the community itselfand look at cultural
workers in the community. These people can prOVide a great deal
ofinput in terms ofassisting in the development ofa new syllabus. "
One teacher argued very specifically for the indusion ofpupils in the process of
curriculum development. Her reasoning was:
"I. thinkfor far too long we have been under-estimating them. It is
only when they are given a so-called eJ.perimental type ofteacher
do you really realize how much they have - the value that they have.
They all come from rich cultural experiences. Why not exploit them?
Why shouldyou force something down their throats? Why can '1 you
learn from them ?"
Farouk provided an alternative reading to the theme ofredefining the curriculum.
He argued that one does not develop drama or the syllabus, rather, teachers should
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change their approach to teaching the subject. lIe removed the focus from the
development ofdrama and redirected it to the development ofthe drama teacher.
Ultimately, he argued that a "critical practitioner" can handle any syllabus. As a
result ofFarouk's own involvement in curriculum development, he was in an ideal
position to make assessments ofwhere drama t(~achers were in terms of their approach
to teaching and how their approach could change to facilitate more meaningfulleaming
in the classroom. The following were his perspectives:
"The approach that most teachers used is strongly behaviourist.
It doesn't challenge some ofthe assumptions ofeven the inclusion
ofthe text. It's a muted, social, contextualized approach, because
what it does is that it looks at personal relationships. For example
the play Macbeth is much more than personal relationships. It looks
at personal decisions, how these personal decisions impact institutionally,
structurally and culturally; sociologically, politically and all the
rest ofthat. Then you could argue; ifyou 're using critical theory,
you can ask yourself, "who are the people who are making the decisions -
why is it that the woman is inherently being seen as evil in Macbeth, and
who made that choice, a male playwright?" But the fact is that he re-
inforces the kind ofstereotyped notion ofthe woman being inherently
evil, and the man is being egged on - the whole Adam & Eve parable
comes through there. For me that's the kind ofthings that we need to
tackle in our texts and we're not tackling that. That's one level - the
ideologicalleve!. On the second level is the notion ofnotjust making
them interpretative artists, but making them creative artists; andyou
make them creative artists by teaching them play-building skills. What
we're doing in our drama syllabus is that we're teaching people, that,
"look here is a textfor the community, it's goodfor you, it has a
civilising influence!". We're not getting children to say this is our
community, these are the different kinds ofculturalpatterns we have
in our community; let's synthesise all o.lthat and create our own.
Now I think these are the kind ofquestions that we need to ask ourselves
as drama practitioners in the context of a changing South Africa and
even if, and when, we do have a post apartheid society it's all the more
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reason why we should have a group ofteachers who can create and
'empower' young children, and who can act as facilitators to create the
critical citizenry and what I'm ultimately saying is, that, the kind oflearning
that takes place in the classroom must pre-figure the kind ofsociety you
want. "
Later in the transcript, he again analysed the approach used by teachers in their
teaching of text:
"... now lots ofteachers over emphasize the technical details and that's what
colonises them and their teaching, which is okay up to a point, because
children need to know what are the ingredients that go into making ofa
play, ofa character, but we over-emphasize that. "
On the issue of developing the syllabus or curriculum, he also responded in a way that
challenged the word "curriculum development":
"... I 'm not into making it work, I'm not into developing it; I'm into
throwing it out. You don't develop the syllabus, you develop drama
and most importantly I develop my children. Remember we're teaching
children we're not teaching a subject and that's a big thing - a big
difference, which you've got to sort out quickly. "
The above response brings another issue to the: fore; that ofhow should the dtama
syllabus be developed i.e. should it be "scrapped" or should it be "built upon",
keeping the 'workable' parts and throwing out the 'problematic' parts. The
following are words used by the drama teachers in respect of the above:
1. Scrap it






Seven ofthe drama teachers argued for a ''building upon" the old syllabus rather than
a "throwing out" of it. Even though the original syllabus was eurocentric they argued
for maintenance ofthe skills and processes that the syllabus facilitated.
The following two quotations represented each ofthe two groups ofperspectives that
exist within the above debate:
"... development means that it needs a strong base to growfrom, and
there's quite a large proportion ofour syllabus that is not good, so
nothing good can come from it. Rather, scrap it and startfrom
scratch, remembering the basic structure ofwhere we want to go to
in drama. ... I'm opposed to the idea ofthrowing everything out. I think quite
a lot ofyoungpeople with a revolutionaryframe of mind think it
would be very nice tojust erase everything to the ground and start
again. I mean that doesn't happen. So to re-structure means to
look and see what is working and what isn't and to rework the things
one knows are good and I think that is the approach that will give us
something solid "
As a conclusion to the above theme, it is necessary once more to revisit the rich and
colourful images and language used by teachers to bring forth pertinent issues on
redefining drama, issues that they all felt intensdy about:
"... we're saying let's revamp, and let's revamp it with a specific meaning
or purpose behind it. What do we want to achieve at the end ofthe day ~
what kind ofstudent do we want at the end ofthe day?
... what I'm saying is that I'm not obsessedwith innovative methods
because that's liberal. I'm saying that ifyou have a critical theory
approach then you are liberating.
.. ·firstly I need to use drama to integrate my pupils physically because
they come from fractured backgrounds and secondly I need to give them
a sense ofhope so that "they can make a difference" as they say in
the American politics.
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... I suppose the teacher has to internalize the whole bang shoot ofthe
syllabus.
He has to "chew on it", digest it and spit out all the pips. Then what
would be left would be a fine understanding ofthe basic issues,
principles and objectives ofthat syllabus. Then he takes those
objectives and uses them as a skeleton to form his approach - there-
after all his content should be jleshed outfrom his students. His content
should come directly from the lives, occupation, environment and
culturalperspectives ofhis students. That, I feel would be making the
syllabusfar more meaningful. "
4.4 Minor Themes
Due to the constraints oftime, and the nature ofthe present dissertation, the
researcher has taken a decision merely to mention other themes that emerged from
the data, rather than enter into an in-depth analysis of each one. The previous three
themes were very specifically pertinent to the present research focus and were
therefore given extensive coverage. The follo\ving themes, however, are definitely
not insignificant, they are also pertinent, but not in a way that warrants close scrutiny.
Ultimately, it is not within the scope of the present research to cover all the emergent
themes in the same degree of depth.
Five ofthe drama teachers focussed on the value and the potential for the prac~ical
section within the drama syllabus to empower pupils to become more confident
learners. They argued that the above aspect of drama allowed the child to become the
focus, of the learning context and enabled her to express her 'latent' potential that was
at most times 'silenced' by the main stream culture of the school. The above
teachers also made specific references to the 'qlL1iet' pupils, who began drama at
standard eight and who had by standard ten COlne out oftheir shells due to their
participation in practical lessons. The teachers maintained that the methodology used
in drama teaching was that ofrole playing, improvisation, dance, movement, group-
work, choral verse etc. were the essential tool~) that were employed in empowering
the child to become more confident and better communicators.
Kooby spoke his thoughts on the above issue :
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"... there's quite a big emphasis placed on practicals and I allow the kids
to express their own individuality - their own individualperceptions
and ideas, and I think that the practical section ofthe syllabus is one of
the major strengths ofthe subject in corllparison to other subjects they
come across in schools. I think to a certain extent drama does develop
confidence and selfassurance etc... Think ofhow often you have this
quiet child in your class andyou try to draw them out, you give them a
part in one little play and suddenly you have a changedpersonality. "
Charles added his voice to the above issue:
"I had this one boy who plays the donkey in a children's play, and he was
totally shy and he didn't want to take part in the beginning. Finally, I
got him into it and now he wants to perform again - now that's the kind
ofconfidence we are building - It's like striving, wanting to go, wanting
to do."
The above teachers also maintained that the methodology used in drama was far more
empowering to the pupils than that used in English (Drama teachers were in a position
to make this comparison as they taught both English and Drama). The above was a
general position and also a characteristic ofteal~hers in this sample.
Two teachers argued that the methodology used in drama challenged the school
system to the extent of creating in the pupils a. conflict with the other more
"conservatively" taught subjects: Chalk and tallk: and also the methodology used where
the child is made to sit behind the desk quietly, and told not to disrupt the lesson
unnecessarily. They also argued that the methodology employed in drama challenged
the administrators of the school i.e. the principal and the deputy principal who were in
charge ofmaintaining discipline were not pleasl~d with a subject that released too much
of creativity. Lynn's words reflected the abov1e:
".. there is also this whole idea that school is for discipline training,
for learning to sit still behind a desk, it's learning how to talk. ..
so the whole idea ofreleasing creativity andproblem solving does
not appeal to those controlling education... "
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Four of the teachers spoke about the loneliness and isolation ofbeing a Drama teacher
within the school context. They called for mon: support systems to help them cope.
They needed to be guided and directed rather than left to 'their own devices." They
argued that the pressure ofteaching was enormous i.e. the examinations, interactions
within a bureaucracy, and the increase in numb(,r of second language learners into
their classrooms all added to the burden ofteaching, and this burden needed to be
lessened through the help ofoutside intervention. Katy presented the above argument
in the following:
et..during the course ofthis year, I've been on my own and done my own
thing, ] don't even know whether what J'm doing is right, wrong or
whatever? ] 'm just going along in my own merry way. ] think the
subject advisor can be far more important in providing a meaningful
support system for the teacher. "
Another teacher, voiced his opinion on the above issue:
etA t the moment] hate the fact that I have to work with every section and
find my own way ofgetting across the aims and objectives ofthe
syllabus. ] hate working it out all on my own and having to battle
with it. "
Six ofthe teachers argued that the drama teach(~r who established ''workable''
relationships within the schools' culture or hierarchy, created an environment
conducive to effective teaching. They also analysed the quality of the relationship they
shared with staff members and the administration of the school and they were
convinced that the more amicable the relationship was, the easier was their teaching.
Sal shared her arguments on the above issue:
et] have never had any problems with any teacher or administrator. Working
relationships have always been very veJ:Y conducive andI have ensured
that. ] believe that this is one area that has to be sorted outfirst before
you can become an effective teacher - being able to establish a rapport
with people you work with. ] have had many problems with the system but
basically this does notfilter down into my inter relating with people.
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I have always attempted to maintain healthy working relationships with
people. "
4.4.1 Emergent Tensions
A number of tensions and contradictions emerged from the data. Although the
researcher has already dealt with the contradictions and tensions within each ofthe
major themes, the following tensions emerged over and above the themes. Reporting
on the contradictions and tensions within the data was also an attempt to represent the
complexity of the data. The contradictions and tensions also indicate that the thoughts
and ideas held by teachers are linked to other thoughts in ways that are not always
harmonious, rather, teachers' thoughts reflect some conflicts beneath the surface.
Teachers reported the above in the following lIlanner:
" ... On the one hand this happenedyet, at the same time there were
other sides ofthe coin. "
4.4.2 Examinations - "The Tail that Wags the Dog"
The first contradiction or tension was that of the examinations. All teachers
maintained that the examinations were a 'hind(~rance' and, a "big drawback" to their
teaching and although they mediated the syllabus, the examination kept "rearing its
ugly head." Five of the teachers argued that it 'was the examinations that 'dictated'
the unfoldings in the classroom. Charles argued as follows:
"Surely, it is the examinations that dictates what you teach in the
classroom. It dictates the syllabus to such an extent that in one
year, suggested schemes were drawn up to give specific direction,
not only to the teacher but also to future examiners. "
Katy, also viewed examinations as a constraint:
"Examinations are the ultimate reckoning, a/though I teach as
creatively as I can, we have to always bear in mind that we are
eventually governed by that common end ofthe year matric paper.
Another, teacher perceived the examinations as follows:
You know at the end ofthe day we are preparing them for that
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"stupid" matric paper and the achievement there decides whether
the child is good or not. This is sad! "
Six teachers perceived the examinations to be Hlf too demanding, and they believed
that they were not levelled at the experience and growth of the child.
Veny argued as follows:
" ... the examinations put a damper on the subject as the matric paper
is far too demandingfor the pupil and the expectations in the paper
are way beyond the standard ofthe majority of the pupils. "
Tina reinforced the above :
"It's an examination, an examination for what? When you look at
it in terms ofwhat we are testing, what are we trying to do? Why
do we have to put them through so much ofagony. The thought of
an examination is in itselfso stressful and to add to that we give them
university level questions - this is destroying us!"
Charles also, added his voice to the above perspective:
"... we have forgotten the child, we've become too interested in becoming
clever - clever and creative as examiners rather than thinking about
appropriate questionsfor the child... the matric drama paper has
become too demanding, we have forgotten about the child. "
Teachers who fell into the category of the earlier "elaborated view" of
eurocentricism saw the examinations as also pclft of the elitist culture within which
teaching was immersed. Sal argued as follows:
"Examinations are important but not where it is done on a purely
competitive level as most ofour eurocentric methodology has
taught us. I find it very demoralizing. It could be very hazardous
or even dangerous for a child ofdrama who has been taught these
methods because they can become very elitist as well. They are
also in danger ofbecoming egocentric and selfconscious. "
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Four teachers also argued that the examinations were too product based, and as a
result ofthis, failed to test the "true" wealth ofprocess skills that had been acquired
by the child. Addis represents the above viewpoint in the following:
"]find the whole examination system very product-based and being
product-based it stands the risk ofeven becoming so to speak
commercial. Everything is centred around the endproduct, so the
wealth in store that has been developed in the process is not even
evaluated For instance] know ofstudents who have done excellently
throughout the year in terms oftheir process, in terms ofcollating
material, developing that material and working with it. Eventually
they get tested by the external examiner who comes along andjust
looks at the product and who has no conceptualization ofwhat had
happened before. "
It was interesting that five teachers linked the burden of the examinations to Second
Language speakers ofEnglish. Katy reflected the above perspective in the following:
"... the other thing]find so hard to understand is that we have quite
a mixed bag ofpupils. Now, a lot ofour testing assumes that children
have certain skills, itfails to take into account that] could be teaching
drama in Umlazi andfor some reason or other my pupils have not
been exposed to poetry at such a "deep" interpretative level that we
test it at. Ultimately it all boils down to whose standards are we
using andwhose standards are they ~yway?"
In moving towards changing the present examination system, four teachers argued for
a more process-orientated testing programme and also for examinations to be based on
experiential methods oftesting rather than a te~)ting ofrecalling knowledge.
Farouk represented the latter argument in the £ollowing:
"We should move from merely asking children to recall knowledge
to testing application oftheir knowledge. What] 'm saying is, take
the concepts and ask the children, "how wouldyou actually apply
that in your community, do you think it would work, do you think
it will be ofsome value ?"
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The following two statements capture in a condse way the extent to which teachers
are "fed up" with the examination system:
We have to live with it for now, but I'd love to cleanse myselfof
examinations.
I would like to see the day when the examination paper is actually
thrown out the window.
The contradiction that teachers kept repeating 'was that even though Drama teachers
do not teach for examinations per se, they are governed by the basic premise of
teaching the child first, but ultimately they argued that examinations control the
system.
4.4.3 Direction vs Open-endedness
Four of the teachers argued that although they needed to be free to do their "own
thing" in terms of their teaching, at the same time they needed direction, and
guidelines or parameters. They went on to argue that the degree of direction needed,
and the degree offreedom they had, reciprocated with each other and that the one
could not exist without the other. Ultimately ~Nhat teachers were arguing was that the
above two issues resided in a balance with each other.
Veny represented the above perspective in the following :
"Even though we need to operate in an environment without
constraints, we still need very specific parameters and guidelines
within which to work or else I could be doing my own thing to
the point ofnot knowing whether I'm right or wrong. "
Another teacher, Katy argued as follows:
"The syllabus definitely needs to be prescriptive in the sense of
making teachers teach critical skills to their pupils, because in
that very prescription there is going to be that amount offreedom
because our levels ofinterpretation are different. So even though
the syllabus might prescribe the development ofcritical thinking in
the pupils the way that you do it and the way that I do it will be
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different and therefore we still have ourfreedom. "
4.4.4 "Too Much Rhetoric and Too Little Action"
Four teachers argued that much of the time there was a lot of talk about change and
the processes about implementing changes, yet this talk and dialogue hardly ever
unfolded into measurable changes.
Lina argued as follows:
it ••• I think we discussed subject development at the orientation course
in February and we said that we ought to have more meetings during
the year, but nothing came of it. We talked about it at length,
everybody agreed that there just wasn't enough time at that one
session for us to thrash out all the problems andfor us to explore
different teaching methods, techniques etc, but nothing ever
happened as a result ofthat. We never got together again. We
just seem to be doing so much of talking about the problems but
never do anything concrete about it. "
Yet on the other hand three teachers argued that teachers were too apathetic and even
though they wanted change, they expected someone else to do it for them and hand
it to them in a ready-made package.
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CHAPTER. 5
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA .A.ND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter comprises ofthe following:
5.1 Analysis of the Data
5.2 Revisiting the research process
5.3 Conclusions on the research
5.1 Analysis of the Data
Drama teachers are not "typicar' teachers. They provided evidence in their dialogues
that reflected the tactics used by them to counteract the contradictory messages ofthe
prescribed curriculum. The teachers spoke at length about their resistances,
mediations and challenges to the curriculum. Because drama teachers did not conform
to the conservative and sterotyped view of teachers held by theorists, the researcher
has attempted to develop an analysis ofthe perspectives ofthe drama teachers. It is
hoped that the analysis will assist in shedding more light on the drama teachers'
"atypicar' characteristics. The reproduction theorist like Bowles and Gintis (1976)
argue that teachers are mere functionaries ofthe: state and serve to reproduce the
dominant social order.
~/ +tjf"e
To leave the data at the stage ofmerely reporting on it would have resulted in
incomplete analysis (Goetz & Le Compte, 1984). Goetz and Le Compte, also argue
that assigning meaning requires bold action and that most researchers fail to transcend
what has been tenned the 'merely descriptive', in so doing they fail to do justice to
their data (1984, P196).
cD (-ryf~ )
J The researcher needed to engage in a deeper reading ofthe data. The more in-depth
reading of the data entailed looking specifically at the correlations and contradictions
between the theory that emerged from within the themes and the theoretical
perspectives gleane~.in£.l:tapt~ o. The researcher was interested in asking the
following pertinent questions in relation to the perspectives of the drama teachers:
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• Is there a correlation between what teachers. in this study have to say and to what
theorists in the literature have to say?
• Do the perspectives of drama teachers offer any new theoretical ideas/insights?
It was hoped that the above process engaged in allowed for an appropriate
interpretation of the analysis ofthe data.
~~
The in-depth reading and re-reading ofthe data produced ~ssues that Drama
teachers repeatedly voiced their perspectives on.~Ilowing-af6-the..the retic
are s.that will be -tackled in this chapter:-
(A summary of each of the areas has been given).
/ 5. 1.1 Knowledge Construction
- the imposition ofknowledge and the need for choosing relevant knowledge within
the curriculum.
- meaning and the creation ofmeaning in contexts.
- the historical creation ofknowledge.
- socially and culturally constructed knowledge.
5.1.2 Education for Reconstruction or the Transfotmation of Society Through
~ Schooling
- relationship between education and society.
- the role played by the teacher in achieving the: democratic ideal.
- the teacher as a social reconstructionist.
- creation of a critical citizenry
- correlations between learning and the eventual outcome.
5. 1.3 Change in Teacher Practice
-;he role of the teacher within the educational milieu.
../. Empowerment ofthe teacher through research.
- Change through teacher development and action research.
- Reflective teaching.
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5. 1.4 Teaching Methodology
A description of the learning environm{:nts.
Pupil centred learning.
Teacher/pupil interaction within the learning context.
Having identified the four areas, the area ofKnowledge and Control will be explored
first. Muir argues that teachers come to take fi)r granted that what they teach is also
what they ought to teach, and that it constitutes "real knowledge" (1980, pI). He goes
on to write that teachers agree that the syllabus. contains essential elements of the
accumulated knowledge of mankind, and that jit is right and proper that teachers
should convey this knowledge to pupils (ibid).
Drama teachers in this study contradicted the above view. Rather, Drama teachers
views were in accordance with the views of the critical theorists on the issue of
knowledge and power. As a result it would be appropriate to categorize the more
discerning of the drama teachers in the sample as critical theorists. Later in the
discussion, more correlations between the views ofthe critical theorists and Drama
teachers have been established.
The teachers in this study were strong in their protest against knowledge that was
imposed on them, especially knowledge that was culturally alienating and irrelevant to
their pupils. They argued at length about the chasms created by the eurocentric
content ofthe Drama curriculum (refer to Chapter Four).
The teachers voiced their views on the issue ofknowledge and power and were very
much aware of the interpretation ofknowledge as a source ofpower in this society.
They were also in full support ofthe view that held knowledge as socially constructed
(Sarup, 1978).
They challenged the Western, industrially and scientifically oriented culture that
favoured a positivist interpretation ofknowledg1e. They·saw knowledge as a choice
rather than an imposed objective. They were also in favour of the view that meaning
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and interpretation resided within the control of people. Kincheloe reinforces the above
views when he writes:
Critical teachers are not politically neutral, as they identify with a critical
system ofmeaning and all of its allegiances...On a daily basis teachers choose
to include some forms ofknowledge while excluding others from the
curriculum, they legitimate particular beliefs while delegitimating others
(1991, p39).
Counts (1932) argues that there is the fallacy that the school should be impartial in its
emphases, that no bias should be given in instnlction. We have already observed how
the individual is inevitably moulded by the culture into which she is born. In the school
a similar process operates... (and) some selection must be made of teachers, curricula
architecture and method ofteaching. Because all Drama teachers reflected in various
strengths, mediation ofthe syllabus, this points to the power possessed by the teacher
and pupil to counter-act forms of knowledge that were in conflict with their personal
perspectives. Slattery reinforces the above when he writes:
...this reminds us that layers ofmeaning, prejudice, and intention surround
all curricular artifacts, thus necessitating a study to expose not only the irony
of deception but also the implications of historical analysis (1994, pl05).
Drama teachers supported the socially constru(~ted view ofknowledge and as a result
negated the prevailing view of objective knowltedge. The data challenged the
traditional approach ofmodern logical positivis:m to the study ofhistory as a linear
time line of events. The views ofthe teachers reinforce the view that knowledge will
be understood as reflecting human interests, values, and actions that are socially
constructed (Slattery, 1994, p36).
Kliebard's succinct arguments on knowledge and decisions about knowledge reinforce
the arguments made by Drama teachers thus far.
Kliebard explains:
We often make half conscious decisions as to what knowledge is most
appropriate to include in the curriculum then afterwards devise the plausible-
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sounding reasons for so deciding. Those: half-conscious decisions are tied in
many instances to such matters as social class allegiances and to self-interest
generally. As such, curriculum history is not so much involved with
traditional epistemological questions as v/ith questions closely associated
with sociology of knowledge. History of curriculum is, in other words,
critically concerned with what is taken to be knowledge in certain times and
places rather than what is ultimately true: or valid...A fundamental question
imbedded in the history of curriculum, then, is not simply one of who went
to school and who did not, but the way in which the social machinery may be
constructed to differentiate access to celtain forms of knowledge. (This is)
significant not just in a pedagogical sense but in terms of status attainment
and social relations, if not social justice (1986, p217).
Finally, on the issue ofknowledge, some Drama teachers maintained that knowledge
should be created and that teachers and pupils need to be given the opportunity to do
this. The innovative writings ofEisner points to the dominant view ofknowledge:
Knowledge is considered by most in our culture as something that one
discovers, not something that one makes. Knowledge is out there waiting
to be found, and the most useful tool for finding it is science (1985, p32).
Shor's (1986) viewpoint in the following reflects the extent to which teachers and
pupils can become agents of change through exercising their control on knowledge:
Ifteachers or students exercised the po'wer to remake knowledge in the
classroom, then they would be asserting their power to remake society.
Giroux also argues for how teachers' can change their role from consumers to
producers:
It is the teachers role to uncover those often concealed social constructions
that shape particular curriculum structures, curriculum materials and
eventually the consciousness of students, teachers, administrators and
community members. Thus, teachers as researchers become active producers
of meanings not simply consumers (cited in Kincheloe, 1991, p34).
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The second area that will be explored is Education for Reconstruction. Half of the
drama teachers were in essence, themselves critical theorists, as established in the
previous section. They showed that they were ardently engaged in asking relevant
questions about education and society so that leducation could become a more
equitable medium through which learning unfolds. They were earnest in their quest for
creating a democratic educational vision that provided hope for all people. Some of
the specific questions and concerns that were raised by them during the course of the
interviews concerning developing this vision indude the following: How do students
acquire knowledge in schools? Is knowledge n~produced in schools to support the
status quo systems ofinequity? How do schools shape visions, values and outlooks on
life? Whose interests are being served by the pterpetuation of these outlooks? Do
these values, visions and outlooks promote equality, justice and empowerment or do
they reinforce inequality and repression and ho,,:v can schooling be an instrument to
promote social injustice?
It was clear that drama teachers did not teach in a social vacuum. They were critically
aware of the influences that the outside society had on the unfoldings ofthe drama
curriculum. As a result ofthe strength oftheir ,arguments concerning education and
the curriculum engendering meaningful change :in the broader society they also fell into
the category ofthe social reconstructionists. Apple's views below exemplify the kind
of democratic vision that teachers were arguing for: "... students must develop the will
to be active participants in the society all of their lives - so that the society, in fact,
lives up to its democratic ideals...True democrat~ywill be achieved only when all
citizens have the knowledge and the motivation to live up to society's highest values
and when economic and political opportunities are made equally available to all its
constituents (1991, pp99-101).
On the issue ofgender, race and class, drama teachers were strong in their assertions
that the curriculum actually reinforced or stereotyped the above relations, and in their
belief that it was the responsibility ofthe teacher to engage with her pupils in
dialogues that demystify the above relations ofpower. In their above assertions, the
teachers represented the views ofthe neo-Marxists, an example of whom is Apple.
Apple (1986) summarizes his position:
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in essence, the problem has become more and more a structural issue for me. I
have increasingly sought to ground it (education and economics, knowledge
and power) in a set of critical questions that are generated out of a tradition of
neo-Marxist argumentation, a tradition v{hich seems to me to offer the most
cogent framework for organizing ones thinking and action about education
(1986, pI).
Apple then outlines an approach to curriculum studies that emphasizes modes of
material production, ideological values, class relations, as well as racial, sexual and
politicoeconomic structures of social power and the impact ofthese issues on the
consciousness of people in their historical and socio-economic situations (ibid).
A significant sub-theme ofteachers' views was the creation of a critical citizenry for
the benefit of our future society. Through the offering of curriculum, pupils needed to
develop the necessary critical skills that allowed them to read the world and participate
in the future society with the conviction of strong citizens. Kincheloe effectively
argues for the above in the following:
Citizenship training, if it means anything at all, means teaching
students to think critically, listen with discernment, and communicate
with power and precision. If students learn to listen, read, speak and
write more carefully, they will not only be civically empowered, but also
they will know how to distinguish between the authentic and the fraudulent
in human discourse...Civic education for a new century also must provide
students with a core of basic knowledge about social issues and
institutions, to allow them to put their understanding ofdemocracy into
perspective' (1991, p xvi).
Rather than follow a technicist approach ofmerdy allowing the curriculum to be
taught in a linear and unquestioning manner teachers were engaged in questioning the
and underlYing aims ofthe curriculum. They definitely challenged the traditional
Tylerian rationale for the systemic design ofgoals and objectives.
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Two very prolific writers on the relationship between society and education are Dewey
and Giroux. Drama teachers' perspectives are in accordance with these theorists. The
following short accounts of the above theorists views capture their thoughts on
education and society.
John Dewey (1859-1952) was both philosopher and educator. He viewed education as
a process of experience and social activity and the school was intimately related to this
process in the society it served (p147, 1938). Should education be a function of
society or should society be a function of education? In other words should schools
participate in the process of reproducing the knowledge interests and values of the
dominant society, or should schools advance democracy while promoting an
emancipating approach to knowledge and learning so as to re-create a just and
compassionate society? Dewey believed the latter. So did the social reconstructionists
of the early twentieth century (1938, pI95).
Critical theorists like Henry Giroux also question "whether schools (should)
uncritically serve and reproduce the existing society or challenge the social order in
order to develop and advance its democratic inlperatives" (1981, p243). Giroux
concludes that the development of a social vision and commitment to make the liberal
arts supportive of a democratic sphere must be a priority (ibid).
Drama teachers whose views were in accordance with the critical theorists adamantly
upheld the vision ofjustice, equality, liberation, freedom and compassion that underline
the critical theory.
The third area that was identified was the focu!~ on change and the role played by the
teacher in facilitating and enabling processes that culminate in change within the school
environment. Drama teachers spoke at length about the indispensable role played by
teachers within the educational arena. The corle element or the crux oflearning was
the role played by the teacher in teaching of the curriculum within the school. But
teachers also argued that the other teachers adopted more varied stances within the
schools. Teachers taught, mediated, interpreted and interacted with pupils in various
ways in the school. Hargreaves reiterates the above when he argues that teachers do
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not deliver the curriculum. They develop, define it and reinterpret it too. It is what
teacherst~ what teachers believe and what teachers do at the level of the classroom
that ultimately shapes the kind of learning that young people get (1994, pix).
Yet, the irony that continued to surface time and time again in the interviews with
drama teachers was the marginal power awarded to the teacher, and the de-skilling and
de-professionalization ofthe teacher that frequently occurred within the schools..
When drama teachers reflected on the above they were moved and angry. They failed
to comprehend why teachers were negated froIn the valuable process ofknowledge
production and why teachers were by-passed ·when new ideas and innovations were
needed to change the process of learning and tt~aching within the schools. Kincheloe
argues that knowledge which must be certified by professionals results in anti-
democratic tendencies as it renders individuals dependent upon experts. He goes on to
argue that we must protect the creative, active, meaning seeking aspects of humans,
social scientists must see people as potentially iree, marked by the capacity to set and
achieve their own goals (1991, pI).
Teachers were unanimous in their calling for educational change to reside within the
control of the teacher. They believed that teachers needed to adopt and take more
control oftheir own professional destinies. SOIne drama teachers saw the solution for
developing teachers and their work residing in the area ofresearch. Kincheloe
reinforces this when he writes: "To control their teaching they must not allow
'educational experts' to control knowledge production. To ensure good work teachers
must become researchers" (1991, p16). Apple :argues that a major advantage to
teachers engaging in research resided in their "beginning to known rather than just
"hoping" that their work was successful (1986, p208). Carr and Kemmis argue lucidly
for why it is imperative for the teacher to be engaged in research:-
Thus the primary purpose ofcritical rese:arch activity for teachers is teacher
empowerment. This empowerment involves teachers providing themselves
with skills and resources that enable thern to reflect on educational practice.
The purpose of educational research, therefore is not merely to turn out better
theories about education or more effective practices. Democratic educational
research performed by teachers renders teaching practice more theoretical in
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that it is supported by reflection and grounded in socio-historical context.
Teachers as researchers gain the skill to interrogate their own practices,
question their own assumption and to understand contextually their own
situation (1986, pp39, 56, 123).
Two theorists have provided very unusual, hunlorous yet telling metaphors of the kinds
of treatment meted out to teachers in school and the kind ofbehaviour teachers portray
due to the constraints ofbureaucratic forces plaYing down upon them. Hargreaves
argues that policymakers tend to treat teachers rather like naughty children, in need of
firm guidelines, strict requirements and a few short sharp evaluative shocks to keep
them up to the mark. He goes on to describe that in the United States the tendency is
to treat and train teachers more like recovering alcoholics subjecting them to step-by-
step programs of effective instruction or conflict management or professional growth
in ways which make them overly dependent on pseudo-scientific expertise developed
and imposed by others (1994, xiv). Kincheloe sees the modem teacher as the plate
juggler on the old Ed Sullivan Show, frantically running from plate to plate, keeping
each one spinning atop each stick, unable to pause long enough to reflect on the
purpose of the enterprise. Time to reflect might be dangerous - why juggle the plates
in the first place? (1992, p12).
Most ofthe drama teachers interviewed, however, fell into the category of 'the
reflective teacher' - one who was constantly engaged in theorizing and making
meaning of the practices that they were involved in. Parker argues that the conception
of teaching as the reflective practice of a profes~)ion has historical precedents extending
at least as far back as John Dewy. He goes on to explain that although reflective
practice can have a range ofmeanings, it provides a framework in which the underlying
assumptions of schooling, and impinging social structures, and the goals of education,
as well as the techniques for teaching those goals, can be examined. Rather than being
viewed as technicians, teachers can be considered reflective practitioners or
professionals who examine these broader issues, as well as the immediate practical
concerns ofclassroom teaching. For example, teachers can question the goals, the
effects, and the social context of schooling in a vvay that will allow them to make
conscious their contribution to the agenda (1997, p8).
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Counts (1932) argues with conviction that. .. '~(~achers, if they increase their stock of
courage, intelligence and vision, might become a social force of some magnitude...that
the teachers should deliberately reach for power and then make the most of their
conquest." This is what the Drama teachers in this study believed they were
attempting to do.
The fourth area that will be explored is Teaching Methodology. Apple (1991) argues
that teaching in South Africa is characterized by harsh discipline, a reliance on the
authority oftextbooks, memorization offactual information, and a teacher-centred
pedagogy. This viewpoint, however, was refuted by the Drama teachers. All drama
teachers saw the subject Speech and Drama as possessing the potential to create an
innovative and open learning context where the emphasis is placed on the learner to
actively participate in the lessons. Rather than follow the traditional teaching
methodology of'chalk and talk' or of the teacher taking control ofthe lesson, Drama
has to be taught using methods ofrole playing, group work, improvisation and
dialogue, that allow the learner greater opportunity in creating and acquiring their own
knowledge. Most drama teachers cited concrete examples ofhow the recluse or shy
child who initially came into the class full oftrepidation and anxiety eventually
underwent change to become more articulate and engaging with others during the
three years ofhaving participated in the open and creative learning ofthe Drama class.
Drama can thus be employed as a vehicle to promote or propagate an active learning
environment. Drama teachers also argued for the methodology ofthe subject, that is,
the use ofgroup work, dialogue, improvisation, teacher in role and role playing to be
used in the teaching ofany syllabus or subject aeross the curriculum.
Two renowned educators Freire & Shor, who call for a more active learning process to
be engaged in by both teachers and students, argue thus:
Traditional schooling and conferences socialize us into expecting a speaker
at the front to talk at length first, and then the students or the audience ask
individual questions to the expert lecturer, in a one to one discourse. This
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is an hierarchical discourse which begins the learning process with the
speaker's words dominant. Silent listeners are immersed in the words of
the lone authority at the front (1987, p41).
He goes on to argue how the traditional teaching methods create a 'culture of silence:
One element is the students' internalizing ofpassive roles scripted for them in
the traditional classroom. The official pedagogy constructs them as passive
characters. After years in dull transfer-of-knowledge classes many have
become non-participants, waiting for thl~ teacher to set the rules and start
narrating what to memorize (ibid, p122).
The methodology used by Drama teachers is in accordance with the call by Freire and
Shor for greater focus to be shifted to the learner in the process of learning. Also,
Drama methodology opposes the traditional 'banking' method oflearning which is
also described by Freire:
Education thus becomes an act of depositing in which the students are the
depositories and the teacher is the depositor. Instead of communicating, the
teacher issues communiques and makes deposits which the students patiently
receive, memorize and repeat. This is the 'banking' concept of education in
which the scope of action allowed to the student extends only as far as
receiving, filling and storing the deposit (1972, p53).
It is important to report that two Drama teachers argued that it is not enough to teach
in a creative and active learning environment, nlore important is the teaching of a
critical reading ofthe world. Although they acknowledged the importance ofteaching
methodology, they stressed that methodology alone does not result in transformation
or change.
5.2 Revisiting the Research Process
The following ground is covered in this section.
5.2.1 Retrospective insights and evaluations on the research process and
methodology used.
5.2.2 Three Cameos of selected Drama teachers.
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5.2.1 Walford argues that most books present an idealized conception of how social
and educational research is designed and executed, where research is carefully planned
in advance, pre-determined methods and procedures followed and results are the
inevitable conclusion (1991, pI). It is hoped that the following reflections share some
of the challenges, embarrassments, pains, triumphs, the ambiguities and satisfactions of
doing Qualitative Research. It is the aim ofthis section of the chapter also to reflect
critically on the research methodology used and to appreciate the personal reality of
doing research.
The most striking feature ofthis research was the time spent in the actual writing up of
it. Although the data collection and fieldwork Vias completed in 1992, it was only in
1998 that the research was finally ready as a fully fledged written dissertation. It was
important to reflect on the reasons/factors that lead to the writing up of the research
becoming so prolonged.
The researcher's novice status was a very signif1lcant factor that contributed to the time
spent in the writing up of the research. In retrospect, the researcher was able to
identify with much of the advice provided by various authors on the process ofwriting
research reports.
Novice writers are big procrastinators. She rem.embers the countless reasons used to
justify her not getting started. Many, many timt::s she went back to her professor and
senior academics at the Department to seek further advice. The following arguments
and descriptions on the writing process provides clear evidence as to the experiences
undergone in pursuing the writing up ofthis dissertation:
Remember that you are never "ready" to write; writing is something you
must make a conscious decision to do and then discipline yourself to follow
through. People often tell us that we an:: lucky; they say, "Writing comes
so easily to you." Writing comes easily neither to us nor to many others;
it is hard work. As one author put it, ',Vriting is easy;
all you do is sit staring at the blank sheet ofpaper until drops ofblood form
on your forehead." Some become more proficient at it because they have
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developed good work patterns;, confidence;, and skills;, but it is never easy.
Writing seldom comes naturally. Most people feel very self-conscious
before they write; their hands sweat and they experience anxiety
(cited in Bogdan and Biklen;, p10S).
In retrospect the researcher had come to know that when engaged in Qualitative
Researc~ fieldwork and analysis produced lots of coded description that provided a
starting point - some words on paper. This foundation is valuable;, it allowed the
researcher to revise and expand on it towards the writing up of the dissertation.
Hitchcock and Hughes;' advice is to write as you go along for the very process of
writing will help to clarify your thoughts (1995:, p332). The above advice is
worthwhile and the researcher had personal experience ofit. Actual engagement in the
writing process allows for further thoughts and energy towards the writing process to
be created;, and this actually sustains and engenders new ideas for more writing to be
done. Ifthe researcher has to engage in writing in the future;, she will know and will
have experienced an important premise on writing skills;, i.e. "getting down to it" is the
means of allowing the writing process to gather its own momentum and to get it done.
Because engagement with qualitative data results in detailed and rich descriptions;, the
processes involved in thinking about the data and writing about it cannot be done
superficially or be dispensed wit~ without the necessary grapplings and ponderings on
the part of the researcher. Qualitative Research involves engagements that are intense
and focussed. These processes require intellectual energy;, and ifthe researcher is
feeling "out of it" and abandons the research for a while;, the intensity of involvement
suffers and it takes some time before the researcher can acquire the former amount of
intellectual intensity. These relapses in mental commitment to the research also
resulted in time loss. Yet on the other hand, "getting out of the research and getting
back into it" also proved to be a valuable exerc:ise in itself Too much immersion
within the research does deter the researcher fiom gaining a distance from the research.
If she had continued with no breaks;, the energy for the research would have petered
out and boredom would have replaced it.
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At all stages of doing researc~ the researcher has to acknowledge the importance of
thinking about what she was doing. But in retrospect she concedes that the data
analysis phase of doing Qualitative Research required more deep thinking than any of
the other phases. In Chapter Three the researcher provided details ofhow she went
about doing the actual analysis of the data. She will now recount some of the trials
and tribulations of engaging with Qualitative Data.
Although Data Analysis proved exhausting, the researcher would not have been
satisfied if she had engaged in the Qualitative Research paradigm and had to analyse
numbers and statistics at the end of the process. Reading and re-reading the Drama
teachers' perspectives to find grounded meaning was challenging and invigorating. It
allowed the researcher to get out ofthe teaching mould temporarily and to analyse
views ofher fellow colleagues. It was a very vvorthwhile experience listening carefully
to the dialogues engaged in with Drama teachers and studYing the transcripts of the
dialogues. Analysis ofteachers' perspectives ~ras an invaluable, perience at gaining
insight into knowledge ofcurriculum and curric:ulum developmert=~tative I
Research in education always has a human dimension and benefits from the wisdom of
the experienced and curious who are embedded in the research context. The
researcher now has a deeper understanding ofthe complexity surrounding the issues of
Curriculum and Curriculum Development in telms of the Drama teachers'
perspectives ofiU
The following two viewpoints on Qualitative D1ata Analysis cogently point to the depth
and complexity involved in the above process:
Edwards and Mercer argue that at the deepest and most uncertain level of
analysis, we are looking for evidence ofthose 'laken for granted"
assumptions which, although rarely or never explicitly invoked or discussed by
participants, nevertheless define the process of 'doing education'. We call
these kinds of assumptions 'educational ground rules (1987, pSI).
Strauss reinforces the above in the following:
Undoubtedly, the most difficult skill is to learn how to make everything come
together - how to integrate one's separate analyses. Ifthe final product is an
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integrated theory, then integrating is the ,accurate term for this complex
process. This is why the inexperienced rJesearcher will never feel secure in
how to complete the entire integration until he or she has struggled with the
process, beginning early and ending only with the final write up (1987, p170).
5.2.2 Three - Teacher Cameos
According to Lortie, teachers, are present-oriented, conservative and individualistic.
They tend to avoid long-term planning and collaboration with their colleagues, and to
resist involvement in whole school decision-making in favour ofgaining marginal
improvements in time and resources to make tht::ir own individual classroom work
easier (Lortie, 1975).
Weiss and Cambone (1993) concluded that the norms ofthe profession are not
supportive of collaborative models ofmanagem(~nt- most teachers tended to be
conservative, wanting to maintain things as they had been, with minor changes to take
care of the problems (cited in Beck and Murphy, 1995, p167)
Both the above quotes cast teachers in a very conservative mode and reinforce the
prevailing notion of teachers being merely the functionaries ofthe state in assisting to
reproduce the relations of power in society.
The teachers in this research, however did not display perspectives in keeping with the
above catergorizations. Because teachers in this study were unusual/atypical, it
became the researcher's duty to try and create a more detailed picture ofthree of the
Drama teachers in the sample so that their views and alliances became more credible.
During the data analysis phase, the researcher became wary ofthe very 'idealized' and
'romanticized' perspectives given by most of th(~ sample ofthe Drama teachers. Were
they real or were they issuing rhetoric to appease the researcher? Was there a
consistency between what teachers said and their subsequent behaviour in the
classroom? These questions needed attempts at answers. Although the ideal would
have been for the researcher to go into the Dranla teachers classrooms and study the
correlated classroom behaviour.
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One area in which the Drama teachers displayed a consistency was the long
justifications and reinforcements offered by the teachers to substantiate their views. It
is important to remember that one ofthe aims ofthe research was to become the
medium through which the perspectives of the teachers could be heard, therefore the
researcher has provided the reader with the rich and detailed quotes in Chapter Four.
These colourful and insightful quotations on the various issues around Curriculum and
Curriculum Development depict the perspectives ofthe teachers and offer the reader
an opportunity to assess the validity and strength oftheir viewpoints. The researcher
concluded that it would have been impossible fOT the teachers to have made up their
thoughts and justifications during the course ofthe interview. Thus the quotes in
Chapter Four clarify the positions ofthe Drama teachers. Most of them are indeed
critical practitioners ofeducation who value the potential of the human agent for the
transformation ofthe educational context. They are also hopeful idealists in the quest
for improving and developing the human lot.
In 1997 the researcher studied the sample again and selected three ofthe Drama
teachers who fell most forcefully into the category ofthe 'critical theorist' (refer to
Chapter Five for details surrounding the definition ofa critical theorist). She then
proceeded to collect more information around these teachers in terms ofthe following:
What were these teachers presently engaged in? What had they achieved over the
period oftime lapse in the research? Had there been any significant change in their
professional commitments? What were they pnesently engaged in? The researcher was
able to review the teachers only because of the passing oftime in the writing ofthis
research study. This is post-hoc triangulation.
Farouk
• Has been promoted from Level One education to Director ofCurriculum Planning
in Education.
• Completed his Masters Degree.
• Continues to show support for relevant conlffiunity structures and the teacher trade
union movement.
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• Committed to processes that engender change.
Allison
• Obtained Scholarship to study at a prestigious university in America.
• Completed a Masters Degree.
• Serves on Women's desks and forums
• Works within ANC structures in the community.
Charles
• Media Officer - in charge of developing resource materials for teachers.
• Completed a Masters Degree
• Involved in the setting and marking ofMatric papers.
• Editor of a Drama teachers newsletter.
All three teachers have also conducted workshops and delivered papers in their field of
Drama. They also hold key positions in various committees working towards changes
in the new South Africa. The above cameos assist in providing a fuller picture of a
selection ofthe Drama teachers in the sample. These teachers are idiosyncratic and
unique in that they posses the energy to re1enth$sly pursue their dreams and
convictions. They are educators with a vision cmd will stop at ri6t~"their
:.---
commitment to achieve the ideal.
5.3 Conclusions on the Research
V rAfter having gone through the process ofresearch, the researcher has come to
understand that the most important aspect of doing qualitative research is the adoption
of a critical and reflexive stanci) Reflecting on the research at all times enabled the
researcher to continually ask pertinent questions about the research process and also to
attempt to answer these questions. It is in the asking and answering ofquestions that
the researcher was able to gain insights into domg research through the process of
reflection the researcher was able to create an interactive mood with the researcg J
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Also, the process of reflection and interaction facilitated the development ofvalidity as
the reader is able to understand how the research was done.
Because Qualitative Research is an attempt at wlfavelling some ofthe complexity of
the educational scenario, the researcher is confident that the perspectives of the Drama
teachers add to the many voices and meanings on the subject of curriculum and
curriculum change.
Having experienced personally the power ofreflective research, the researcher can
confidently conclude that teacher development lies in the area ofteachers engaging in
Qualitative Research.
This research study has enabled the researcher to enrich her own unavoidably
subjective view ofthe world of education and she is now able to transcend some ofthe
rhetoric and cliches which dominate educational talk. The researcher is also better able
to see the complexities within the teaching and :learning of the curriculum. Doing
Qualitative Research has also allowed the researcher to take important educational
practices less for granted.
This research study through the documenting ofdrama teachers' perspectives shows
teachers to be mediators ofthe dominant messages and also challenges of the
curriculum messages. The sample ofteachers in this study reflect the potential of
people to make their own choices over and above the messages handed down to them.
Most teachers in the study fell into the category ofthe "reflective" and
"transformative" teacher.
The most important theme that has emerged in this study and must be reinforced in the
conclusion is a power inherent in man to create "visions" and implement them.
The perspectives ofthe Drama teachers exemplifies the position ofthe teacher
facilitating change within the school. There was strong support for the argument
proposed by Stenhouse 1980 that teacher development influences and controls
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curriculum development. The researcher values the position that supports the
development ofteachers through the processes of teachers engaging in research.
Whitehead's views on living knowledge and living teachers creates relevant symbols
within education that depict teachers as active participants in knowledge creation. He
protested against knowledge that was handed down to teachers. He wrote in Aims of
Education, "Students are alive, and the purpose of education is to stimulate and guide
their self development. .. Teachers should also bt: alive with living thoughts. The whole
book is a protest against dead knowledge, that is, against inert ideas" (1929, pS).
The researcher has argued at length for the posi1ive rewards of engaging in qualitative
research. Ifinvolvement in the process ofresearch can provide teachers with the
strength to contribute to making relevant changes, then all educators need to engage in
research. The following quote by Dadds reinforces the power ofhumans to participate
meaningfully and become agents of change:
To be an agent is to have the capability ofmaking a difference,
ofintervening in the world so as to influence events which occur
in that world. To be human agent is to be highly knowledgeable
and a skilled individual, who applies that knowledgeability in
securing autonomy of action in the course of day to day life (1995, p8).
(APPENDLX A)
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Introduction to the Research
The present study is being undertaken to gather your perspectives on the teaching of
the present speech and drama curriculum and also, on curriculum development.
Please do not feel intimidated or insecure about the process you are about to engage
111. All you have to do is respond sincerely. If you do not understand any of the
questions, please call for clarification. I will also ask you to clarify any aspect that is
not totally clear or meaningful. This interview is really a focussed conversation, so
relax and we shall proceed I
Areas of Inquiry
1. What are the strengths of the syllabus?
2. What are the major weaknesses of the syllabus ')
Probes: clarity
direction: restrictive / allows for intepretation j. open-
ended
bias / subjectivity / leanings
(Values that underpin the syllabus:)
development of life skills
development of critical thinking
relevance
embodiment of NEPI principles.
3. What are the factors that influence the development of the subject / syllabus ')
Probes: Resources
time-tables
context for the teaching of the subject
teacher development programmes
status of the subject within the school context
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Examinations.
Cut-backs and rationalizations - "Drama under threat"
4. How do you see Speech and Drama developing as a subject ~
5. Who is responsible for the development of the subject and why?
6.1 What role does th.e subject advisor presently play ~
6.2 What role should the subject advisor play ~
7. Do you have any concluding statements or remarks to add to this conversation~
THANK YOU
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I would like to get some of your views, insights into the
present drama syllabus and into the ~Tay the drama syllabus can
be developed; into where the drama syllabus is presently at;
like in terms of the strengths, the ~Teaknesses and more especially
what should the role of the subject advisor be, what role does the
subject advisor presently play. These are factors that you think
about or you actually very intuitively do every day of your life.
So it's not like putting you through a test or anything like that:
and just be quite spontaneous and say whatever you want to in terms
of the questions, but if you are like really going off at a totally
new tangent then I'll bring you back. But you're welcome to
actually give more insights than there are even on the interview
schedule.
What do you feel are some of the strengths of the drama syllabus?
I think in most areas we have a fair amount of subject matter thaf
we can deal wi th H Obviously th~r~-;re ~t~- of flaws amongst the
weaknesses in terms of the quality and the content;1 but in terms
of the drama syllabus as such in the Theatre History section we have
a fair amount of sUbject materialIto look at. In our play syllabus
we also have that kind of lattitude but I think there are more
w~~s and maybe if we go through the weakness we can actually
acknowledge some strengths and look at how it does not meet some of
the needs. There are more important needs.
S+r'!'I'1B 11, S 0lr1 d
You know I think that's a better idea to actually look at both W'~<::A.ICY\cS.s~
together.
Yes, but we normally take it for granted that there are strengths. (
I mean it is alive ~ we are teaching it »people are being examined, J.
so it's far more important to look at the weaknesses and take for- ~-. - - .._--_ ... -_..,
granted that there are c~~~ain strengths.
Now the weaknesses I think one of the main, not weakness but a
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flaw - and there's a difference between a weakness and a flaw.
A weakness is an inability of the syllabus to meet a need; but a
flaw is something that is wrong with it./\ I think one of the flaws
with it, is that it's jam-packed with stuff that we need to get












although we have our aims and objectives, I think in terms of like
the practical stuff and what is expected of us, L.~,~rr;.~;rr;~t:'7;.~:..~-,x./i:,~X,., ...
muc.~~2..~~:'~~~~l~£!~li~J;..t~£~!~}~~lt2,~,;b'I, ..?:E;;II.~~.,~.!SX:;;::.:J2~.I'T.;1I f y ou ~ 0 0 kat
"'t~~' conc.e.Yl'br-c{t(Jq -~mph~"~-i-s placed on that, ma,~r.~c" ,.~~,0',~:·I·~~~~',~t~··:;:;"'~·'·'
"'~""'l"7""""""""".,lJI':'·l':;"'''/~·'''·.:\;-l':"i.··I.r-·,.·~ ,.,..,,~ ... t\ '~'''''1''' ....loo· ,:",'(,""J' '~"::'I'., ~" ." ...... , ... ",', .·t .... ·•• ... ;J\,·,·.~·\v 1.. , ..,:."~:,,,.1, ..• t,t.J1if}I.·,l":I>'\~'<.',.,"t "')"
a'i1"d''''yet we talk about life experiences and the whole thing but I
-.-... ..,.:... ",ft .. .,..t../oI ..h!d':.~ .... ~'-: tat ..d;v... ·......·r;; ~··.)t ~1(';J " JJ ':>" 'l-<~.,J .,~ ~ r:.. "r',".~·, ': "f ~ • '. ,\.. ·,,~·~.t,· ~ . '...~,'.::. t. "J .•••• ,. • •.' ••~., •... ···t :'/.;' ~.j ':.'; ~•• , ~ ,.,:.~. f' r,",~~;J~), ~i ~ '.f 'j: .;':, :;'t~ ..... f ~ ~\ /: ~ ~.~ , . ~~. ~,' "~.' ·.,r J
think a t the end ,of, th,e .,.day .. wh,ep.~"Y~~~1~:,~t~:..,J.9..?:~;i..pg:;..:;9~t. ..:.:~.t1);..~;I·J?f~9,?;\l.c..~,
~...,,,aA:o» .....>:f.\o•.k:'.l4t:~..;:'.~"'II .....,,.~.J~f:fl-I{ ......,'f>f.,(·....;h't: ._'V~.,.;.I.""':w ~"' .·h~..! ,'...... ~ "-t·> .... J 1" ....... - • • ..
y_9_u_~r_e._l.ooking at how well these people can articulate, how.._w,~Jl
'.,.. '-"-' ~.';'~ 'A' .. .-I·l'f·"""':·;··:;~·!·:·~·;"_'··f '.'-'-~ .... , - _. ", -., .. - ... 1...;··.· ';-,~ " .~.;~' ..;~;.~.;.I::;---;~'S~·~~07-::7:~;'.,\~·:~:··t('(l,,'~-:. 1','l·;·:~I·.44.
th'e'y' can' sell thems'el've's'," how'':'w~l-r"they' C'iHi 'pr'eserit thenisel ves,'
- ·- ....~..~.f_,.....of"....~:r.. H 1!--l'lli'·';·':l~;·:J·f'·~V~~~\·~;~;:-:.·~,.~·~.:·:-~1·~~! ; .... ~. I' ':~:;~;'l; }'.," ~ ~ ; \""', ,': •.'.:" ./",.-,', ~·'·'''~f~;·;~:;r,';'l.'~\-'''.·:~·I:-~'''·)7:;:·:\::;T'':"1·~~~~~·!'" ...'1~,;,~~~".·'f"'7.~~\~;;~_~'::-'; :'.l ,'.... (
which is very importaht ln'a sense, but I thlnk far more lmportant
i~-!~_~~.W.b.9r.J.r'~~:"~~~~Av?'I.~.9.t~.,9./i,,~,~~. D r.~ ~,~, r" ~ ~",.~ ~",;,~:?,.~ '~';'~~~'>V/:~~"!;"~'(~~~"~~'~: ~,g~.,,}~ ,?~ I''''~'
,~,?\:,:~5,,~.r.I\~;';''''~'~~~~~~-P''I,'o.~~~T~:t~~~?;~~:~I~ I think there is a gr~:mphasis on
"the performing arts aspect rather than the theatre in education an/d::'
focus. I mean if we had to really measure the level of maturity
of Std 10 pupils as compared to their level when they enter the
Std 8 class, I don't know how we're going to do that - how we're
going to judge, putting, them throuqh a()iI1J~,s~no~ituation doesn't
5K \\ \.s
even test their mental - well, it may test their skills, but how
does it test or how does it change a level or depth of thinking. I
mean it can in a way, but as far as I'm concerned because the
emphasis is on presentation we can't really go deep in terms of like
changing ways of life. We think we are doing that.
.'j,.!
·0
So what you're saying Kasturie is that as much as you think that
there's a great emphasis on the final finished product, there's
'---",
almost like too much of focus Oh that to the extent that we are
neglecting certain critical skills that you need to be incUlcating/I
Okay, I will start by giving you certain focuses. In terms of the
relevance of the syllabus; you were touching on that, but now more
specifically in terms of content etc. Now how relevant is it.------...
G ~£ siJl~blA5
I
~ 5:.;";~~2k ~h.~t.,,~, ~s not relevant in it's content as such. ',We make
,~;,.;;;~:.~;:.:~:;~t~:l:i~~~:r,:~~'::t;~~" :~;" :~o~ / ~,::~n:~'i:'~-~"" ::c;:g:u:~at t f\1'l'
Imore""~"~~e.v.an t:- We touch on tha,~ so~ th Afr ~?an" si tu"a tion in theatrei'ri-Jsuch a flimsy way in Std 9, superficial way. I feel that"'•• , ..... 1,
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everything I' m saying is so well known, I mean I' m just repeating
myself here; in terms of eurocentric bias and everything else.
To what extent do you feel it needs to get more relevance?----------
Yes. defini tely,. in terms of losing some of it I S eurocentric bias.
I think it needs to get more \"1l~;~l~;~VV" w:" have1:~~e:_,,:,eir,d. ~.~ea -).
th'~'t" d~a does not ex5.s~ ~L~ the South Af~.i.c~.n~".~o·ntext, that we (!/jtc
.4~~,:~~~~~E~~,·.~'.~.,~z~~~~~:,~~.!:..~.,.,~f. things that have g~ne by or.~\~.~,,~9.:s._.~rom.t,he (
past, whereas there are some very very vital or ~aiented skilled )
~~~-~l;~'-:'i~' :~~~""";';~~~t';'~'''-th'~t' '~'el just d~~', t .. ··f'o·cus..·on··;··..~~-t·· ..Ju·st people,
but m~~'~-~~~~t{";' I mean in a Theatre fo~' Africa, it I s such' 'an lm'p'ortant
grout)" ':en 'a sense that it looks ~~--~~-~~;-rn-environmental issues
"-looking at it through an apartheid or that kind of constraint.
We don't even focus on it as a work of study. It's developing now -
I mean it's so important because welre going through this
transition phase and I think one of the greater problems with us is
that we're always talking about the New South Africa and we have
ignored that we haven' t even got u~·;~~U-w~ not there. The
New South Africa is something - I don't know where it is. We are in
--now.happening
that very important stage of transition. This Theatre For Africa
•• '. " ~ ~ :. . .... ~' l' I I... I' '" .,' ........, 'i' p. '1 •.-" • ,',' I
5 years ago may have been making some important statement. Now it's
de·v·e·ropT;·~~t'Ji-~·'·-~·~'i~::··,~;~cess·;:,··~ t Is"-b~,i~'~" a~fe~~~"d" ·~'~··;·~·i·i..'~li~'~(i ..
d~~r~r;~~··:~~~~~yt~i~~·that is happening around us, and we need to
study how theatre can change in a political climate for a country,-------.- . - •.. -..
for education, for everything; what a useful study, because it's
Jl
Just in terms of you as a teacher and in terms of the amount of
direction that the syllabus gives you. Do you find that adequate?
We_l_~_~_':lS_~_. _~_C!.~.i.t tha t while it gives a direc tionII_do f eel very
~r..e.e to ~_~~¥__C:~I1_.. _~!:~_n_(J. It does layout certain objectives which
are general and can apply to any language syllabus as far as I' m
c oncerned . ..So i ~. ~~.e..~.;~~~'"1~~~~&~~~J~~~~\~~~:.~~~"~.~!.~;~;.~~h~~toI~~~~1b.<'H"'~
~~~~;"~i?J~~~,,g:W~9rt ,!*':.~~~~~~~~R",.~~:~.Vf~g~\gn;~}~i.;,~ No7' I wo nd e r if
d1rect1on 1S perscr1pt1on or what are you saying.,
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No, I understand what you're saying like to a certain degree there
needs to be direction and yet to a certain degree there also needs
to be that freedom within which you work. That's almost like an--ambiguity in a sense but is there a tendency for the syllabus to
'------_..
be too ;erscriptive or are you satisfied with the amount of freedom
,--- .-.--- -------. ,
it allows you.\!
Well, again I would say in the current climate what would have
reJ~ -b,II€-
seemed too prescriptive 5 years ago is a relevant concept. It may
not be prescriptive now and I believe that the syllabus, by virtue
of the fact that it is a develol2me_ntal proces-," as well.!f I mean)
the study of drama is the study in development of the intellect of-_._--- --- _.-. ----,.
the body, of everything. It needs to be reviewed and therefore in
~---_._._- - - .....
1992 if they come up with a new syllabus, then only can I decide
whether it is prescr ipti 'le or wha tever ./1
In terms of your pupils and the way that you have taught them over
the years, does the syllabus have in it room for developing
critical thinking in your pupils?
I don't know of a syllabus that actually puts down its aims and
objectives as, 'here's your content, approach it like this, develop
critical thinking and go on like that.' I believe that critical \
thinking can be used in any subjec_t_any_ time, anywhere, depending on ,
~-- ------
xoyr ai~_a~a te_ach_er. \\
I know what you're saying. You're saying that over and above the
syllabus it's where you are in terms of your own critical thinking
as the educator in terms of interpreting the syllabus.
Also as like forming one of my hidden agenda a very positive hidden,(




but what I'm saying is that to what extent does the syllabus
to be that amount of prescriptive in it actually stating aims
ensure educators then 'work to~·~-;d-s developing cri tical th~_nking.i
. ~ ----
I see what y,0~,:.".:,7~~;~ying. I think that needs to be done. Defini tely.
,oo4'·"'f\..,....i'.... ·.~·v~~1~(~·.( ... • :.4~~.·~ .. J~.'t> .c.... ;· ..• \'.:V. " _..s.:,' •.•. ·1 .. I·t::·'·~~""·'.I.~ l.' .. oI'l""~' ',. ".":,. ';"---\~'~~ .', " .
I't:-neeas·r·t~ 'be ~res,.~.,rip~,i.v~:,in.·\:tfi"~.~·:":.~'(;~:s..~ ;:,·,',.',·~'·e~p\~ls:e '1'0: :t'h'at":v'e'r'y .....,.'.'"
....~,...,....~:': _ " /':'.: .."~"', .. ;' ~,' ,, .;.,., .. ~;, ,.,. I., ., .. ,.. r •. ''', • ',- ,', ".'t:: .'."..:' .. ,..,":: .. .'/'_, :., ; ,:';".
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From your years of teaching drama like by the end of the matric year
and if you had to evaluate the level of critical thinking of your
matrics, what would you say in terms of your drama
CG) yvI'L-CV! / I-<~.l,· ~
1 think to a certain extent, but 1/~~Lbelieve 1 ca~uPil(S
to such a great ... Okay what 1 do at the end of the mafiic and at
the end of every year is to ask the children as part of their
critical thinking process, to evaluate the drama year, whatever
standard; and to look at certain angles of the syllabus and how
theylve grown etc.etc. Some children come out of it having learnt
nothing in the sense that 1 wanted them to learn, like 1 started ou
that lesson saying 11 want these children to come out of it like
this.' At the end of the year they didn't even see the point. Now
---- --
1 don't know how much of therapy needs to be done in that way. 1
donlt know if 1 can reach out to everyone but 1 do believe those
can, who received it, received~LlNow 1 did a specific thing this
---._
year, it was called the Get Up And Go Show and as opposed to (1 '11
use the term, the 'zombi awareness') so 1 made them aware of getting
up and going for it and 1 made that a focus for about 2 months.
For that period it seemed like they seemed to be far more aware of
what was happening etc.etc. Then it went to 3 months, they sort of
forgot again. We came to 4Jv'lj'h5,-et11Il-~'trn the last section and it
was like the whole process again. They were so stunned that they
cou I d look at i t c.:..i tic a 11 y . \ \ L i k ewe had to g 0 ;~~ 0~~-~1-t hat whole
thing again. Now 1 donlt know whether 1 am trained to actually
get a child there, teach him this and see the result, measure it and I
do the rest of it. All 1 can do is offer it, and 1 think that's my
basic problem in terms of evaluating my receptiveness as a critical
---~- - - .. -._--
teacher. -- ------
Am 1 answering your questions?
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You are and very deeply to. It's fine really.
To what extent does your drama syllabus correlate to life or
prepare the child to participate meaningfully in life?
I d 0 n 't know. \ \ Y~~~""IilI:h.JJl~J~...IL~!i"".ll<~tr.mY£.!;l~B8.~&!r"",!:.J2t§;-jt';f1
~ r:_e a.~.iy e _.d ~.a~ ~,~~t~~t~~~~~t~"~lh~~ ..9:J?.~..f~~~j~.~~,~~",,~t\~t~,.th e
.," ..,~~\N..~~~~~M . • l' t h
t~.~~ ,er wants.to..:~ch!~.;~~:~::~>~.Q_~..~I.,~,~.~.it'~;~;)~:i~.q~~~~i.:~;$,Q'~~'.1:(~1;g~~~~ ..- e
l~(~j~··t~!~:·,V!:~~l~·ti'tt~';f'i::~lY:-8't?·jl'-;·C;k· at 'Our Town.:.' and look at the books that
we use and we force themes and we localise text, I don't know to
what extent that actually prepares the children for life. It's like
we're forced to teach those books, we find the best ways to bring it
to their 'experience, teach them certain theatrical or whatever those
--------- -------~
devic~'s are all about~·· but at the end of the day how much more
knowiedgeable are,.they in terms of life left .. ~nd I don't think they
ar:~·". I think ,:t.l'f~·· onl,x, section ,that actual1ly' allows ~.o.r' that i~ .. ~.<;/
(' ~ -\ ' .' . . . .. r
:that practic-a'l sectio~ i:\tij1ere .you can apply it; ag.ain the t~·z{2·her is
. . ,,~: i--" ~ ~.... ..1 =-" " .,~~. '(
so import..~;~t there .''\.'1:1 thinf('\. there' $·:'.'·~o much more we can/ef8'" in terms
..iI 1,4 ~f ... 1,:' "~"':.. /:"
Of~,o.m1Ii'~nity work, ge:Ji~themHoi.ng. Like we ha~,;;",-1{ fefugee
cr~SlS here. If we took the chlldren there and lobked at that as
"/ ,! part of Pr inciples""'of Drama puttin<;J together a story
everything that we've learnt but how to expose that issue there.---I think instead of just talking about it in the Section D of the
exam because we need to train them for their matric exam I think
that we should be -SLi3.erL...that amoun t of freedom ./1 There should be
~~ of trust in our i~tegJ::.~~;r. as teachers that we can do that:.11
There's this thing called the_~EPI principles Kasturie. They're----- ...
the principles of non-racism, non-sexism, equality, democracy and
re-<;ldtlressing of historical imbalances btft~tbat-'-s-a-bi-t-
?~~~lt. But to what extent does your syllabus in drama endorse
these principles?
Not to a great extent, not ours, no.-- I mean look at the TheatreHistory, look at Elizabethan theatre, but there again I mean it's a
question of pointing out what was the role of the female then and
how is she different now, and why was she different then, why was
she different about in that fashion. Now I think that it is
important from a historical sec~o~ but the teacher can put that
Page 7/ ...
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imbalance correct or can sort it out now in this day and age but
in terms of the thrust I don't think we're teaching children how to
look at sexism and address the issue and when they perform those in
..--
if we were really teaching them that then we won't see those
stereo-typed men who come home and expect the mothers to bring their
food. When we catch them off the cuff we get that, and why is it
so, it's definitely because the syllabus is not doing it.
You think it should be done more fundamentally rather than by-
the-way.
Yes.
What are the factors that influence the development of the subject
or the syllabus. Now we're looking at development of it.
To what extent, in your time as a teacher, has there been attempts
to try and dev,elop the spbject bYr any significant player. Jr' J !}.\ \ l",
. -) _)r<.C t.1 ) J\\ t. t·",,,,,., IV),......... ~ J\.-\. \v--- +. t\./ - (1"'1
Yes We're talking about the workshops that we used to have. In
of specific areas that teachers felt they needed more material.
____~~9._'0_9,~..~ .~~at that was just like an attempt to treat the )
~fect of the problem if I see the syllabus as a problem rather tha~
~~_~~_ssj-_~9__~_~ e. .c a; ~.e.s '-;f- -~ome-"of- "t~'e'~ 'p'r 0 bt.e m-s', be~'a ~~.~.-·,~~:? ...,~_~.~~_-··at--·l
he teachers, you look at how they perform, you look at their .r
results and 1j1e-y-"s'ay-,-'-'right, Principles of Spe-e'ch','r'can' t handle I
this, so please develop this subject in that way or whatever.
Rightt'7which is 'lfY'p0A:-O'l t::' to an extent because we need to be
manning, we need new approaches, we need the rest of it.
-...---
To what extent does resources orfacilities work against the subject
f')
development ..
Text books are a major issue wi th me. It's so rid.i,G.u.l.QUS that
~~t'f';'~'I't·N,,'~,·.l~·f~/J:..1Ir.·'.··.·H ..~1"~:·;\1$··\:'" 1:' .. ·..--:,'~:1.•. t',1 ", t,',I, •
children don't have a' th~~tr~ history text book; .that funds, are not
made" avai'lable 'in terms of mater i als tha t they c an use; in terms
of excursions; ~ in terms of practi~~l experi~nce, - the. m.oney for that.___ '.. -. _.. -.- - ---- ,--,-- (r' I '




What are some of the other constraints e.g. time-table, the amount
of time you have as a dra~~_a~.l:t_er compared wi th other subjects, --
t~_ou teach.
I suppose that's an important factor but we I ve got_~?_~~.~ o.~r.s.e_v}_~.s
as part of the schqol setup as much _~.~ ~_e_:.~_.~_~.~=_~?._._~lk__abo~~_
~·~Vi-;9_._~~~~~-~~· __·r~;G.~~··~·~' f\~Y.f.\ for drama. The.re..is a reali ty I
mean, there is a balance that must be struck. We are not a
Performing Arts school. I mean I teach English as' ~~'~ii'~"~ "1" m not
... _rI''''~.;I,,,,,,~'~''J...r-:''' '1'.&' • , t, ' .. ,'" , la... "'.,~. " ,........\, I. ,":;_'.' • .... • I " '. _. • . •. ".- ~.,.. •
'"'making ex<;::~ses f or the 1 ack of time or 1 a.ck. of."..~nythlng ,tha t l.S
_....::.-- ~ ........ :~~ ...... ,,-.1..#'• ...-.. -
given to drama.




To what extent does that actually influence
t\'\:'I '/ I V . ; ,i ' '/ ''.' .:', \ I. 1 ;'~ \I 1 1I think again it has a 1 t--to do wi th that pr~~<?Iientation
though the style of questioning has changed and they're trying
The examinations.
Now a lot of the syllabus is geared
'-_. '--"---~-..--
people have certain skills, like it 'does
.------ ------ --_..







teaching drama at Umlazi now
and that for some reason or the other my kids have not been exposed-----to poetry, they do not know how to read or interpret even though
I mean they have not learnt that as part of their training from
primary school and it is just assumed in Std 8 that we'll give him- .. - - - - ....---_..-.-
this whole thing of skills and emphasis and interpretative skills
and expect them to look into poetry and find those underlined 1~f\d?1 I)" )
meanings and speak it in such a profe~~~i~nal and~erf~ct way. For
.--------- • ~<~ ,,~vt: ~
(
,-v \, l,J'
\ ( {('IV v",u
\'f ( C \ ~ ,(J / Page 9 •..
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\';!' /
promote a far more experiential approach. I think at the end o_f _
the day we are teaching books, we are teaching historY,and we neeo
.~test--tn·~ifl-fhe--formalexam setup. It would be so good if we
,----
~ut to test develo~men~~~i~kwould be the greatest in some other
\wa y . In_.the...matric .exam, you know at the end of the I> c.'), (\.1(' (, I£..
~
~aring them for that "stupid "paper and the achievement there ~~
; decides whether the child is a good pupil or not. The other
:thing I find.., that ~s so hard, ..,~ is that we have qui te a
Ynixed bag ~ ~~~vLJ
~owards or it assumes that
~
not take into account that I could be
13:S. \.:..
whom and for what and theJs~andards that we use, I mean, whose
, f/JvVl) [...~ CL.·\
standards are they? I think that's the basic problem in terms of
i: ____
factors contributing and especially now that we have African
students. We have a problem with the language in the first place -
wi th speaking the language. Now ho'.-J dp··--i-~~t· that Std 8 African
pupil in that :'\{'(~"\(\I'l C. Home or whatever against the other
person who has spoken English all his life, who knows the nuances
of the language. I mean how do I test that - I don't believe thac
the drama syllabus has made accomm03ations for that and l~ IS
very important vt5 rt- vt' ot- kod'\~~ Cl'- S~\.(vr We've had such a
major change, upheaval in our system. We have B~~k-p~pils who
have come into our schools w~th_~~~~ past 3 years, how has it
changed, how has it served them to cope ..
r
How does the status of the subject within the school culture or the




I~~_Kar.y t.b_~_~ I .s.9_!:..~_~_~~_t 1~_. p'_~?.~?_~_e__.!~=-_!~.p'~.~~.~.~_:_~ __._~.~~_._~~_e._.- \
value of drama in the school. I think Il m so scared that it wil~_ 1--- ------- - "----'---'.. , --_._--_._.•.......•
actually diminish in its value in terms of· 'the way people see it.
Now'-Oi1--fFie"'s'f-a tu's"--;'f "'ti~'e-"'~'~'b';"~~t, I f eel th.~r::eed to promote it
So what I try to do is to use drama to like in ordinary circumstances
1 i k e it' s v er y much par t--ofthe 5 ch 0 0 1 's cuI tureinth e se nsethat r
if we have an impo~; day. For example, let's say we have strike 1
action. Then I will make,sure that I use the drama to highlight,..'. -~;_4-=:-:-~___ ., .._. :
oT give information or do whatever I need to do through drama to;
_ _---------_.----------. . -,~ . "
get it across to the 'pupils - to show them that drama is not just
__..•. _,-A, •. _."" ' - -.----..-'-.--.----.•-.~-----•.•-.~.
l~hs-cmd-en~~.:.,:.~!_~..m.:,~.~...i,r1 .. t.ha.t,~.~~_~eJ ~'n a ..li~-hearted .
frivolous way ~hat you can teach it, it can do so much. So I ha~e
been doing things like that in terms of drama. I think that the
s~ject--,,~,~~'-very important and I think because of my ...posJ_tJ_v)':.!¥
in that sense I don't allow anyone' to interfere and I think as a l
resul tit does have some sort of value -i~- t-~ school. \1
So__d_o_y'.o.u.__!_~_~ r: k._..~..i_~_~... Illan age.ment_ .a.nd._ 0 t h.er t e.ach e;r.s....v i.ew....i t_.w i.t h
necess~_~maturity that you do.---_._._---- -~--- ---
Cr ( (..I <., 1. "J) <'Jc..-'1 "'··c- 1--~lJ ~wh I ~ ~ ..h'J r-uf'




Well, I started the drama school off here
I started with that attitude.
so
:l.. .- ...... ' J, '~..f
Anyway I Kasthurie, at the moment there I s this whole thing of ; .. I",
rationalization and cut-backs and even Lorraine at the moment
is so insecure because she feels that her job is at stake; that
there will be no need for a subject advisor anymore and also that
officially from next year the number to have in your Std 8 class
is 25, not anything less. So that's another thing in terms of how,
this is being implemented. What are your views about this whole
thing that there is a concerted at-empt to actually marginalize
the subject.
I think we understand the importance of the subject and what it
can do and it is such a pity that this is the way it's going. I'd
like to think that it is the old dispensation that is deciding-----this and I'm so hopeful that in the new system, even the Freedom
Charter explains that culture is a very important issue here. I
think culture is what is going to save us anyway.~ We can't talk
about crossing racial barriers through Mathematics or even through
English being the major problem between races now. I believe it
can be done through the Arts and for that reason in this
transition phase it is very very important; that rationalization
.... (.~ .. is_ going--to .. be a ver_y_v_e5Y ret::-__o_?_r_~'_~_s_i ....,:e step. ~_.. t:hink again it's
-~P) because e.eoP}c'C_5_a"no_0easur",i t. At the end of the Std ;to year
'>') ~_~~_~p_~_i_r: ..~~..r:~...~_.. __c(),!..l?.....~ay 'this person's personali ty started off
a t -~_..?~r:~ now it's gonet 0 • 8, yes, g rea t a chi evemen t. ' It's
because we can't assess it like that 'that they ~~n't know and I
don't know how they I re going to"do it, how ~th~y' re going.: to promot,e
the relevance,,;/the importance in the dey.ef~pmental",r5j:';~ess Qf"" ,,/,'
students ..",..,,<:f" think eve,r~i"pupil in high"';~ChOOl should do"df'~'~a from
Std 6 }~il Std 10 as"a compulsory subject, not for ~rti~ulation,
not for speech therapy btit-"ju~t- for th"~ development'·.
This is a bit of a question that you need to think about. How
should the drama syllabus be developed?
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I think it needs to be more relevant and more practical in terms
of its content and theory. We need definite direction from the; \
syllabus from the top. I said also that they try to achieve too [
i;
mucn-··wl-t h the s y 11 abu s . Itne ed s to be wa t e r ed down, wen e e d to 1,
be very definite about focus points, -we need to know what we are ~
tryi~gt~~~-hi"~ve, when we are going to \:lchieve it and what's the J
--- - .• __ ..-- ~ - I
story there. I think it's tob bO~'~:ci"-) 1" think what has been done\ - //
here is that that 1st, 2nd and~3rd_y/ear drama syllabus from UDW
has just been transferred to th~ ~~ 9 & 10 in this school and that
---
certain parallels have been drawn and we're ex~ected to do the
same thing. It's so sad because we expect that the Std 8 pupil
is equivalent of the 1st year university student in terms of his
development and ~1 t~~t. While it is very im~ortant that the
voice needs to be developed, while the history is being developed,
------_.~.
while the body is being developed, but there's so much; it's too
vast, and therefore we're not achieving any kind of success.-----
Who should be responsible for developing the subject?
I th~nk both the ~':.E~_J!, .~__ ._.~~e teachers basic.ally. I think. they are
t_he_p_~_§._t:_J~_c:19_.~.-:,_,__.th.e._best developers at this stage, but obviously
.' . _. ... . .,~.. - .0_.· M._' .• __ -.::-7~-_-:-: ~-'.~._". __
in c_Ql}j~.!:!.~~i_<?E_w_~_t:l:I_.. p'~.?ple _who':s§ecialized or wh.? ...~E~__~E_c:..~_~.=~._ ..in
theft fleld.
Why would you think teachers are important players in developing
the syllabus?
~e",( Vl t~) -
J __~h_ink .. because th~y know what is happening a t the ground level.
~-----~
They are working with the pupi~. They are receiving from the
community, they are receiving from society. They are in the best
...... -- _.--..._-- --,-
pos ~_~~_()_~_._.!=_.o.. _p_er_f.ec .t._._and _." mou Id . _
What role does the subject advisor presently play?
As far as I'm concerned ~~ ~o\~
-r only had'---o~'~--";~~~~t~-~--or--o~~-p-;~iti ve meeting or whatever wi th
her in that workshop setup at the beginning of the year. But
in terms of this yeaJ; I' v_~ l:?e_~_~ g..n_(~ny__o\\T_rl.:\''''11~ mean I I ve just done
Page 12/ ...
, ut certain tasks or whatever.
How can she actually change the rolE~ that she's presently playing.
r mean you've said that she's hardly playing any role
There are definite problems that we are going to expect. There
are problems that teachers are experiencing. She needs to get to ,
that point. She needs to look at those problems and start I,~ (.f ( f \,.1 Io,:s-'
i "'1 l~ (\ II '
addressing them - redressing them. She needs .,to .s.tart· talking, we
!
heed far more democracy, not just in opening our mouths and voicing
~ur opinions at those meet~ngs that we have, but to actually
!empower teachers to make some changes and to be vital in the
development of their subject. We don't nee~.._.~er as an authoritative,J.
figure that we need permission from from.,time ..fo·:·ti-me·,~t:o--·carry_.
r think she needs to know what's
happening in each and every teacher's mind and whether the 40 year
old drama teacher needs to be refreshed or whether that 20 year old
drama teacher needs more experience and needs to be trained. She
needs to know it and because it is so difficult to measure the
development it is very important like what type of teachers are
teachi n g d r a ma ; what the i r 5..?~ ~_i_~_~e n t i s tot h e sub j e c t ; what
their commitment is to teaching it in the first place, and I
believe that that is far more important in drama than in any other
subject, although I think every subject teacher will~9~~hat.
To what extent has she actually played a role in developing
teachers, or has she?
Not in a significant way. Personally I don't know what I've
1 earn t or wha t I' ve ~ CA. \.r')l-cl f ram her exper iences as far as
direction of the syllabus goes or development of the subject, she










She gives me her views on what is right and if I do, I"accept
her role in a sense that she's trained and skilled.
So I think that I've been left on my own here. I believe I'm
an H.O.D. I'm my own H.O.D, my own advisor, my own inspectress
whatever, honestly, and I feel so sad about that because I'm so
young, I can influence pupils to such a g~e~~~.xtent because of
the freedom of the subject and God knows I could be doing anything;
she doesn't know. Then at the end of the year I could just have
those questions that get the children to just answer the questions
on it, and that's it.
So you think that any teacher needs that amount of accountability, I
is that what you're saying.
Yes, that's what I'm saying.
Does she actually work towards developing the subject?
Now developing the subject - we've defined that. We've said that
-----_.-._-.
there's certain factors that affect: the development. So when you
talk about developing the subject, if you identify one of the
problems as like lack of skills, then yes, she's lost in the skills
workshop and she's developing the subject in that sense-: But I
think that development now is such a broad thing again, but I don't
think that she's developing it in the way that I think that she
should be developing it.
How should she be developing it?
I think that you'd have to go back to everything...that_-+' ve said,,.---_._.- ..
and look at what is not happening; and look at her role, I mean
after all she holds that title, she gets paid for that job. I am
not trained as an advisor or inspectress, I do not have my Masters
in this area, I believe it's her_job to do it. In the same way
,~.-..---- -
when we had that thing about promotion, I mean we sat together,
TASA and tried to figure out the best method and I don't believe
it is our job. We are not skilled, we are not trained. It is the
- .. loA \ er -\(' f - (. v\ t. (




H.O.D's job to come up with a questionaire or method that suits
us. We have a problem, she must address the problem and address
our needs.
So you are endorsing the fact that there are roles in terms of
specialized people for specialized jobs?
Yes.
Okay Kasthurie, anything else that you need to say, say it now,
around what we've been speaking about, like any of the things that
you possibly feel very passionate abou} and want)to re-iterate.
/./" l Jl. ( (\.e ~ rL0
At this moment in time, for me the most-important thing is to make
the subject mo>~:ctlev-ant-to our setup now.
It s~~e the way, you know, the levels, the standards, whatever
~ ---------at the moment and I hate the fact that I have 1
to work wi th every section, find my own way~g~--!!ing across my j c-Y-
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SPEECH AND DRAMA STANDARD GRADE /H lG HE.R, GR~;) E
STANDARDS 8, 9 AND 10
1. INTRODUCTION
2. AIMS
3. PRINCIPLES OF DRAM~ AND THEATRE HISTORY
4. PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH
5. PRACTICAL WORK
6. EXAMINATIONS
N.B. As with certain other school subjects, the Standard Grade syllabus
will differ from the Higher Grade syllabus mainly in terms of
emphasis, depth of study and examination. Pupils will be expected
,to have a basic knowledge and lmderstanding of facts. Analytical
and comparative approaches to the work will not be expected.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Speech and Drama is the integration of both audible and visible
communication.
1.2 Speech is our chief means of expressing our thoughts and feelings,
and of communicating with other people.
1.3 Like the other arts, Drama is concerned both with the workings ef'
the imagination and with the discipline of craftsmanship - a part
of every child's life, not the privilege of the gifted few picked
for a special occasion.
1.4 A clear distinction needs to be drawn between Drama which is
concerned with performance in front of an audience (i.e. Theatre),
and Drama as an integral part of education. For much of the work
in Educational Jrama an audience is not needed at all, and it does
not necessarily involve teaching children how to act. It is
concerned with opportunities for invention and expression; with an
2/ ...
understanding of human situations and behaviour through movement and
speech; with a bringing to life - in a way that adds to personal
experience - of much that has been merely imparted information.
1.5 In all phases educational drama is important for the development and
experience of the child; however, in the fourth phase the pupils
also need to develop the skills and discipline of an art form to
communicate their ideas and experiences to others. Theatre provides
this structure and form.
2. AIMS
2.1 The general aims for the course as a whole will be presented here.









Although the syllabus has been set out in separate sections, it is
essential that wherever possible efforts should be made to integrate
the various aspects.
General Aims
To stimulate and extend the pupils' creative imagination.
To heighten the pupils' general sensitivity and perception.
To provide opportunities for enhanced language development and
thereby encourage the growth of a lWlguage that will meet a variety
of social situations.
To assist the pupils to become more poised and selfconfident and to
devleop the skills required for efficient communication both audible
and visible.
To strengthen the pupils' sense of self-discipline and concentration













To intensify their awareness of people and help them to understand
anc co-operate with others.
To promote the integration of the personality physically, emotionally
and intellectually.
To refine the pupils' understanding and use of dramatic communication
through the components movement, speech, action, plot and performance
area.
To use dramatic communication successfully in order to explore,
understand and communicate perceptions, issues, themes and ideas
which lend themselves to exploration in this art medium.
To impart some knowledge and appreciation of the history and the
practice of Drama and Theatre. (This should include reference to
the South African situation).
PRINCIPLES OF DRAMA AND THEATRE HISTORY
Specific Aims
To enable the pupils
to gain an appreciation of the general development of drama from
ancient Greek to contemporary times through reading a cross-section
of plays;
to investigate the development and changes in tragic and comic forms
of drama through specific plays and historical periods studied;
to understand the motivation underlying human action; the nature of
dilemma; and the consequences and implications of choice through
a study of the prescribed texts; and
to perceive the role and significance of drama in society with
specific reference to theatre mid its development.
4/ ...
3.2 Principles of Drama
3.2.1 Introduction
3.2.1.1 The principles of drama should be related directly to the prescribed
texts.
3.2.1.2 In studying the texts it is importEmt to take cognisance of the fact
that the script is intended for pel"fonnance. Plays should be
explored through practical work and not only theoretically.
Emphasis should be placed on drama in action. Consideration should
be given to e.g. dialogue, action, conflict, characterization and






This section of the work should be closely related to the development
of theatre history and should be supplemented by visits to various
types of dramatic productions, followed by group discussion. (N.B.
Importance of integrating the various aspects of the syllabus).
Reference could also be made to televised, filmed and radio drama
productions.
Standard 8
As far as possible the work should be explored in practical tenns.
Texts
(i) One prescribed play.
(ii) Two plays selected from a list of recommended plays.
Principles of Drama
A brief consideration of the foll01.ting





The origins of Drama L rItual and worship as .an attempt
through ri tual experiencE~ to understand the nature of man and
his relationship to the lforld around him.
Drama as a representation of life restructured into a
significant form.
Dramatic form e.g. tragedy, comedy, melodrama and farce.









As far as possible the work should be explored in practical tenns.
Texts




a Greek tragedy (prescribed)
a Shakespearean tradegy (prescribed)
a Modern or Contemporary play (own choice)
3.2.3.2 General Principles




The differences between the major historical periods
should be highlighted in terms of the specific style
and structure of the p1e~s
The principles of drama should be considered with
specific reference to ea.ch play
Tragedy as distinct from. catastrophe
3.2.3.3
The changing concept of the hero in Greek and Elizabethan
tragedies and modern drama.
Greek Tragedy
(i) An introductory consideration of the following
Subject matter
Playwright's insight into character and action




The chorus and its fUlction
The function of the m4essenger
The Classical concept of the tragic hero
3.2.3.4 Elizabethan Tragedy
(i) An introductory consideration of the following
Subject matter
Playwright's insight into character and action




The Elizabethan concept of the tragic hero
3.2.3.5 Modern and Contemporary Drama
(i) An introductory consideration of the following
The subject matter of modern drama related to
the specific playwright
Playwright's insight into character and action





Symbolism reflected in the character of action
The modern concept of the cmti-hero
The sections of the work related to Elizabethan and
.Modern and Contemporary Drama must be studied· with
special reference to the ~leatre history studied in
Standard 9. Greek theatre history, studied in





As far as possible the work should be explored in practical
terms.
Texts
Two prescribed comedies are to be stud~ed in class for the
final examination.
Comedy
(i) The structure of the plays studied
(ii) Some features of comedy, e.g. reliance on stock
characters, the use of stock situations, complications
and coincidence, incongruity, disguise, mistaken identity,
romantic love versus the marriage of convenience, stage
properties and business
(iii) Character in action Egoism, Hypocrisy, social prestige
(iv) Where relevant, a brief consideration of social background
in relation to the comedies studied
(v) The range of comedy from high to low : Comedy of Manners,
Satire, Romantic Comedy, Farce, Burlesque
3.3 Theatre History
3.3.1 A broad outline of the development of the physical theatre. The
emphasis.should be on the physical theatre as a venue for the
presentation of the plays of the time.
3.3.2 STANDARD 8
3.3.2.1 RITUAL e.g. hunting, seasonal and agricultural rituals;
festivals and ceremonies related to the left cycle - birth,
initiation, marriage and death. (Refer where possible to
South African examples.)
3.3.2.2 THE GREEK THEATRE e.g. festivals in honour of Dionysus, the
dithyramb, tragedy and comedy, the great festivals, theatres
and staging, actors and costumes and the chorus.
3.3.2.3 MEDIEVAL THEATRE e.g. entertainment during the Dark Ages;
the church as venue - tropes and the "Quem Quaeritis", liturgical
plays; outside the church - the introduction of the vernacular,
the Mystery Cycles and guild involvement; presentation - static
(mansions and houses, rounds and booth stages), perambulatory
(pageant wagons); methods of staging, properties and costumes;
the Morality Play - "Everyman"; the secular tradition - mumming,
Mayday festivals.
3.3.2.4 THE COMMEDIA DELL' ARTE e.g. the comic tradition; improvisation;
the scenarios and stock characters; masks and staging; the
characters (e.g. Harlequin, Coll.1mbine, Pantalone, 11 Capi tano ,
Pierrot, Pu1cinella).
3.3.3 STANDARD 9
3.3.3.1 THE ELIZABETHAN THEATRE e.g. the Interludes; the professional
companies - actor-managers comics, boy actors; inn yards and








THE RESTORATION AND 18TH CENTURY THEATRES e.g. the restoration
of the monarchy, the French influence; royal patents; theatres;
staging; actors and audiences; the Georgian playhouse; audiences
and plays.
THE LATE 19TH CENTURY AND MODERN THEATRES
(i) A broad outline of the chcmges that took place - the
transi tion from the theatr'e of illusion and spectacle
to the theatre of realism I1 social conscience and
symbolism.
(ii) A consideration of some of the major playwrights and
their influence on the theatre, e.g. Ibsen, Chekov, Shaw.
A study of at least one of the following
SOUTH AFRICAN THEATRE - spproached either as an historical
surveyor wi th reference to spec:Lfic modern trends and/or
playwrights.
EASTERN THEATRE - a study of one or more of the major national
theatres of China, Japan, India cmd South East Asia.
STANDARD 10
20TH CENTURY THEATRE - a selection should be made of some of the
major trends, movements and representative playwrights and their
influence on theatre e.g.
Expressionism - e.g. Wilder
Epic theatre - e.g. Brecht
The move away from proscenium arch staging.
(Examples from historical periodE; previously stUdied, should
be referred to.)
COMMEDIA DELL' ARTE - the influence of the Commedia dell' Arte
on comic writing and staging. Revision of the work on this
period covered in Standard 8.
3.3.4.3 A detailed study of the historical periods which are relevant
to the plays prescribed for Standard 10.
3.3.4.4 NOTE Only work studied in Standard 10 will be examined.
4. PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH
The Approach
As far as possible the principles of speech should be taught
through practical work so that the pupils will be better able
to understand, both physically and intellectually, the processes
involved. Imaginative learning situations should be developed
involving the pupils. Teachers should be aware of the dangers
of a mechanical approach to this aspect of the work and of
talking about the principles of speech instead of involving
the pupils in first hand experience.
While it is necessary for teachers to'know the underlying theory
in order to be able to correct and assist their pupils, it is
not necessary for pupils to have any deep theoretical knowledge
of the fundamental principles. It is sufficient for them to be
able to apply these techniques to their interpretative work.
4.1 Specific Aims
To enable pupils
4.1.1 to develop speech which is free from strain by learning how to
use the body in terms of :
relaxation
control of muscles
breathing and breath control
resonation of sound





to enhance their sensitivity to the spoken word;
to improve their speech through relevant exercises;








Teachers are expected to exercise their individual judgement
as to which of these sections req~ire the most emphasis with
their particular pupils and at what stage in the course the
various sections should be introduced. During the three year




Pupils must be made aware of correct posture and learn
relaxation techniques for the whole body and the specific
areas involved in the speech process. They should be made
aware of the effect of incorrect posture and excessive tension
on all aspects of the communicatton process.
Breathing
Pupils must be able to differentiate between the processes
of breathing for speech and normal passive breathing and
understand the importance of good breathing techniques.
Through exercises, pupils should learn to control their
exhalations and increase their llmg capacity. They must








Pupils must be made aware of the danger of controlling their
voices from the larynx and of the effects of excessive tension
or over-relaxation on phonation. Pupils should practise
exercises to extend their pitch range. The emotional aspects
of pitch in relation to interpretative work must be stressed.
Resonation
Pupils must be made aware of the amplification of sound
through direct and indirect resonance and resonators.
Attention should be drawn to shape, size, wall surface and
their effects on sound. Pupils should practise exercises for
developing resonance.
Articulation and enunciation
Pupils must be made aware of the need for clear articulation
and of the role played by the organs of articulation in both
articulation and enunciation. Pupils must practise exercises
to improve careless or inaccurate speech sounds. Attention
should be paid to the evocative quality of sounds (verbal
dynamics) in interpretative work. Pupils must be made aware
of the ill-effects of excessive tension and over-relaxation
on articulation and enunciation.
Accents
Good speech should be pleasant to listen to, easy to understand
and free from strain. Accents are acceptable provided they
do not distort speech or interfere with the clarity and
expressiveness of the communication.










Stress (syllabic and sentence)
Emphasis
Rhythm and Metre (Basics only)
Tone/Register
Pause - sense, dramatic, suspensory and caesura
Phrasing
The use of the neutral vowel
These must be studied in terms of their practical application
to the students' interpretative ,~ork.
Correction of individual speech problems
All pupils must be made aware of their personal problems
(both technical and interpretative) in the field of speech




To show the pupils how to apply theoretical knowledge in
practical situations and, through their experimental learning,
give them the opportunity to reinforce, clarify or modify
their knowledge.
To develop in the pupils an integrated approach to
communication through audible and visible movement.
To promote the pupils' ability to co-operate and negotiate
within the group situation.
To develop in the pupils a critical response to their own






To explore methods of structuring creative material into
dramatically accepted forms.
To extend and enrich the pupils' kinesthetic sense and
awareness.
Creative interpretation - appli.ed principles of speech
It is desirable that work be tG~ght in tutorial groups with
a maximum of five pupils. If this is not possible because
of administrative problems the work should be done either
in small groups working simultc~eously or as a class.
STANDARD 8
'(i) Verbal Dynamics (Evocative qualities of sounds)










Verbal Dynamics (Evoca1::ive qualities of words in
context)
Lyrical poetry
Poetry related to group programmes (ref. 5.3.2.4).
5.2.4 STANDARD 10
(i) Verbal Dynamics (Evocative qualities of words in context)













Exercises to develop body control and sensitivity.
Creative drama and improvisation with special attention to
(i) exploring and dealing with the inter-relationships
of plot, context and th~ne
(ii) finding suitable structures and using them successfully
e.g. introduction, development, climax and conc:lusion.
Scripted scenes.
Group theme programmes including poetry, scenes and movement.
STANDARD 10
Elementary dance drama forms using music andlor sound.
Polished improvisations leading to scripted scenes
(playbuilding) •
One-act plays (these should be treated as projects and all
aspects of the productions should be the responsibility
of the pupils).
Group theme programmes for finc:ll examinations.
Group discussions (spontaneous and structured)
In all three years pupils should be involved in discussing
the various aspects of the syllabus. Consideration should
be given to the following areas of the work
listening skills
relaxed speech flow in commu~ication situations
(iii)
(iv)
Poetry related to group programmes (ref. 5.3.3.4)




Movement, Creative Drama and Improvisation
Movement - a consideration of Body, Dynamics (Effort),
Spatial Relationships and Communication in terms of movement
Creative drama and improvisation
Group projects
STANDARD 8
5.3.1.1 (i) Movement - the development of flexibility, versatility
and control, aiming to increase body awareness,
confidence and skill in. movement
5.3.1.2
(ii) Mime - simple actions and occupational mime-striving
for accuracy and clarity of gesture.
Creative drama and improvisation with special attention given




concentration in acting out and presentation
sustainment of belief in the make-believe context
ability to improvise purposefully and become




Presentation of scenes from scripted drama or improvisations
based thereon.
Group projects based on creative interpretation, movement,
creative drama and improvisation activities.
5.5
structuring communication skills : e.g. introducing, summing
up, questioning and interviewing etc.
The creative use of audio-visual media
Where schools have audio-visual equipment andlor fully equipped
stages, pupils should be encouraged to become familiar with
the use and application of these resources. However, they
of
must be made aware of the fact 1Chat the primary criteria for
assessment of practical work should be the pupils' ability
to communicate audibly and visibly through the dramatic medium.
ADMINISTRATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
ADIENDUM
TO
SPEECH AND DRAMA - ST~ARD GRADE




SPEECH AND DRAMA STANDARD GRADE SYLLABUS




The Std la examination of Speech and Drama (Standard Grade).
Examinations must take cognisance of the general and specific
aims of the syllabus.







1.2 Written Examinations (a 3 hour paper)
Note
At Standard Grade pupils are expected to possess a basic
knowledge and understanding of facts.
Although essay-type questions may be set, the pupils should
always be given guidelines ,as to the infonnation which should
be included in the essay.
It is preferable to set several shorter questions rather
than presenting one long question.
In Sections C and D (Principles of Speech and Practical Work)
a simple description will suffice.
In Sections C and D stress should be placed on the creative
application of their knowledge in practical work.
The paper will be arranged as follows
1.2.1 S(:ction A ~rinciples of Drama
Pupils will be required to answer two questions on
two prescribed comedies (refer: 3.2.4.1)
the comic forms of drama (refer : 3.2.4.2) (60)
1.2.2 Section B Theatre History
Pupils will be required to answer one ques'tion on
the history and practice of theatre in the prescribed periods of
study covered in Standard 10. In addition to 20th Century Theatre
and Commedia Dell' Arte, periods related to the prescribed texts
will be examined (refer: 3.3.4). (45)
1.2.3 Section C Principles of Speech
Pupils will be required to answer one question.
As this section is studied over the three year course (Standards 8,
9 and 10) pupils should be prepared to answer questions on any
aspect of the work covered (·refer : paragraph 4 of the syllabus) _ (30)
1.2.4 Section D Practical Work
Pupils will be required to answer one question based on the practical
work covered in the course (refer : paragraph 5 of the syllabus)
Interpretation of prose and verse forms studied.
Sight Reading.
The organisation of and participation in dramatised prose,
improvisation and mime items.
Dance drama.
Participation in and/or production of scenes and one-act plays.
Participation in and compilation of theme programmes.
A choice of questions will be provided in each section.











A presentation of a group programmle based on a theme. (The group
should not exceed five candidates).
The programme should include varied aspects of the work covered in
the Speech and Drama course, but mlust include the following :
Poetry of--a suitable- standard.
Dramatised prose.
A scene or scenes from any suitable text/s involving two or more
characters.
Movement as an integral part of the programme and at least one
specific movement item.
Each candidate must
Present a minimum of one individual speech item (not less than 14
lines) •
Participate in a scene.
Participate in a movement item.
Participation in choral verse speaking is optional.
Maximum time limit
Two candidates
Three to five candidates
15 minutes
5 minutes per candidate
1.3.1.5 Where there is only one candidate he/she should work within the group
situation with other pupils who will not be examined. One of the
most important aspects of the prac:tical work is the interaction of





Group improvisation with or w.ithout speech on a subject set by the
examiner chosen by the candidates from a choice of subjects
provided by the examiner.




In Sections A and B the candidates should demonstrate an understanding
of, and an ability to apply, the principles of audible and visible
communication in practice.
Section C
Group discussions based on the theme programme and improvisation.
The examiner will initiate discussion with questions based on
Sections A and B of the Practical Examination. Candidates will be
required to sustain and develop the discussion. (20)
120 marks
1.4 Mark Allocation - Standard 10
Written Examinations
Section A Principles of Drama 60
Section B Theatre History 45
Section C Principles of Speech 30
Section D Practical Work 45
180 marks
Practical Examination
Section A Group Theme Programme
Section B Group Improvisati.on
Section C Group Discussion (based








1.5 Note Standard 8 and 9 Examination
(i) The work will be assessed internally.
(ii) In the Standard 8 and 9 examinations, the propor'tlon of' marks
allocated to the various sections should be approxiaately
equivalent to that in the Senior Certificate Examination.
(iii) The following mark allocation is supplied for Standards 8 and 9
ASPECTS STD 8 STD 9
WRITTEN
Section A Principles of Drama 60 60
Section B Theatre History 45 45
Section C Principles of Speech 30 30













ASPECTS STn 8 STD 9
Poetry 20
The Sonnet (Shakespearean or 20
pptrarchan)




SPECIMEN EXAMINAT10N PAP~~__~_~~=ECH~~~_DRAMA : STANDARD GRADE
Time
N.B. Candidates must answer five questions
two questions from Section A
one question from Section B
one question from Section C
one question from Section D
SECTION A
Answer two questions from this section.
1. The Rivals
3 hours
Discuss the characters of 'the rivals', Captain Absolute (Ensign
Beverly), Bob Acres and Sir Lucius O'Trigger.
2. Twelfth Night
(30)
For what reasons does Viola disguise herself?
Relate some of the events that befall her in this disguise. (30)
3. Choose three of the following characters
Lydia Languish, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, Olivia, Sir Anthony Absolute,
Malvolio.
Write a character sketch, supported by reference to the text, on
eRch one selected. (3 x 10) (30)
(45)
SECTION B
Answer one question from this section.
4. "In 1576 the first building designed especially for the perfonnance
of plays was erected in London for a man called James Burbage.
It copied many of the features of an inn yard". Describe the
unroofed Elizabethan playhouse and mention the features which
were common to the inn yards and the theatre. Mention any
other influences which other architectural structures might
have had. Illustrate your answer with diagrams.
5. (a)
(b)
Wri te brief notes on the Cornmedia Dell' Arte.
What do you understand by the term 'stock characters'.
(18)
(7)
(c) Describe two important 'stock characters' in the Commedia
dell' Arte. (20) (45)
Answer one question from this section.
6. "The Owl and the Pussycat went to sea 1
In a beautiful pea-green boat, 2
They took some honey, and plenty of money 3




What is a suspensory pause cmd what is its function?
Give an example from the above extract.
Discuss at which point you ~,ould use a rising inflection
of the voice if you were saJl'ing these lines aloud, and
at which point you would use a falling inflection? In
each case discuss why you would use that pattern.
What is the difference between metre and rhythm? How can






Answer~~~ question from this section.
8. With reference to your own personal involvement and experience write
short essays on three of the following topics :
(a) Dance drama and/or movement
(b) Directing and/or acting in a scene or a play
(c) Theme programmes
(d)· Dramatised prose. (3 x 15) (45)
9. "When working on a project, a group should keep on discussing the
following points
Shape - Does the programme have a beginning, middle and an end?
Does it follow a logical progression?
Material - Is the material from a variety of sources? How well is the
material arranged? Is it varied enough?
Co-operation - Is the group working well together on the presentation
and co-operating with each other?
Conviction - Is the group sincere and convincing in its intentions
and performance?
Individual's assessment - How well is each individual contributing
to the planning of the presentation and its execution?"
(David Self)
Your group presented a theme programme at the practical speech
and drama examination. Discuss the theme programme under the






(d) What are the effects of tension in the lower jaw on speech?
Describe how these effects could be remedied. (10)
(e) What is resonance? Name ~~o important resonators of the
voice and explain how each functions as a resonator. (6)(30)
"During breathing for speech the air supply from the lungs must
be controlled".
(a) Describe the correct method of breathing for speech. (12)
(b) What are the advantages of using this method of breathing?(8)
(c) Explain what the following terms mean and say why they are
of importance to an effective speaker
relaxation
a flexible tongue (10) (30)
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